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Marlborough Rare Books          Booth #705

1. ALKEN, Henry. ILLUSTRATIONS FOR LANDSCAPE SCENERY London: Published by S. &
J. Fuller, at the Temple of Fancy, 34 Rathbone-Place. Printed by L.Harrison, 373, Strand 1821. £ 1,500

FIRST EDITION. Oblong small folio [23 x 29 cm] pp. [2] title; 26 hand coloured engraved plates, numbered 1-24 and 2
unnumbered of cattle and horses at the end; uncut in original grey boards, upper cover with printed label; rebacked; preserved in a modern
red cloth slipcase; upper cover lettered in gilt; bookplate of Joel Spitz.

A less common form of Alken’s art.
‘Henry Aiken, alias “Ben Tally O”, was primarily a sporting painter who also provided numerous illustrations -
often comical - for books on bloodsports and on horses. His interest extended to the politics of gaming, and in
1831 he issued a pamphlet objecting to the “obnoxious clauses”of the new game laws, which indicted a farmer for
shooting a rabbit on his own land (The New Game Law, p. 14). Not surprisingly the majority of illustrations in this
book are of hunting, shooting, fishing or racing scenes, but these are interspersed with traditionally picturesque
rustic groups and with incidents showing officers in encampments, on military exercises or dallying with country
girls.
Like Child’s [A New Drawing Book of Figures] and The Pencil Drawing Book, [1860] there is no text; however Aiken’s gift
for the anecdotal ensured that most of the sketches form self-contained episodes. Indeed his earlier book, The
Beauties and Defects in the Figure of the Horse, comparatively delineated (1816), had offered advice to prospective horse
buyers based on an interpretation of the different passions of the horse, illustrated by coloured plates and showing
parts of the body and tetes d’expression.’
Fitzwilliam Museum, From Gilpin to Ruskin, No. 52

2. ALKEN. Henry. PANORAMA OF A FOX HUNT. Shewing a Large Scope of the Leicestershire,
Rutlandshire and Lincolnshire Counties; with all Sorts of Riders, Good, Bad, & Indifferent. R. Ackermann
Junr. 191 Regent Street, London. Jany. 1st 1828. £ 5,850

Hand coloured etched panorama [13.5 x 335 cm] with running legend below printed on six sheets and folding into the original
decorative gold paper and cloth backed folder; the upper cover with a label of a scene showing four huntsmen, three of them mounted,
together with their hounds, preparing for the hunt to commence above a shortened version of the title; title label on inside upper cover;
heraldic bookplate of Clarence S Bement; leather label of Joseph Widener and coloured label of Joseph Spitz, also an unobtrusive neat
rubber stamp on the verso; contained in a red morocco slipcase, spine lettered in gilt.

Considered Alken’s finest sporting panorama.
The story on the panorama advances from left to right in one continuous view, captions appearing in the bottom
margin: ‘All horse Hunters, who never see the Hounds but once in the day’; ‘Some very doubtful ones’; ‘A good one
- but behind from a fall, and Down again’; ‘Podge at a Gate - by some of all sorts, mostly bad’; ‘No Judgment at all’;
‘Excessive Polite’; ‘more Judgment than Pluck’; ‘With more Pluck than Judgment’; ‘Let’s take the Road’; ‘A perfect
Snaffle horse’; ‘Steady she goes’; ‘A Horse caught’; ‘Catch my horse’; ‘Slap at anything’; ‘a check’; ‘a Roller’; ‘Have a
care - 2 to 1 on a fall’; ‘a positive Railer’; ‘Down for a Dozen’; ‘Go along Bob - that pace will do the trick’; ‘See Ben
- how they do push him along’; ‘Hold hard - dont ye cross the Scent’; ‘Wo-e Wo-e’; ‘Tally ho.’ Title and imprint on
a (cropped)
sheet attached to extreme r. of the panorama. This copy of the panorama lacks its date apart from the ‘J’ of ‘Jany.’
However, another copy examined was dated Jany. 1st 1828.
Siltzer states that it was re-issued in 1837 at £1.11.6d on three sheets. Gee, in Sporting Panoramas, describes a state
dated as late as Jan. 1st 1840. The panorama was still being advertised by Ackermann in the New Spring Magazine, 18
Mar. 1846, price 31s.6d.

3. [ALKEN Henry] after PAUL, Sir John Dean, Bt. A TRIP TO MELTON MOWBRAY From
drawings by J.D. Paul. [i.e. Alken] London, Published for the Proprietor, by S. & J. Fuller, Temple of
Fancy, 34, Rathbone Place 1822. £ 3,500

FIRST EDITION IN SHEETS. Hand-coloured aquatint strip panorama; consisting of fourteen scenes on twelve sheets
untrimmed at edges [90 × 6,630 mm overall]; and the original printed label baring the priced ‘£2-10-0’ (see below) mounted on sheets
and bound in full green crushed morocco, spine in compartments, decorated and lettered in gilt, by Riviere & Son, gilt edges.

This sporting panorama of a fox hunt consists of separate scenes rather than one continuous view, the story
developing from left to right.
The arrival of weather suitable for a fox chase triggers a dash from London to Melton, Leicestershire, for the
Melton Mowbray Hunt. Reckless driving causes a variety of accidents on the road to those who get in the way. At
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Melton we see preparations for the hunt, the chase, and the death of the fox. In the bottom margin of the
panorama appear the captions: ‘1. Solvitur acris hyems - it thaws - we must be off to Melton’; ‘2. Go! I fancy he can!
Milton loquitur upon my soul a lie! Shakespeare’; ‘3. Doing a bit of City’; ‘4. All the world’s a stage. (Bull and Mouth
Inn)’; ‘5. At his head a grass green turf and at his heels a stone!’; ‘6. These come hopping’; ‘7. Non effectives; Nec
possum dicere quare’; ‘8. Frogs and Cranes - shewing a friend the short way to cover!’; ‘9. My soul’s on fire, and
eager for the field!’; ‘10. A struggle for a start’; ‘11. Candidates for Brooke’s nunc est bibendum’; ‘12. Gens humana
ruit. O Crus - O Brachia! (a Check)’; ‘13. Death and the Doctors’; ‘14. Duce domum, - jamdudum animus est in
patinis exeunt in fumo.’ In the bottom margin of the last scene also appears the imprint.
An advertisement for this panorama appears on a wrapper for Alken’s New Sketch Book, 1823. This states that the
panorama was etched by Henry Alken, and that it was available ‘fitted up with a roller in box’ for 42s., or mounted
‘as a Series of Drawings’ for £2.10s.0d. Tooley 35 describes a volume consisting of the 14 plates by Alken entitled
‘Hunting Sketches’ and published in 1822. An advertisement for it in The History of Little Fanny (London: S.& J.
Fuller 1830) describes it as ‘shewing all the points of a Fox-chase, from the first starting from the top of St. James’s-
street, to the death of Reynard…’
Sir John Dean Paul, 1st Baronet (1775-1852) was the son of a doctor of Salisbury. Paul became a banker with the
firm of Snow, Paul and Paul, Bankers in the City of London and was created Baronet in 1821. Although a keen
amateur artist, and an enthusiastic huntsman, he was also from 1816 happy to defraud his bank. Upon his death it
was found that some half million pounds had been squandered; presumably this fine panorama was unwittingly
subsidised by Paul’s unfortunate investors.
Siltzer, p.193; Abbey, Life, 488; Schwerdt, 3, p.3, plate 169; Snelgrove, pp.128-129.

4. [ALKEN, Henry Thomas]. THREE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS including: [Fishing for Poor Jack]
and [Quail and Pheasant Shooting]. [n.d., c. 1830?]. £ 550

Dimensions: 185 x 130 mm; Mounted in card windows, with pen ruled borders. (Some fading to drawings). Preserved in a quarter
brown morocco and hessian folding case, with spine titled in gilt. (Minor rubbing, spine split at top, lower joint). 4to. Provenance: From
the collection of Joel Spitz. Bought at “Spring Sale” 12/1/34. A previous annotation in pencil to the verso of one of the card mounts
comments: “[?]…technique and style seldom found in Alken Drawings, undoubtedly quite early circa 1820 to 30”.

Thomas Henry Alken (1785-1851) was a painter and etcher of predominately hunting or racing subjects, and an
influential caricaturist. ‘Following the lead of Bunbury, Gillray and Rowlandson, Alken developed the accidental
humour of sporting art and paved the way for John Leech on whom he was a strong influence’ (Bryant and
Heneage, Dictionary of British Cartoonists and Caricaturists 1730-1980).

5. ALKEN, Henry Thomas. A TOUCH OF THE FINE ARTS: illustrated by Twelve Plates, with
Descriptions. London, Thomas M’Lean, 1824. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [iv], 12 hand-coloured etched plates, each accompanied by one leaf of descriptive text, [2] leaf of
advertisements; text evenly a little browned, occasional very light spotting; modern brown half calf, preserving original pink printed
wrappers mounted at end, somewhat rubbed.

Alken commonly took several amusing and embarrassing scenes from among his sporting and hunting circle who
regularly met at Melton Mowbray. However, in the present work Alken has drawn on domestic and public mishaps,
whereby he uses the contemporary language of art criticism to describe the events, with the conceit that the subjects
illustrated are not artistic at all.
Thomas Henry Alken (1785-1851) was a painter and etcher of predominately hunting or racing subjects, and an
influential caricaturist. ‘Following the lead of Bunbury, Gillray and Rowlandson, Alken developed the accidental
humour of sporting art and paved the way for John Leech on whom he was a strong influence’ (Bryant and
Heneage, Dictionary of British Cartoonists and Caricaturists 1730-1980).
Hardie p. 183; Toovey 58.

6. [ALPHABET GAME]. ALPHABET GROTESQUE. Paris: Chez tous les Marchands de
Nouveautés. [circa 1835]. £ 1,450

25 hand coloured lithograph figures each with a legend given the subject at the foot and mounted with wooden blocks each measuring
13.5cm. high; contained in original box [30.5 x 20 x 4cm.] the upper cover with a scene in an opulently furnished room with three
children standing around a circular table with one elder child teaching his younger brother and sister; some slight damage to the box with
one strip of decorated paper missing from upper cover; one figure ‘[Grec] lacking it’s base.

This is an unusual combination of alphabet and figures designed as teaching aid. The alphabet consists of 25 letters
before the introduction of the letter ‘W’ to the French alphabet during the mid nineteenth century. The figures,
each displaying a large capital letter, is a mix of national costumes, the theatre and the eponymous hero from
Hérold’s opera Zampa to supply the last letter in the alphabet.
The opera Zampa was very popular during the 1830’s and helps establish a date for the game to this period. Several
publications including toys and games are listed in the Bibliographie de la France from the 1820s by ‘Chez tous les
Marchands de Nouveautés’ although we have not been able find this particular example.
The figures include the following subjects:- Arlequin - Bedouin - Chinois - Danseuse - Espagnol - Fée - [Grec] -
Hollandaise - Indous - Jeanette - Kalmouck - Lithuanien - Marin - Normande - Dame d’Opporto - Pierrot -
Qapolivéri - Roi - Suissesse - Turc - Cosaque d’ Ukraine - Vivandière - Yaoganais - Femme de Xerés - Zampa
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7. [AMSTERDAM]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin. [AMSTERDAM]. [Augsburg]: [C.P. Maj. Mart.
Engelbrecht. excud. A.V. ca. 1750]. £ 1,500

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut away sheets, [100 ×140 mm] with contemporary hand-colouring; contained in near contemporary
sugar-paper wrapper with title in Dutch in ink.

A fine series depicting the port at Amsterdam still thriving after the ‘Golden Age’.
The cut aways depict; [1] an opening with a pilaster on each side and a boat with a cargo of barrels being
manoeuvred through the surf; [2] to the left a modest house and to the right a wooden hut with a small boat
moored close by, in the centre a boat with a rower having discharged a cargo; [3] a similar scene but further into the
bay with a stone warehouse to the left and to the right a similar wooden warehouse, another craft similar to that in
the first sheet being piloted with a another cargo of barrels and and two small sailing craft; [4] The inlet has
widened, to the left and right more substantial two and three storied warehouses, each has a large sailing craft
moored in front with their rigging exposed and ready to take on fresh cargo; [6] the back sheet gives a panoramic
view of Amsterdam with the conspicuous boom in the middle ground.
Engelbrecht (1684-1756), a native of Augsburg began his career as an artist by his attachment to a local publishing
house. By 1708 he had moved to Berlin where he was engaged in the designs after Eosander von Goethe of a the
Silberbüfett im Ritterall at Berlin and of a porcelain cabinet in Charlottenberg. Returning to Augsburg he was
involved in illustrating a wide variety of works after various artist mainly on subjects connected with the decorative
arts. It was when he started his own publishing house that his talent for peepshows and similar educational and
amusing engravings became paramount and from which he is best known today.

8. [ANON]. WILL WHIMSICAL’S MISCELLANY. [Volume I, all published]. Chichester: Printed by
J. Seagrave, [1799]. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 248; apart from some very light foxing and marking in places, a clean copy throughout; uncut in
contemporary blue boards, expertly rebacked, boards abit dust-soiled, but not detracting from this being an appealing copy.

Scarce first edition of Will Whimsical’s Miscellany, an anonymous literary ‘hodge-podge’ (as quoted in “The New
Annual Register”) containing a number of entertaining pieces.
Dedicated to ‘Admiral Lord Nelson’ pieces include ‘Jupiter’s Lottery’, ‘A Drinking song’, ‘The Downfall of Dido’
and ‘Lines written upon being first urged to put some work to press’. However, most appealing are the ‘Desultory
Thoughts and Hints’ providing pithy comment on, amongst other things, Cock-fighting, Novel-reading (‘debauches
the mind, as much as rich drams do the palate: after “Parfait-Amour” everything else tastes insipid’ (p. 54), Lawyers,
Whig Club Pensioner’s and Bookseller’s:
‘Some of the high-priced London “Booksellers” and their authors, complain of the “Trade” at Edinburgh and
Dublin, for publishing such cheap Editions: but, if they themselves demand five shillings for eighteen penny worth
of Letter-press, is it to be wondered at that the Scotch and Irish, who are content with more moderate profits,
should have more custom?’ (p. 227).
We have been unable to identify the author of the work who notes in his preface ‘I purpose to take up at hap-
hazard what scribble I have by me, and intermixing it occasionally with new, to publish volume after volume, until I
have exhausted my literary stores, or the reader’s patience’ (p. v). The fact that only one volume ever appeared
would seem to indicate the latter!
ESTC records three copies in the UK, at the Bodleian, BL and Brighton Central Library, and two in North
America, at UCLA and Harvard.

9. ARGUS, Arabella, pseudonym. FURTHER ADVENTURES OF JEMMY DONKEY;
Interspersed with biographical sketches of The Horse, London: William Darton, 58 Holborn Hill. 1821.

£ 250

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. iv, 154, [2] ‘A List of Juvenile Books.’ 3 engraved plates including a frontispiece and at the end of
the work Darton’s engraved trade card original red morocco backed marbled boards.

Written under the pseudonym ‘Arabella Argus’ the work contains a series of adventures of Jemmy with his new
acquaintance ‘The Horse.’
The hero is Jemmy who was happily described in the earlier Adventures of a Donkey of 1815 as ‘an Ass of the
Eighteenth Century’ but now rudely thrown out of blissful retirement at Hampstead he meets Nimble the horse,
who recounts his life through ownership by a gentleman, a farmer’s daughter, and as a coach horse. Later in the
narrative another horse called Pizarro recounts his adventures in the recent wars with the French.
‘A hierarchy of different styles of speech for different animals is also explored in Further Adventures of Jemmy the
Donkey, interspersed with biographical sketches of the horse (1821). The horse claims closer kin to humans than the donkey:
‘write particularly to rational animals, creatures endowed with reason; capable of arranging and revising their
sentiments, and consequently less liable to fall into those self-delusions, which deform the donkey character.’
Cavalry horses, however, have a more elevated style. The horse narrator remarks on ‘the loftiness of their
expressions; their style is flowing and more figurative than ours.’ In the first book about him, Jemmy the Donkey
has occasional difficulties in understanding the human world: ‘I saw Jenkins and his companions drinking, and
afterwards playing with spotted pieces of paper which I have since learned were “cards”’.
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Coslett, Tess Talking Animals in British Children’s Fiction, 1786-1914 2006, p. 72; OCLC: 10815689.

10. [ARK TOY] LE DÉLUGE UNIVERSEL. Construction de l’Arche de Noé Paris: Matenet editeur.
Lith. H. Jannin 11 r. des Bernardins [1870’s]. £ 3,500

A model of Noah’s ark to be assembled from stand-up figures and blocks.
The set consists of 29 blocks for the ark, 7 stand-up figures of trees and shrubs, 3 of waves, 7 of animals, 8 of people, and one ‘tablet’
with an excerpt from Genesis. contained in the original box [34 x 48 cm] the upper cover with a hand coloured peictoral representation
of the scene and sacrifice by Noah after the flood; box trimed with decorated paper onlay and gold and pink fern patternrn border.

A very large and superbly preserved example of this striking niniteenth century toy.
The artist must have taken a tour round the Jardin des Plantes and the Ménagerie in Paris to gather togeter the
exotic plantes and studies of animals depicted in the toy. The human figures are costumed in what the artist
eveidently thought our anticentents wore, some having Chinese, Indian, saxon and Middle-Eastern look with more
than a touch of the depictions as found in medieval glass.
Another example is held at princeton at the Cotsen collection however that copy is sadly incomplete having only 21
of the 28 blocks for the ark, also fewer trees and a missing figure.
See Princeton: Voyager Bib ID: 7066933 fo another example.

11. ARROWSMITH, Henry William & Arthur. THE HOUSE DECORATOR AND PAINTER’S
GUIDE Containing a Series of Designs for Decorating Apartments, Suited to the Various Styles of
Architecture. London, Thomas Kelly, Paternoster Row. MDCCCXL. [1840]. £ 650

FIRST EDITIONS 4to, pp. [iv], 120; 61 lithograph plates including 21 hand coloured and 6 in bistre; contemporary half calf
over marbled paper-covered boards with marbled endpapers; spine with four raised bands with gilt foliate decoration and elaborate blind-
tooling to compartments.

Arrowsmith suggests the correct use of historical designs from Greek to Elizabethan times. Arrowsmith’s were
Decorators to Queen Victoria and there work aimed to ‘bring a better character and taste into the style of the
present day’ and to ‘remedy the evil’ misuse and mixing of inappropriate combinations of pattern and
embellishment.
Arrowsmith had his decorators establishment in Bond Street and was noted by Charles Eastlake in his Hints on
Household Taste as a manufatrurer of parquetry floors ‘whose name has long been associated with the revival of this
art.’  The work was issued in 30 parts at a shilling each or 30s complete.
The business was styled as H.W. & A. Arrowsmith, (late Henderson), Decorators, Upholsterers, and Gilders to Her
Majesty, 80 New Bond Street. A very good idea of the the philosophy behind this book can be garnered from items
shown at the Exhibition of 1851 ‘A decorated cabinet in zebra wood and gold, nicely carved; the four panels
illustrating “Woman’s History,” the two upper compartments, removable, and arranged for writing materials, and
ladies’ work. Specimens of patent lace curtains, resembling the most elaborate point lace; of patent damask curtains,
resembling cut velvet pile curtains; and of a new pattern line curtain, lined with pink silk, adapted for windows,
bedsteads, &c. New dry process of cleaning carpets, curtains, tapestries, needlework, and similar articles of
furniture.’ This zebra wood cabinet also made an appearance at the New York Exhibition of Industry of all nations
of 1853. In 1862 Exhibition various parquetry floors dados and wall paneling by which time the company was
renamed A .J. Arrowsmith & Co, 80 New Bond Street.
Bound with the Arrowsmith is a copy of W. Mullingar Higgins The House Painter; or Decorator’s Companion,1841 but
without plates.
Archer 442.1

12. [ATHENS]. FINE ALBUM OF WATERCOLOURS OF ANCIENT CITES OF ATHENS, with
cover title ‘ANTIQUITES GRECQUES’. [Greece, 1840s]. £ 2,750

Oblong 8vo, album with 20 pencil, pen, and watercolour drawings in grey wash, bistre and highlighted with white (120 x 170 mm;
sometimes a little smaller); evenly lightly browned, a few spots in the margins; brown half sheep overt black pebble-grained boards, front
cover lettered in gilt; a little worn and rubbed - together with a larger (159 x 234 mm) architectural drawing in the same style and hand,
mounted on board.

A fine album of watercolours illustrating the main ancient sites of Athens a few years after Greek independence.
The monuments are depicted in resplendent isolation before the inevitable encroachments of modernity and
civilisation. The Odeon is here seen still engulfed in rubbish; weeds and plant life picturesquely decorate the
crevices of the ruins; and lumps of masonry lie scattered over the sites before nineteenth century restorers slotted
them back in place.
Byron worship was still in the ascendant and this together with the accessibility of the country to tourist after
Turkish rule made Athens a more practical attraction for the romantically inclined traveller. The upper cover is
lettered ‘Antiquites Grecques’ which could indicate a French origin, but the quality of the album and the style of
binding suggest the work may be Greek and made for the embryonic tourist trade.
All the main antiquities are illustrated, or at least those that were visible before extensive excavations began. The
views include the Acropolis, Parthenon, Erechtheio, Karyatides statues of the Erechtheion, Propylaea gallery, Nike
temple, Odeon of Herodes Atticus, Philopappos Monument, Temple of Olympian Zeus, Arch of Hadrian,
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Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, Tower of the Winds, Gate of Athena Archegetis, Stoa Poikile, Temple of
Hephaestus, The steps of Demosthenes, and a general view Thesion including the Temple of Hephaestus. The last
few illustrations illustrate sites outside of Athens that include the Temple of Poseidon at Cape Sounion, Temple of
Aphaia? Parnassos?
Provenance: The Blackmer copy, sold in 1989 as lot 1127; however, not in the collection catalogue.

13. [AUGSBURG - EXPULSION OF JEWS] DEMNACH DER ALLERHÖCHSTE, deme
dessentwegen sonderheitlich Danck gebühret, die Kriegs- Gefährlichkeit, welche Einen Hoch Edlen und
HochWeisen Rath allhier, und zwar meistens höchste Recommendationes und Fürbitt, einigen Juden
Familien in hiesiger Stadt, die Beywohnung und Schutz ein- und anderes Jahr her, zu gestatten bewogen
haben, von hiesiger Nachbarschaft allerdings vollkommen abgewendet ist, und dahero auch Derselbe
nicht nur bemeldt samtliche Juden Familien wiederum ihre eigene Bewohnung auf dem Land zu beziehen
angewiesen … [AUGSBURG], October 26, 1745. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. Broadside, large oblong folio, printed in large fraktur on good Dutch laid paper; one vertical fold; entirely
uncut, clean and fresh.

Public decree preventing Jews from trading in the town centre of Augsberg and to live outside the city walls in the
surrounding villages.
‘During the Thirty Years’ war some Jews came to Augsburg. These were officially plundered from time to time
under threat of being expelled; in 1649 they were again driven out; and in 1680 the former edicts of expulsion were
revived and intensified. While the War of the Spanish Succession raged, a few Jews again ventured into the city; and
in 1704 there were 62 families resident there. In 1718 even their temporary sojourn was again forbidden. From 1741
to 1745, Jews were again permitted to dwell in Augsburg on account of the War of the Austrian Succession. In 1742
they were 36 families; but they were driven out again in 1745. The council made an agreement with the Jews of the
surrounding villages in 1751 to the effect that for the yearly payment of 1,100 gulden they might have free
admission to the city for trading-purposes. In the years following, the council endeavoured to restrict their
commercial undertakings; but in 1791 edicts were issued, protecting the Jews against ill-treatment and pillage. They
were again in the city during the French war of 1796.’ [Jewish Encyclopaedia]
A rare survival in fine condition

The  Gr ea t  Wen  f r om  a  s a f e  d i s t an c e

14. [BANKS, John Henry]. A BALLOON VIEW OF LONDON, as seen from Hampstead,
Exhibiting 8 square miles shewing The Great Crystal Palace, all Public Buildings, Railway Stations, Parks,
Palaces, Squares, Streets &c. London: Published as the Act directs, May 1st, 1851 by Banks, & Co, 4 Little
Queen Street, Holborn. n. d. [c. 1852]. £ 2,200

FIRST EDITION. Folding engraved aerial view, 1020 x 705 mm, folding down to 180 x 115 mm; in original decorated linen
backed boards, upper cover with engraved title a circular view of St Pauls; with the ticket.

An incredibly detailed panorama map offering a rooftop view of the streets, squares and open spaces of London,
during the Great Exhibition year of 1851.
Presumably it was produced for the crowds attending the Great Exhibition at the Crystal Palace which is shown
majestically sited on the south side of Hyde Park. Other parks and squares give a sense of space and openness to
the whole city which is still remarkably rural in parts with nursery gardens visible just to the south of Kensington
Gore, the London Westminster Cemetery laid out in neat (and as yet apparently unoccupied plots) and an extensive
chequered pattern of fields to the south of the river. Many of the fields, though, are crossed and re-crossed by an
extensive network of railway lines; the Bricklayers Arms Branch, the London and Greenwich Railway and to the far
south, the Grand Surrey Canal - all presaging the heavy suburban development that would soon obscure this
landscape. The Thames itself is packed with craft of all sizes and shapes and even miniature trains are represented
on the railway lines but the streets themselves are depicted as devoid of traffic giving the whole city something of a
post-apocalyptic feel.
Hyde 3 (1).

15. BASS, Michael Thomas STREET MUSIC IN THE METROPOLIS Correspondence and
Observations on the Existing Law and Amendments London: John Murray 1864. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 120, including the half-title; original maroon cloth, gilt; presentation copy, from the 19th century
library of Edward Strutt, Lord Belper, with his signature, and inscribed ‘With the Author’s compliments.’

Street musicians in London were long been regarded as a nuisance by both residents and by visitors and by 1864
things were coming to a head with calls for legislation to be enacted.
‘To gather support for his Act, Bass published Street Music in the Metropolis. It is a measured and well-authenticated
document and very far from the tirade it was lampooned as at the time. It includes accounts from clergymen,
lawyers, academics, teachers, composers, and musicians. But the greatest emphasis is on writers and artists, and a
letter written by the most famous of their number, Charles Dickens, is the centrepiece of the book. Dickens writes
that he and his cosignatories ‘are daily interrupted, harassed, worried, wearied, driven nearly mad, by street
musicians’. Writing of’ brazen performers on brazen instruments’, he adds: ‘No sooner does it become known to
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those producers of horrible sounds that any of your correspondents have particular need of quiet in their own
houses, than the said houses are beleaguered by discordant hosts seeking to be bought off.’ And, the twenty-eight-
strong list of signatories was impressive, and included Wilkie Collins, E. M. Forster, William Holman Hunt, John
Everett Millais, Alfred Lord Tennyson, and (not very surprisingly) Thomas Carlyle.’ [Goldsmith]
In 1864 Bass introduced a Metropolitan Police Act which now had the support of a large number of sufferers. The
1864 Act strengthened the grounds upon which a complainant could make a charge, but required the complaint to
be made in person at a police station.
Charles Babbage, who is frequently quoted throughout Bass’ text on the endless problem of noise, was in 1864 to
publish his own contribution to the literature Chapters on Street Nuisances. Still, even after the Act became law
Babbage on his deathbed in 1871 had to suffer his translation to eternal peace accompanied by a street organ.
Clearly this Act did not deter performers, as the 1880 the Musical Times records the formation of a Society for the
Regulation of Street Music and of Street Musicians.’
Lord Belper (1801-1880), politician, lawyer and student of social and economic questions, ‘became close to Jeremy
Bentham and to James and John Stuart Mill, and under their influence his political views took shape’. [E.I. Carlyle,
rev. Matthew Lee in ODNB]. Michael Bass himself was a very rich brewing magnate.
See Goldsmith, M. Discord: The Story of Noise p. 112-4 & Weinreb and Hibbert, The London Encyclopaedia,> pp.
838-9].

16. BESTELMEIER, Georg Hieronimus. PREISSE VON MEUBLES welche stets in dem
Bestelmeierschen Magazin vorräthig zu finden sind. [Nürnberg, Bestelmeier, c. 1807]. £ 8,500

Engraved title surrounded by illustrations of furniture (336 x 200 mm), 18 lithographic plates with 213 numbered illustrations (17
plates measuring 420 x 340 mm, one 352 x 210 mm), together with two leaves of text, one with an engraved illustration; one plate
with upper outer corner torn away, not affecting the printed surface and a little browned in outer margin; all bound together with
contemporary backstrip of blue glazed paper, extending to form rear cover with three mounted engraved labels of yellow paper.

This is a very rare customized trade catalogue offering a selection of furniture, issued by the leading Bavarian
wholesaler of toys, games, home ornaments, ovens, tapestries and furniture of mainly Nürnberg production.
The first printed leaf is a description of ovens available in Bestelemeier’s showroom and store, which was a
converted church with an elegant neo-classical facade, depicted and described on the other printed leaf. The plates
are early specimens of lithography, which was invented by Senefelder only a few years earlier in Bavaria; they depict
ovens disguised as Grecian statues, fragmented columns or neo-classical miniature architecture. Then follows a
series of elaborate chandeliers, wall hangings, mirrors, beds with canopies, writing desks, occasional tables, settees,
chairs, a piano, book cases, and fashionable clocks, repeatedly adorned with swan motifs.
On the rear cover are three engraved labels, the largest, rectangular one, announcing ‘206 Drawings of Furniture’
etc. and referring to Bestelmeier’s catalogue of toys and educational games of 1803, containing 1100 engraved
illustrations, which was reprinted in 1979. The plates in the present catalogue are of much larger format than in the
1803 catalogue, and have nothing to do with the Magazin von verschiedenen Kunst- und andern nützlichen Sachen. Two
circular labels give prices for the goods offered in the present catalogue.
See Berlin Katalog 1211 of a catalogue with only one leaf of text with 17 plates and illustrations only; not in OCLC,
or COPAC.

17. [BLOCQUEL, Simon, pseudonym “Baron Commode”]. MANUEL CONSOLATEUR DES
COCUS. Code Pacifique des menages; Ouvrage eminemment utile … traduit fidèlement de l’anglais par le
Baron Commode. A Cornopolis, chez tous les Marchands de nouveautes. [c. 1837]. £ 300

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [3-] 107, [1]; with folding handcoloured frontispiece; apart from a few minor marks in places, a
clean copy throughout; stitched as issued in original printed wraps, alittle dustsoiled, but still a good copy.

Writing under one of his numerous pseudonyms, in a supposed translation from the English, Blocquel solemnly
promises consolation to les cocus (cuckolds). He asserts that le cocuage brings two important benefits: increased
tenderness from the guilty wives, and supplemental income providing an enhanced quality of life, thanks to the
stipends of lovers anxious to avoid scandal or disruption of their pleasures. Should the reader fail to find comfort in
these compensations, the author reminds him that he is not alone, for les cocus number in the millions, scattered
across the globe. To buttress the latter argument he provides plentiful anecdotes of adultery, some funnier than
others, featuring cuckolds from every walk of life, from kings to shopkeepers.
OCLC records two copies only, both in France, at Montpellier and the BNF.

18. [BLOME, John] DESCRIPTION OF HOLKHAM, THE MAGNIFICENT SEAT OF THE
EARL OF LEICESTER. containing a full accurate account of the Paintings, Statues, Tapestry, &c., with a
Picturesque Tour of the Gardens and Park. Embellished with a View of the South Front. Wells: Printer
and Published by H. Neville, 1838. £ 385

8vo in 4s, pp. iv, 78; folding lithograph frontispiece giving the south view of Holkham. original printed pictorial wrappers, repair to
lower wrapper.

A revised edition of this guide first published in 1826, and probably this edition the first issued with Mr Coke’s
elivasation to Earl of Leicestershire
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Following the same perambulation as earlier Blome’s earlier editions but adding some new works of art and some
small rearrangements of the several rooms.
Appended to this edition is a poem on Holkam Hall by William Roscoe (1753-1831), who as the librarian called in
Frederick Madden to help finish the transcription of Coke manuscripts.
As a ‘curiosity of literature’ a copy of the 1826 Description is loted in the sale of the library of Sir Frederick Madden
at Sotheby’s, in 1873. Here it states that the description of the Library at Holkham for the guide was written by
Madden. In truth this may also be the source of the authors name who is otherwise unknown to us.
This edition unrecorded in COPAC and OCLC; See Holmes The Country House Described 1986 p. 136 noting only the
1826 edition.

19. [BOAR HUNT]. [ENGELBRECHT, Martin]. WILDE ZWIJNENJACHT [manuscript title on
verso of back-scene]. [Augsburg, Martin Engelbrecht, c. 1740]. £ 650

Five hand-coloured cut-away engraved scenes and backdrop, mounted on boards; some damage and loss

The cut aways depict [1] a forest scene with a horse and rider to the left with sword in hand and to the right a man
in a green jacket with a hunting horn over his shoulder; [2]a boar being assailed by dogs, a hunter on foot spearing
the beast in the mouth and a rider firing a pistol; [3] an opening in the forest with a hunter to the right clinging to
the branches of a tree whilst below a dog in writhing in agony and to the left a hunter on foot holding back another
dog; [4] another hunter on horseback and one on foot; [5] a wooded glade [6] and a backdrop with a town before
hills on the edge of the forest.
Engelbrecht (1684-1756), a native of Augsburg was the son of a colour merchant. He began his career as an artist
by the attachment to a local publishing house but had by 1708 moved to Berlin where he was engaged in the designs
after Eosander von Goethe of a the Silberbüfett im Ritterall at Berlin and of a porcelain cabinet in Charlottenberg.
Returning to Augsburg he was involved in illustrating a wide variety of works after various artist mainly on subjects
connected with the decorative arts. However in 1711 Engelbrecht was again in Berlin working at a fine art
publishers with his older brother Christian Engelbrecht (1672-1735). They decided to start their own independent
publishing house at Augsburg in 1719 where they produce a wide variety of graphic works. However it was with
peepshows Martin Engelbrecht excelled having the unique position of no other publishing house or place of
publication to compete against him.
Engelbrecht was kept busy with the many other special graphics and employed two artists, Jeremias Wachsmuth
(1711-1771) and Johann David Nessenthaler (1717-1766), to produce designs for the peepshows. Wachsmuth’s
work can be found as early as 1731, and those by Nessenthaler starting from 1737. With Martin Engelbrechts death
in 1756 the business continued to thrive under the management of Engelbrechts’ daughters and sons-in-law, and
continued on well into the nineteenth century.

20. [BOOK COVER]. SILVER FILIGREE BOOK COVER WITH ONLAID FLOWER-HEADS,
WITH TEN ENAMEL PLAQUES AND 20 COLOURED GLASS OR MIRROR BACKED ‘STONES’
AND FOUR SMALL TURQUOISE BOSSES. hinged with two clasps. Augsberg? c. 1720. £ 3,500

Clearly produced as a love token the binding containes enamels each with putti with legends on the theme of love,
the corner containing heart shaped enamels tend to strengnthen this sentiment. The cover was clearly originally
intended for a note book or possibly for an almanac.

21. BOYDELL, John. A COLLECTION OF ONE HUNDRED VIEWS IN ENGLAND AND
WALES, London: Published by John Boydell, Engraver, in Cheapside, 1770. £ 22,500

FIRST EDITION. Folio, [57 x 37 cm], 100 engraved plates, including 76 single page views, 5 double page view, 11 single page
marine subjects, and 8 marine subjects, by John & Thomas Boydell, W. H. Toms and others after original drawings by the Boydells,
Wm. Winstanley, Vandervelde &c; together with two additional prints of Ponifract. original calf backed comb-marbled boards,
sometime re-cornered,

hropshire-born John Boydell (1719-1804) originally trained as a land surveyor before taking up drawing. Arriving in
London he was apprenticed to the engraver W. H. Toms, some of whose work appears in the present collection.
From the early 1740’s he started engraving and selling plates, some after his own topographical drawings, others
after Gainsborough, Van der Velde and Charles Brooking. These were sold at eaither a shilling or one shilling and
six pence.
The present volume represents the first complete collection of his works, though some, such as the London views,
had already appeared in smaller volumes. The collected edition was available priced at three pounds, three shillings
half-bound. Further editions followed in 1790 and 1794 bringing the total number of plates up to 152. Here,
though, 47 of the plates relate to London of which 39 are either drawn or engraved by Boydell.
They include views of the Thames between Richmond and Isleworth, the Earl of Radnor’s House at Twickenham
and two panoramic projections of London after Hollar’s 1647 bird’s eye view.
The plate to No. 48 are mostly engraved in the lower right-hand corner the remaining have been numbered in ink.
Prices of 1s. or 1s. 6d. and publication dates 1747-1756 are included on each plate.
Two additional plates bound at the end that are not called for these show: The East Prospect of All Hallows Church in
Pontefract with the parts adjacent from Bagg Hill Chatelin delin. et sculpt., and The South West Prospect of Ackworth Park
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Hall, near Pontefract in the County of York. The seat of Mrs. Mary Lowther, Chatelin del. et sculpt., [platemarks 52 x 28.5
cm 52 x 28.5 cm].
The inclusion of these plates lead u to belive that this copy may have originated with the Lowther family in
Pontifract in West Yorkshire. As Ackworth Park Hall was demolished in the 1950s and this copy was probably sold
at or about this time.
Adams 47.

22. BRIDGMAN, John. AN HISTORICAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF KNOLE, in
Kent; with a brief genealogy of the Sackville family. London: W. Lindsell, 1821. £ 240

8vo, pp. viii, 164, errata slip inserted; 9 aquatint or engraved plates; modern quarter green calf, spine gilt, (some light foxing
throughout).

Second edition (first 1817) with an early ms. list of plates and ownership inscription for Henry and Jane Wakeham
bound before the half-title.
Harris, A Country House Index, p. 40.

… Que en  Wi l l i am  …

23. [BROADSIDE] THE FAMOUS FLOWER OF SERVING MEN; OR, THE LADY TURN’D
SERVING MAN. Coventry, Turner, Printer, ca. 1800. £ 250

Oblong broadside, 21.5 x 29 cms., verse in three columns, title across the left-hand two.

Various versions of this exist, the earliest being Wing F369A, which is signed “L.P.” Dr. David Harker, in a letter to
the Beinecke, attributes the piece to Laurence Price, fl. 1628-1680.
We have not traced a copy with this imprint, and it would appear to be the last version printed.
First line: “You beautious ladies, great and small ..”
Last lines: “The like before was never seen, / A serving man to become a queen.”
The story is of a young widow, fair Eliza, fallen on hard times, who elects to masquerade as a serving man and
changes her name to “sweet William”. At length, having become the king’s chamberlain, William is unmasked, and
marries the king.

24. [BROADSIDE] THE MIDNIGHT MESSENGER. OR, A SUDDEN CALL FROM AN
EARTHLY GLORY TO THE COLD GRAVE IN A DIALOGUE …, [London], J. Pitts, Wholsale Toy
Warehouse, 6 Great St. Andrew Street, ca. 1830. £ 165

oblong folio, printed one side only, [25 x 37 cms], two woodcuts beneath the title, verse in 4 columns,

25. [BROADSIDE / MORE (Hannah)] CHEAP REPOSITORY. THE CARPENTER; OR, THE
DANGER OF EVIL COMPANY, London, Printed by J. & C.Evans, ca. 1820. £ 250

oblong broadside, 25 x 36 cms., verse in 4 columns (title at head of two), woodcut vignette,

Signed “Z” at the end, i.e. Hannah More.

26. BROWNE, Christopher. THE ENGLISH GENTLEMAN’S GUIDE: Or, A New and Compleat
Book of Maps of all England and Wales. Shewing its Ancient and Present Government, divided as in the
Saxon Heptarchy. … The whole being finely engrav’d, and made portable either for cloak-bag,
portmanteau, or pocket. London: Phil. Overton, Map and Print-Seller, at the Golden Buck against St.
Dunstan’s Church in Fleetstreet: And Tho. Bowles, Map and Print-Seller, next the Chapter-House in St.
Paul’s Church-yard… At which places the following new and most correct of two sheet maps, now extant,
are sold; viz. 1. The world. … 23. West Indies., [1735-38]. £ 2,500

4to, engraved folding title, printed in black and red, scale and explanation leaf pasted on verso, engraved wall-map on eight sheets, bound
in four strips to form a travelling atlas, the names of each county covered engraved at the top of each sheet; fine original outline hand-
colouring, three or four stains to southern sheets, one or two small nicks at margins skilfully repaired, nineteenth century maroon limp
morocco cover, split at spine.

The first edition in ‘Portmanteau’ form, the map is a later edition of ‘Nova Totius Angliae Tabula,’ first published
by Christopher Browne in 1700.
As the full title explains, the map describes ‘England and Wales shewing Its Ancient and Present Government,
divided as in the Saxon Heptarchy; Also into Dioceses, Judges Circuits, and Counties; Describing all the Cities;
Market-Towns, Parishes, Villages, Noble and Gentlemens Seats, Archbishops and Bishops Sees, Universities, Places
which send Members to Parliament, &c. With the names of the Rivers, Sea-Ports, Sands, Hills, Moors, Forests, &c.
All the Great or Post Roads, Cross-Roads, Ports for Directions on the Roads, Ponds, Inns and Houses on the
Roads, with the Distances of Measur’d Miles, according to Mr. Ogilby’s Survey: With many Additions and
Corrections not Extant in any Maps.’
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A further, rather unusual, feature not mentioned in the title, is the inclusion of the sites of naval battles round the
coast. The sheets which were originally included to complete a rectangular map, in which only the sea was shown,
have been excluded and neat lines marked with latitude have been added to the side borders to ‘complete’ the map.
We are aware of only two other copies of this map (one in the British Library and one in a private collection).
Shirley ‘Browne 2’ State vi/vii (variant a); BLMC Maps C.21.c.18.

27. BURGESS, Henry William. VI DRAWINGS by H.W. Burgess. Presented to his much esteemed
pupil Miss Bell. [n.p.] 1817. £ 1,250

Oblong folio [ 380 × 275 mm.]; containing seven pencil sketches; most separated by tissue guards; contemporary blue straight graain
morocco, with decorated boares, upper cover lettered in gilt, somewhat rubbed and scratched in places.

William Henry Burgess (circa 1792-1844), landscape painter to William IV and the teacher of John Leech and
Thackeray, was a member of the talented artistic Burgess family.
The seven views open with a romanticised scene of trees, young artists and a ponderous rock, the face inscribed
with the albums title and followed with six topographical subjects including 1) Wingfield Priory, Derbyshire 2)
Gastonbury Abbey, Sommersetshire 3) Chepstow Castle, Monmouthshire 4) Gateway at Winchelsea, Sussex and 6)
King John’s Chapel Kings Langley, Hertfordshire.
The scenes are somewhat romanticised with the ruins enveloped in trees and foliage which in turn gives a tumble-
down appearance. Readers of the new Walter Scott novels during this late Regency period would find much to their
taste, as indeed would the recipient Miss Bell. We do not know who this Miss Bell was, however; either it was given
by Burgess as some form present given on the completion of her studies or in order to solicit some sort of
recomendation or continued aquaintance. That the album has selected examples of his work each of which are
carefully delineated on light brown artist paper, with the pencil drawings heightened in places with white and then
carefully mounted with a neat ink borders shows some purpose. The selection has been bound in a costly straight
grain morocco and neatly gilt and lettered and quite ‘the thing’ for the drawing room table.- although it must be
added the binding is not so costly as to afford gilt edges or endpapers more decorative than plain green.
Hesketh Hubbard in his article on Burgess [see The Connoisseur Vol. CXIX, May, 1947] notes that Burgess made four
books of drawings with a similar confection of subjects for sale to his students. This appears to be a type of
compilation which may have been sold or leant out to students and The subjects of a number of the pencil sketches
include the form of different tree species, both set in landscape or as detailed studies of trunks and branches. It is
therefore not coincidental that in 1827 Burgess published Eidodendron: Views of the general character and appearance of
Trees Foreign and Indigenous connected with Picturesque Scenery. and that some of the work contained in our album was a
precursor to this publication.

28. [CAFÉ SCENE] [ENGELBRECHT, Martin]. PERSPECTIVISCHE VORSTELLUNG
KAFFE [manuscript title on wrapper]. [Augsburg, Martin Engelbrecht, c. 1760]. £ 1,500

Five hand-coloured cut-away engraved scenes, backdrop and one hand-coloured engraving (92 × 138 mm) showing the view as composed
of back-drop and cut-aways, mounted on boards; wrapped in contemporary laid paper with lettering in ink and pencil; wrapper a little
torn.

This peepshow is rather unusual in so far as it includes an additional engraving which shows the entire scene. The
interior is that of a large festive hall with people playing billiards in the background and elegant people smoking,
gambling and drinking coffee in the foreground.  Fine hand-colouring and well-preserved.

29. CARY, John. CARY’S SURVEY OF THE HIGH ROADS FROM LONDON to Hampton Court,
Bagshot, Oakingham, Binsfield, Windsor [etc.]…On a Scale of one Inch to a Mile; wherein Every
Gentleman’s Seat, situate on, or seen from the Road, (however distant) are laid down, with the Name of
the Possessor; to which is added The Number of Inns on each separate Route; also, The different
Turnpike Gates, shewing The Connection which one trust has with another. London: Printed for J. Cary,
Engraver & Map seller, the corner of Arundel Street, Strand. July 1st. 1790. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. 4to, engraved throughout, comprising: engraved title, engraved ‘Explanation…Advertisement’ hand coloured
folding ‘General Map’ and a ‘General Plan for explaining the different trusts’ and 80 hand coloured engraved roadmaps on 40 leaves;
some minor offset foxing. modern half calf over marbled boards in a a contempory style, spine with gilt lettered red label.

Not to be confused with the smaller format Cary publications.
‘The chief recommendations of this work, as stated in the advertisement, are (i) the special insertion of gentlemen’s
seats, with a system of lines drawn from points on the road to “shew the points of sight from where the Houses are
seen “ (some houses being visible from as many as three, or even four, such points). Such houses as are seen from
the road, but are beyond the limits of the scale, are described as being placed between the vertical lines of the
margin; (ii) the turnpike gates, and the public inns … The plates following, forming the road-book proper, are ruled
into two columns, and show the road, with junctions of byroads, towns, villages, gentlemen’s houses, with names of
occupiers or owners, parks and commons, hills, streams and rivers, milestones, turnpike gates, and inns. The roads,
the towns and parks and commons are coloured. Each route begins, with the title, at the foot, in a narrow panel and
proceeds upwards, ending, in most cases, with a list of the inns arranged in two columns in a circular or oval panel.’
(Fordham)
Fordham, John Cary p.40.
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30. CATNACH, James publisher LIFE IN LONDON or the sprees of Tom and Jerry Attempted in
cuts and verse… Cut VI. Beggars Opera - Tom, Jerry, & Logick, among the Cadgers in the Holy Land
London: Printed and Sold by J. Catnach, 2 Monmouth-Court, 7 dials March 23, 1822. £ 300

EIGHTH EDITION. Broadside 50 x 38 cm; with two large and ten small woodcuts and printed verse; Provenace: Renier
collection.

This was one of a series of popular broadsides which Catnach produced to capitalise on Egan’s Life in London. of
1821. Almost immediately the work was adapted into plays and songs with broadsides just one of may outlets aimed
at a popular market.

Cer van t e s ’ s  f i na l  wo rk ,  c omp l e t e d  t h r e e  day s  b e f o r e  h i s  d e a t h

31. [CERVANTES]. [LE GIVRE DE RICHEBOURG, Madame, Translator]. PERSILE ET
SIGISMONDE, Histoire Septentrionale, Tirée de l’Espagnol de Miguel De Cervantes. Par Madame L. G.
D. R. Tome Premier [-Quatrieme]. A Paris, chez Michel Gandouin, Quay de Conty, aux Trois Vertus.
1738. £ 850

FIRST EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION. Four volumes, 12mo, pp. [x], 378, [4]; [x], 363, [1] blank; [viii], 360;
[viii], 350; some minor staining and dust-soiling in places, but generally clean throughout; a handsome copy, bound in late eighteenth
century half sprinkled English calf over marbled boards, spines ruled and numbered in gilt with red morocco labels lettered in gilt, some
rubbing to marbled boards.

Rare French edition of Cervantes’ Los Trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda, translated by the novelist and short story
writer Madame Le Givre de Richebourg (1710–1780).
‘The Works of Persiles and Sigismunda is a romance or Byzantine novel by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, his last work
and one that stands in opposition to the more famous novel Don Quixote by its embrace of the fantastic rather than
the commonplace. While Cervantes is known primarily for Don Quixote, widely regarded as one of the foremost
classic novels of all time, he himself believed the Persiles, as it is commonly called, to be his crowning achievement.
He completed it only three days before his death, and it was posthumously published in 1617’ (Wikipedia).
De Richebourg was the author of several novels and short stories, some of which met with a degree of success. A
hispanophile, her other works include Le Veuve en puissance de mari (1732), Aventures de Clamandès et Clarmonde (1733),
Aventures de Flores et de Blanchefleur (1735), Aventures de Zelin et de Damasine (1735), and Aventures de Dom Ramire de Roxas
et de Dona Leonone de Mendoce (1737).
OCLC records two copies in North America, at Princeton & NYPL, although the Princeton copy appears to be
incomplete (2 vols only).

32. CHALON, John James. TWENTY FOUR SUBJECTS EXHIBITING THE COSTUME OF
PARIS the Incidents taken from Nature, London: Rodwell & Martin. New Bond Street. C. Hullmandel’s
Lithography 1822. £ 5,500

Folio [440 × 310mm.], lithograph title; 24 hand-coloured lithographs by Hullmandel; contemporary maroon, spine lettered in gilt,
some minor scuffing; bookplate on front paste-down of Robert Lionel Foster; together with a loosely inserted lithograph of the artist.

‘According to Beraldi (XII, 232) this “very curious and rare album” appeared as a small quarto in London. These
plates, which are large folio in size, may represent a French issue of the work, though the English edition had
captions in French. … His designs are by no means mere costume plates. Instead they are animated and faithful
studies of Parisian manners and customs in the years 1820’ (Ray, 124).
Chalon was born in Geneva, but spent most of his working life in London, where he attended the Academy School
and was elected R.A. in 1846.
Abbey, Travel, 108; Beall F 47; Colas 588; Lipperheide Fd 15; Ray, The Art of the French Illustrated Book, 124.

33. [CIRCUS] AU CIRQUE Representation splendide et etonnante avec Le concours des Artistes les
plus Celebres de l’Univers Paris: Nouveau Librairie de la Jeunesse circa 1910. £ 2,250

34. [CIRCUS BOARD GAME]. NOUVEAU CIRCUS [France?] circa 1900. £ 400

folding coloured lithograph board [60 x 45cm]; 24 coloured counters and a tray; six hand-coloured metal piece in the form of
anamorphic grasshoppers and one of an ape with a water cannon; wooden cup and two dice contained in original box with a large
coloured view of a circus; rules pasted to inside of the lid.

A very simple but decorative game in superb condition. The lid having a very appealing depiction of a circus with a
woman in charge of four white stallions; a clown and the master of ceremonies encircled by the audience.

35. COBURN, Alvin Langdon. THE BOOK OF HARLECH. Harlech, D. H. Parry, 1920. £ 650
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FIRST EDITION. Oblong 4to, pp. 15, 20 tipped-in photomechanical reproductions of photos by Coburn in various tints;
beginning and end a little foxed, not affecting text or photos; original publisher’s grey boards, front cover printed in black; extremities
lightly worn.

The American-born Alvin Langdon Coburn (1882-1966) was an important figure in photography and one of the
photographers associated with Alfred Stieglitz and the Photosecession movement.
He had been attracted to the North Welsh town of Harlech as early as 1916, and invited by his close friend, the
Kodak managing director Geroge Davison. ‘Two years later he bought a plot of land upon which he built a small
house, calling it “Cae Besi”. After the publication of The Book of Harlech in 1920, for which he provided both
illustrations and text, he began to become less actively involved in photography, though in 1924 he mounted
another solo exhibition at the Royal Photographic Society’ (National Library of Wales, Alvin Langdon Coburn Papers,
online). He settled in Harlech in 1930, after having destroyed about 15 thousand of his glass negatives.

36. [COMMERCE]. COLLECTION OF 43 EIGHTEENTH TRADE CARDS AND MOSTLY
ENGRAVED BILLS. London, 1737-1756. £ 5,000

4to, album of 43 trade cards - of various formats up to small 4to, which have been used as receipts or invoices by the traders and have
stab holes resulting from the pin they where put on by an accountant or secretary, a few trade cards repeated, four typographically printed,
the rest engraved or etched; traces of use; bound in the early nineteenth century in maroon half-morocco over boards; spine lettered in gilt
Bills & c.; worn and spotted; ownership inscription by one S. G. Cole, dated Twickenham, 1823 inside front cover.

Trade cards are amongst the most perishable and ephemeral objects of the history of commerce; this collection of
early specimens was preserved by ‘Mrs. Forth, sister of Mrs. Ibbetson & Lady Mason & Aunt to the Countess of
Shipbrook’, as is stated in the manuscript introduction, possibly written at the time of binding.
All trade cards and bills are addressed to Mrs. Frost and give a good idea of the expenses and needs of a fashionable
household in mid 18th-century London. The album opens with the large rococo trade card of Stafford Briscoe,
jeweller and goldsmith, who traded in Cheapside under the sign of the Golden Ball. On the verso is a manuscript
invoice for Mrs. Forth, dated 1755 ‘for mending and Burnishing a Sliper’. There are two earlier versions, printed
from a different plates in this volume, used in 1749 and 1754, respectively. This is followed by an etched card
showing a pair of leather breeches, published by the breeches maker Thomas Head near Piccadilly, used as a bill in
1740. A bill written in 1737 is on the trade card of the silk merchants Ibbetson & Son, relatives of Mrs Forth. A
grocery bill for mainly spices was sent in 1750 by the grocers Wilson & Thornhill of St. Paul’s. Philip Margas at the
Golden Fan (with an illustration of such) sent a bill for anchovies in 1749, the textile house of Storey Horne &
Storey sent one for a fine scarlet cloth mantle, written on the back of their somewhat naïvely etched trade card. Two
bills from the late 1730s are on Thomas Paulin’s paper headed by an etched depiction of the statue of Queen
Elizabeth in Convent Garden. Hannah Mumford was a seamstress with her own business and engraved bill,
showing the Harlequin and Pierot, the pub sign depicted. In 1738 Mrs. Fort ordered among other textile articles a
quilted green pettycoat for ten shillings six pence from a tailoring business in Lombard Street, run by three women,
Sibella Lloyd, Martha Williams and Elizabeth Storey.
Most of these items not in the John Johnson collection in the Bodleian or the British Museum; frequently the
specimens are variants of recorded trade cards.

37. [COOKING EQUIPMENT]. FRANÇOIS VAILLANT. ALBUM DES FOURNEAUX DE
CHAUFFAGE ET DE CUISINE, TOUT EN FONTE ET SANS AUCUNE MAÇONNERIE pour
Casernes, Hôpitaux, Pharmacies, Camps, Buanderies, Infirmeries Régimentaires, Établissements Publics
etc Metz, Lambert Levy, lithographer [1866]. £ 450

Large 4to, [30.5 × 23.5 cm] pp. [vi], 16 tinted lithograph plates numbered 0 to 15 (plate 1 and 6 unnumbered and sequence of last
four plates 14, 13, 12, and 15); stitched as issued in original pink printed wrappers.

A well produced catalogue giving particulars of extremely solid looking cooking apparatus supplied by one of the
leading manufacturers of this period François Vaillent.
The introduction gives a list of places that had been supplied by the firm both domestic and foreign, the latter
including Senegal in 1850, La Réunion and Guadeloupe in 1858, Cherchell in 1858, Goree and Nossi-Bé in 1861,
and Cayenne in 1864.
OCLC recording only one copy at Paris CNAM.

The  Game  o f  Fash i on

38. [COSTUME GAME]. L’ÉLÉGANTE. Paris, Rousseau, Edit., Litho. H. Janin. [c. 1850]. £ 1,850

A fashionable dressing game consisting of a lithographic and hand coloured mannequin and five hand coloured lithographic and
varnished dresses (back and front glued together at the edges), two hats and a felted oval stand; contained in the original publisher’s
cardboard box, richly decorated and with lithographic and hand coloured signed Bommier; lid illustrating two children playing with the
doll with their mother seated on a balcony overlooking the sea; some minor damage to the gilt decorative edging.

A dressing game, part instructional, part toy, showing the transition from young woman to mother.
All clothing items show the front and back of the person. The costumes include 1) a bright yellow and red short
dress of a child, 2) a young lady going to a ball with bands of blue and white; 3) the wedding dress, 4) the
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honeymoon dress in a pink with green trimming and finally 5) a purple and and floral striped dress and a black lace
shawl possibly denoting motherhood.

39. COX, S.M. MODERN WHIST IN RHYME. [Manchester?], [n.d., c. 1890]. £ 1,750

4to, pp. 40 (partly foliated and partly paginated) printed by the Hectograph proces in two colours; bound in green cloth marbled
wrappers.

The author S.M. Cox is the one and the same as the author of a work Random Rhymes by S.M.C. that was published
by John Heywood, Manchester in 1893.
Only one copy of the work appears to be extant which is now held at the British Library [Shelfmark 11653.d.53]. It
contains some of the poems, the more topical and less derisive, which could be aloud to be typeset and issued in a
more public work. It would appear from the subjects of the poems that the author was an attorney somewhere in
the Yorkshire and the Lancashire area who was active in his profession from the mid 1860s.
The text which is printed by the Hectograph duplication method in a two colour process. The copying process was
achieved by writing on good quality writing paper with strong ink containing an aniline dye and placing it, one the
writing had dried, face down on a layer of gelatin in a shallow tray. A fresh piece of paper was then placed on the
moist gelatin layer and through the application of a roller the image was transferred. Cox probably had access to the
process at his home for the once it was inexpensive to produce copies although to produce a work as good as this
must have taken some dexterity.
Opening with a title page with a play on the imagery lifted from Tenniel’s illustrations to Alice in Wonderland the
main part of the work is a poetic explanation of the rules of whist. Only the 131 lines of verse were reprinted in
1893, here we have an introduction explaining that the verses ‘based upon the works of the most celebrated modern
Authors, especially upon the well known treatises of Mr John “Cavendish” the late Mr Clay (JC) Dr Pole and Coloel
Drayson references to all of which, in support of the rules laid down, are given throughout in parallel columns for
facility of reference.’ (preface) This unusual arrangement looks slightly complicated on the page but quite practical
with the four volumes of authors works on one hand and reference to the long notes appended to the poem on the
other. There must be easier ways to learn whist but not many in verse with such complete apparatus.
Other poems in the work include The Dignity of the Associate that is the associate attorney ‘His very presence lustre
sheds, / he sits in simple pride, /whilst trembling Counsel veil their heads / he casts his Wig aside! The High Sherriffs
dinner or the condescension of the Associate, Friday 4th August, 1871 which was given in honour of Sir Henry Edwards,
Bart. This appointment was a sop to Edwards who did not conduct himself with so much honour during the final
corrupt election for which Beverley. Beverley was disfranchised but also the novelist Anthony Trollope, who was
one of the defeated candidates, lost £400 but used the incident in one of his novels. Other poems are of similar
events and one is to the Miscreant (S.J.C.) who ruined both my Bicycle & tricycle -September, 1879

As a footnote, Google Books ascribes this work to Sister Mary Catherine but we think they have conflating two
authors as Nuns don’t often write books on Whist and political graft.

40. CROWTHER SMITH, H.F. A LAWN TENNIS ALPHABET, London, Slazengers,Laurence
Puntney Hill. 1913. £ 550

4to, title, pp. [60] including 26 coloured illustrations, each with a facing page of letterpress; original buff boards, the upper cover with a
colour printed title

I fine copy of this commemoration of Tennis prior to the First War.
‘The Lawn Tennis Alphabet, by H.J. Crowthcr-Smith, was published by Slazcngcr the following year. This was a book
of rhyming couplets with a different letter of the alphabet on each page, facing a cartoon of the subject of the
rhyme. So, for example:
 A for the Aliens - those big merry twins,
 Examples of bow well combined merit wins.
‘Not great poetry perhaps, but the facing cartoons are excellent. The one of the Allen twins features the backs of
two rotund figures dressed exactly the same, a racquet in each right hand, facing a wall. The impression is that of a
gent’s lavatory. There could have been many names starting with ‘H, but Hillyard’s term as Wimbledon Secretary is
highlighted:
 While Hillyard’s in Office there’s nought can go wrong;
 During Wimbledon week be goes ‘specially strong.
‘On the facing page is a cartoon of him in profile, racquet under his arm and towel in hand. Once again, not
memorable verse, but an affectionate and original cartoon.’ see Bruce Tarran George Hillyard: The man who moved
Wimbledon 1913, p. 97.

41. [CROYDON, Edward, publisher]. TORQUAY VIEWS. Royal Series, under the immediate
Patronage of her Majesty the Queen [cover title]. [Newman & Co. in London for Croydon’ Royal Library
and Reading Room in Torquay, c. 1848]. £ 3,500

Oblong folio, 10 tinted lithograph plates by Newman & Co. 48, Watling St. London; some minor spotting; in the original publisher’s
cloth-backed boards, skillfully recased preserving original end-papers, front cover lettered and ornamented in red and gold; a little worn
and spotted.
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A very rare series of views of the Devon seaside town of Torquay, which became popular as a resort during the
Victorian era. Many new terraces and crescents feature in the lithographs, alongside full views from both the sea and
the hills nearby.
The plates include Torquay from Park Hill; Torquay from Waldon Hill; Torquay from Livermead; Hesketh
Crescent from the Sea; Anstey’s Cove & Bishopstowe; Anstey’s Cove looking West; Watcombe Torquay;
Babbacombe; and Berry Pomeroy Castle (2 views)
Not in Anderson or OCLC,;COPAC locates one copy only, in the British Library

42. CRUIKSHANK, Robert, illustrator. [WESTMACOTT, Charles Molloy (1787/8-1868). A
COLLECTION OF 24 PROOF PLATES for the English Spy, all proofs before letters and all but one
before aquatint, in various sizes, all deckle edged. [London] 1822-1825. £ 900

24 proof plates, various sizes, some creasing, one plate spotted, proofs with later pencil notes at foot, and on paper watermarked 1822-
1825, each with the ownership stamp of Maxine and Joel Spitz on verso; loose in a custom made folding blue cloth case.

The high reputation of the illustrations makes these proofs of particular interest.

43. DÖRING, Christian Wilhelm. QUELLE NÜTZLICHER BESCHÄFTIGUNGEN ZUM
VERGNÜGEN DER JUGEND, … Neue Folge I [all published of this series]. Karlsruhe, Müller’sche
Hofbuchhandlung, 1852. £ 3,250

Large 4to, pp. vi, 136, with 35 lithographic plates (7 double-page or folding, two with additional printing in gold), a few wood
engravings in the text; occasionally very light foxing; contemporary cloth-backed marbled boards, spine with manuscript lettering-piece.

The volume contains a number of cut-out plates for producing games, optical toys, a paper theatre, transformation
prints, craft and artwork projects. The text offering riddles, tips how to imitate thunder, card tricks, and how to
make gas from mineral coal in a heated clay pipe.
Döring was the founder of a toy, paper and stationery shop in Karlsruhe, He published a similar periodical under
the same title between 1834 and 1839 in the last issue of which he explain he wanted to stop publication of the
periodical merely for a few months. The break actually extended to twelve years and although subtitles as a new
series the work really stands apart from his earlier serial. Clearly the new venture failed to excite a public although
the company had better success and is still today selling toys.
OCLC locates only two copies in North America, at the Winterthur Museum and in Princeton.

44. DRESSER, Christopher. THE PRINCIPLES OF DECORATIVE DESIGN. London, Paris &
New York: Cassell Petter & Galpin. [1876]. £ 325

SECOND EDITION 4to, pp. vi, 167, [1] blank; 2 chromolithograph plates and numerous wood-engraved text illustrations; original
purple cloth, upper cover decorated in gilt and black. spine lettered in gilt.

In many ways the work encapsulated all of Dresser’s philosophy of design in one volume: ‘I have not attempted the
production of a pretty book, but have aimed at giving what knowledge I possess upon the subjects treated of, in a
simple and intelligible manner. I have attempted simply to instruct … If these lessons as now collected into a work
should lead to the development of the art-germs which doubtless lie dormant in other working men, the object
which I have sought to attain in writing and collecting these together will have been accomplished. (preface)
The Studio in a comprehensive reassessment of Dresser’ influence on design described that ‘On re-reading Mr.
Dresser’s Principles of Decorative Design one finds scarce a single theory of good taste that he advances or a single line
of advice that he offers, but is as sound and pertinent today as then. If space permitted one might quote page after
page and find not a line scarce a word that could not be endorsed by the most critical members of the Arts and
Crafts Association today.’

Rad i c a l  J a ck

45. [DURHAM]. AN ALBUM OF 35 BROADSIDES BELONGING TO THE LAMBTON
FAMILY. Durham, Sunderland, Newcastle, South Shields and Bishopwearmouth, various printers, 1802-
1839. £ 2,250

Formats ranging from small 8vo to 4to, a few broadsides folded, the final item, dated 1839, is actually a four-page pamphlet; one
broadside stained, a few with minor spots and short tears to folds; all mounted and bound in a later 4to album of crushed olive morocco,
by Rivière; rebacked preserving original gilt spine; bookplate of Ralph Edward Lambton mounted on front pastedown.

A good bound collection of broadsides and ephemera related to election campaigns for the heavily contested
Westminster Parliament seat of Durham.
The album opens with a note of thanks to the worthy and independent Freemen of the City of Durham by R. J.
Lambton, after his election with a majority of 20 votes. This is followed by a notification of the next parliamentary
election of 1807, wherein Lambton declares that he has no joint interests with the other candidates. The next
broadside is a poem describing the 1811 candidates Lambton and Barnard as both being ‘independent, and nobly
descendent.’ The anonymous author then encourages the electorate ‘Fail not to protect them, respect them, elect
them’.
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With the fourth item the most famous member of the Lambton family John George Lambton, nicknamed Radical
Jack, the first earl of Durham (1792–1840) enters the stage: ‘Barely twenty-one, on 20 September 1813 Lambton
was returned at a by-election as MP for co. Durham, declaring himself a reformer but “no friend … to wild and
improbable theories” (Reid, 1.68). His election brought him into contact with the Whig aristocrat Earl Grey, whose
daughter Louisa Elizabeth Grey he married on 9 December 1816’ (Oxford DNB). In the electioneering broadside,
signed Lambton Hall, August 2, 1813, he vows ‘It shall be my Study, my Pride, to deserve your approbation, and to
prove to you the high sense I entertain of the necessity of devoting the utmost attention to those Interests, and
more especially to the Concerns of your Sea-port Towns’. This is followed by a handbill accusing the Lambtons of
looking after their family interests in politics via ‘agents and hirelings of the Lambtons.’ Radical Jack stood again in
the next election, 1818, and in a Sunderland printed handbill he promises to uphold the freeholders’ rights and
privileges. This is followed by three poems to be sung to popular melodies in praise of Lambton, as a fighter for
peace and liberty.
In 1823 the freemen of Durham signed a petition to another member of the Lambton clan, Ralph John, to
represent them; the printed broadside encouraging the signing of the petition is present in this collection. Another
broadside is a theatrical scene illustrating Radical Jack and his wife discussing politics the night before the
canvassing. It is entitled The School for Patriots. Other, mostly rhyming broadsides of the 1820s follow, all in support
of Lambton. One, Particulars of the Duel between Mr Lambton and Mr Beaumont, reports in detail of a dramatic incident
in Radical Jack’s life, intertwining the private with the political: Lambton fought ‘a duel in 1826 with his Eton
contemporary T. W. Beaumont, who was defending his Northumberland seat against Lambton’s brother-in-law
Lord Howick’ (Oxford DNB). Other broadsides accompanying Lambton’s politics and career, and one long poem on
four pages conclude the collection of Lambtoniana.
Several of these ephemera indicate that they are the printer’s copies, with notes on the print run, or holes in the
middle resulting from putting them on to a spike in the printshop, a widespread custom of this profession.

46. [EDINBURGH PEEPSHOW]. LE CHÂTEAU D’EDINBOURG./ DAS SCHLOSS ZU
EDINBURG./ THE CASTLE OF EDINBURGH.  [c.1835?]. £ 1,250

Concertina-folding peepshow, with five cut-out sections; front-face, measuring 136 x 230 mm, forms lid to cardboard box containing
peepshow, the peepshow extends, by paper bellows left and right to approximately 580 mm. Hand-coloured etching.

German peepshow of Edinburgh Old Town. Front-face design consists of the titles, and a view of Grassmarket
with Edinburgh Castle in the distance and the Westbow to the left.
Three peepholes, a large one with ‘eye-lashes’ in the centre, and a much smaller one on either side. On the first cut-
out section troops parade outside. Figures and carriages appear both on this and on subsequent sections. The back-
board repeats the front-face scene. Looking through the principal peephole we see the Grassmarket. Looking
through the peephole on left we see the interior of a building possibly representing Trinity College Chapel with a
figure praying at the altar, an improbably Romish scene. Through the windows we see a garden. Looking through
the peephole on the right we see a ball in progress above; below a door opens onto a garden.

Bath in g  Lad i e s

47. ENGELBRECHT, Martin. [BATHHOUSE] PERSPECTIVISCHE VORSTELLUNG EINER
BADSTUBEN [engraved label on verso of back scene]. [Augsburg,] C.P. Maj. Mart. Engelbrecht. excud. A.V., [c.
1740]. £ 1,750

Set of six engraved card-backed cut-away sheets, [105×142 mm] with original hand-colouring.

A fine peepshow of a bathhouse. - The cut aways depict; [1] the entrance to a columned an barrel vaulted
bathhouse, lit by candles and lanterns with a gentleman bowing to a lady who is leaving with her servant; [2] to the
right a gentleman pulling on a stocking whilst seated at a bench with his great coat beside him, and on the left, a wall
fountain of Neptune astride a dolphin and a servant girl carrying victuals; [3] to the left a semi clad lady being
cupped by a man holding a lighted taper, on the left a woman sitting in a large tub of water with a tray in front of
her with a plate of food and a drinking vessel while another woman offers her a glass, in the centre a woman
carrying a small tub; [4] on the right a two tier bench with four semi clad gentlemen in conversation on a the left a
similar group of three women one washing her leg at a small tub in the a servant man walking past a central column
with a lighted taper in his hand; [5] two similar groups with a servant dressed in a frock coat carrying a jug and
glasses; [6] the back scene of an alcove with a barrel vault under which a lady and gentleman seated and in
conversation at a candle lit table.
This set is marked with the publisher’s identification code ‘KK.’
Engelbrecht (1684-1756), a native of Augsburg was the son of a colour merchant. He began his career as an artist
by the attachment to a local publishing house but had by 1708 moved to Berlin where he was engaged in the designs
after Eosander von Goethe of a the Silberbüfett im Ritterall at Berlin and of a porcelain cabinet in Charlottenberg.
Returning to Augsburg he was involved in illustrating a wide variety of works after various artist mainly on subjects
connected with the decorative arts. However in 1711 Engelbrecht was again in Berlin working at a fine art
publishers with his older brother Christian Engelbrecht (1672-1735). They decided to start their own independent
publishing house at Augsburg in 1719 where they produce a wide variety of graphic works. However it was with
peepshows Martin Engelbrecht excelled having the unique position of no other publishing house or place of
publication to compete against him.
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Engelbrecht was kept busy with the many other special graphics and employed two artists, Jeremias Wachsmuth
(1711-1771) and Johann David Nessenthaler (1717-1766), to produce designs for the peepshows. Wachsmuth’s
work can be found as early as 1731, and those by Nessenthaler starting from 1737. With Martin Engelbrechts death
in 1756 the business continued to thrive under the management of Engelbrechts’ daughters and sons-in-law, and
continued on well into the nineteenth century.
This set forms part of the octavo series, two other series in quarto and duodecimo were also published. There were
published a total of 456 separate subjects to choose from each in separate lettered series’ ‘A’ …’Z’, ‘AA’
…’ZZ’,’AAA’ …’ZZZ’, etc.

From t r udg e  t o  f u l l  p e l t

48. [EPSOM]. [ALKEN, Henry]. GOING TO THE RACES. A Ludicrious [sic] Amusement
Consisting of Modern Costume, Characters, Dandies, Equipages, and Horsemanship. [London]: Published
by S. & J. Fuller, Temple of Fancy, 34 Rathbone Place. 1819. £ 5,000

Hand-coloured aquatint strip panorama, in cylindrical treen case, consisting of nine sheets all conjoined and measuring 5.3 × 460 cm
overall with a wooden stay at end; the case is complete with its winder; the drum with a varnished image in aquatint of three horses
racing, presumably winners at Epsom; a gilt band at top and bottom with the title and imprint appearing on a circular label pasted on
the underside of the wooden base; contained in a modern purpose-made tan leather case, lettered in gilt.

The panorama procession illustrates race-goers as they travel, or in fact race to Epsom. Those at the back trudge
slowly, in the middle they make respectable progress, and those at the front charge at full pelt. Making their way on
horseback, in coaches, carriages, and carts, several, in their haste, meeting a variety of accidents, with those on foot
include itinerant traders and entertainers. The panorama concludes with the scene at Epsom where a horse race is
reaching its conclusion. The image lacks topographical landmarks, except at Epsom, and even there such detail is
kept to a minimum. The Abbey copy has a label inside the front cover with the title: ‘Epsom Races. - The Derby
Day…’ Abbey and Gee give the artist as Henry Alken. The paper for this copy is watermarked: ‘Whatman 1818’.
The price of the item is given on the label as 15s. coloured, 10s.6d plain.
Siltzer, p.58; Abbey, Life, 472.

49. EVANS, Charles, publisher. THE GRAND PANORAMA OF LONDON FROM THE
THAMES. London, Charles Evans, 351, Strand, 1844. £ 650

Continuous wood-engraved strip view by Henry Vizetelly, measuring 6½ × 144 inches (165 × 3,650 mm); a couple of minor tears to
folds; cotton-backed and folding into brown cloth cover, lettered and decorated in blind and gilt.

This immensely detailed panorama shows the North Bank of the Thames from Westminster to the Tower of
London with much shipping in the river. It was presented to subscribers of the Pictorial Times, a short-lived
competitor to the Illustrated London News, started by Vizetelly in 1843 and closed in 1848.
The publisher’s description is worth quoting in full: ‘This remarkable Engraving, twelve feet in length, may be taken
as a specimen of the Gifts presented without charge to the Subscribers to the Pictorial Times, Family Illustrated
Newspaper. As a print it is unequalled in the History of Wood engraving, and is alike valuable as a Work of Art and
as an Historical Record of the appearance of the great Metropolis, seen from the Thames in 1844’. - Textile-backed
versions of this panorama are considerably rarer than the more fragile paper only copies.
Abbey, Life, 564.

50. FAWCETT, Millicent Garrett. HOME AND POLITICS an address delivered at Toynbee Hall
and elsewhere. [London], Women’s Printing Society, [n.d., c. 1910?]. £ 75

8vo, pp. 8; lightly foxed; stapled at head of title ‘Margaret Clark, Street, Somerset’; stitched as issued.

A much reproduced speech by ‘Mrs. Henry Fawcett’ first given c. 1890 and here reissued by the Women’s Printing
Society around 1910, evidently to add weight to the Votes for Women campaign which was then gathering
momentum.
‘When we speak of womanliness and the gentler qualities of the feminine nature, we must be careful not to mistake
true for false, and false for true. Is there anything truly feminine in fainting fits, or in screaming at a mouse or at a
black beetle? Fifty years ago a female of truly delicate susceptibilities was supposed to faint on the slightest
provocation; but there was, I venture to think, nothing truly and essentially womanly in this accomplishment; it was
merely a fashion which has now happily passed away. Women don’t faint now unless their heart or their digestion is
out of order’ (pp. 7-8).

“Shou ld  Women  Vo t e ?”  Ear l y  Unpub l i s h e d  Ar t i c l e  o n  Women ’ s  Su f f r a g e  i n  t h e  US

51. FEZANDIE, Clement. THREE TYPED DRAFTS OF AN UNPUBLISHED ARTICLE ON
WOMAN’S SUFFRAGE IN THE UNITED STATES, Intended for Harper’s Weekly, Two entitled
‘Should Women Vote?’, another ‘Women’s Rights’. New York, 686 Lexington Ave, 1894. £ 950
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ORIGINAL TYPESCRIPTS. Three drafts, each 21.5cm x 14.5cm, pp. 9; 8; 22; corrections in the author’s hand throughout, and
with his address stamp at head of p. 1 of each work; some rubbing and browning, otherwise in good state, together with a printed
rejection letter from Harper & Brothers.

Unusual survival of three versions of an unpublished article on woman’s suffrage submitted to Harper’s Weekly by
the eventual science fiction writer Clement Fezandie.
In the first draft entitled Should Women Vote?, Fezandie sets out his reasons why woman’s suffrage should not be
granted, which mainly seems to be on the basis of their mental inferiority to men. He conjectures that ‘the first use
women would make of their newly acquired power would be a bad one. Not realizing the impotence of prohibitory
laws, they would at once pass stringent measures against the traffic in liquors, against lotteries, gambling, brothels,
and the numerous other social iniquities. They would fail to realize that prohibition, to succeed in its object, must
come from within, and not from without, that it is by increasing the internal resistance of the individuals that good
results can be achieved, and not by governmental punishment’ (p. 3). After supporting his argument with the case
of what happened in the aftermath of French Revolution (where French citizens were given the right to vote
indiscriminately) he concludes the article by suggesting that ‘the time is not far distant when women will be
intellectually man’s equal, and morally his superior, hence we can feel tolerably safe in helping them to this end by
affording them all the assistance in our power’ (p. 9).
The second draft is essentially a reworking of the first, and whilst echoing the same concerns as in the previous
version, Fezandie’s conclusion seems rather more favourable to women: ‘let the people of New York State then
unite to have the proposed constitutional amendment passed, in order that our example may induce other states to
follow suit, and so inaugurate a grand movement of reformation. America is the country where woman now enjoys
the greatest liberty, and where she is consequently more nearly on a level with man. Let us then carry her education
a step further by giving her the ballot!’ (p. 8).
The final considerably enlarged draft entitled ‘Women’s Right’s’ seems to be the definitive version with Fezandie
setting out his theories in more detail. Whilst he draws on the same argument that women are both physically and
mentally inferior to men (and ‘more over during certain periods of childbirth etc. totally incapacitated for labor of
any kind’!) he does seem to acknowledge ‘that woman should have equal rights with man’ concluding ‘that the best
way of obtaining these rights is to first give her her legal rights, and then let her organize and brave public opinion
in some ridiculous point of no importance, when public opinion will by slow degrees change and gives her her
rights’ (p. 22).
It would seem that Fezandie submitted the three versions to Harper’s Weekly in April 1894 in the hope that one
would be deemed suitable for publication, but evidently none were as the accompanying printed rejection letter
states: ‘We regret to say that the manuscript with which you have favoured us is not available for any of our
periodicals’. It is likely that Harper’s felt the subject matter was just too risqué with the gathering momentum in
favour of woman’s suffrage. Indeed, in the same year despite 600,000 signatures, a petition for women suffrage was
ignored in New York and it was not until 1917 that New York state constitution granted women suffrage and thus
became the first Eastern state to fully enfranchise women.
Clement Fezandie (1865-1959) ‘was a math teacher in New York City and eventually wrote science fiction for Hugo
Gersback (1884-1967), the pioneering editor who invented sci-fi magazines, starting with Amazing Stories in 1926’
(Standish: Hollow Earth, 2006, p. 225).

52. [FORMAL GARDEN - PEEPSHOW].  [German] circa 1750. £ 1,250

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut-away sheets, [105×142 mm] with original hand-colouring.

Almo s t  Immacu la t e

53. [FOULIS PRESS.] QUINTUS HORATIUS FLACCUS; ad lectiones probatiores diligenter
emendatus, et interpunctione nova saepius illustratus. Editio quarta. Glasguae: in aedibus academicis
excudebant Robertus et Andreas Foulis academiae typographi. 1760. £ 450

4to, pp. xii, 307, [1] blank, [1] dedication leaf, [1] blank; bound in contemporary red French red morocco, triple fillet borders in gilt,
spine tooled in gilt with morocco label lettered in gilt; a handsome and highly desirable copy.

A refined and attractive copy of the Foulis Horace. First published in 1744 that edition was given the appellation
‘The Immaculate Horace’ due to the punctiliousness of the editors and printers. We do do not know if the same
high standards where achieved for equally fine but later edition.
Gaskell 383; Rothschild 2672; ESTC t046249.

54. [FROST FAIR]. FROST FAIR ON THE RIVER THAMES As it appeared in the hard Frost,
Feby 4. 1814 between London and Blackfriars Bridges when the river was one sheet of Ice and Snow, and
on which several trades and pastimes were carried on, the above View, was taken on the Spot at Bankside
Feby 4. [London, Published Feby. 14. 1814, by G. Thompson No. 43, Long Lane, West Smithfield] [1814].

£ 1,500

Copper plate engraving [46 x 37cm] a few wormholes affecting the sky about St Paul’s but otherwise a fine copy of this rare print.

Fine large copper plate engraving depicting the last frost fair held on the River Thames in 1814.
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‘In the foreground is the riverside in Southwark, with spectators, and a vendor of ‘A hot Mutton Pie or an Apple
Pie’; a gangway placarded ‘The New City Road’ leads from the pavement to ice. In the background is a detailed view
of riverside buildings, the north ends of Blackfriars Bridge (left) and London Bridge (right), St. Paul’s, many spires,
and the Monument (right). Letters on the print refer to a key in the lower margin. Tents are dotted over the ice,
with a group of three in the centre of the design: ‘The City of Moscow’ has two other placards, ‘Barclays Intire’ and
‘Good Gin Rum &c.’ It flies a Russian flag and on its summit is the effigy of a man. Behind this is the ‘Lord
Wellington for Ever’, with a Union flag, and on the left the ‘Orange Boven’ [see No. 12102] with ‘Good Ale Porter
& Gin’; it flies the striped flag of the Stadtholder. In front of this people are dancing while a fiddler plays (‘H,
Dancing and Fidling’). Behind these tents there is a curving line of spectators and pedestrians along the stream of
the river, inscribed ‘I, The main walk’. At intervals along it are various attractions: ‘B, Copperplate Printing’ (the
press is being worked), ‘The Wiskey Shop’ (a small booth), a printing-press with a placard ‘Frost Fair Printing
Office’ (‘A, Letterpress Printing’), and, farther on, another press: ‘Thames Printing Office’ (also marked ‘A’). Other
incidents are skittles (two games, ‘F, playing at Skittles’); ‘G, Throwing at Gingerbread’, with sticks, the slabs being
placed on upright sticks. Two boat-shaped swings, one placarded ‘High Flyer’ (‘E, Swinging’); two ‘Ballad Singers’
(‘D’), a man and woman; the carcase of a sheep, hanging from a gibbet-like erection (‘C, A Sheep to be roasted’). In
the distance a barber shaves a man who is seated in the open (‘K, Shaveall at work’). Below the design: ‘Copy of a
Verse printed on the Thames— Amidst the Arts which on the Thames appear, To tell the wonders of this Icy Year,
Printing claims prior place which at one view Erects a monument of that and you.’ 14 February 1814; printed 4
February’ (BM).
George Thompson (fl.1794-1826), the copper plate printer, was a publisher of popular prints, sometimes in
collaboration with John Evans, also of Long Lane; his surviving prints are bold etchings of a type that became
popular in the 1790s. According to the British Book Trade Index, George Thompson was free of the Stationers’
Company by 1792, and was recorded as a copperplate printer at 50 Old Bailey until c.1796, and from then until his
death in 1826 at 43 Long Lane.
It is interesting to note that there was a version of the present print issued in woodcut in March 1814 by the ballad
printer John Pitts (1765-1844), evidence of the continued popularity for souvenirs of this unusual event, weeks after
the ice had broken up.

55. [FROST FAIR]. A VIEW OF FROST FAIR, held on the Thames the beginning of February,
1814. Published by T. Batchelar, 115, Long Alley, Moorfields, London. [1814]. £ 550

Hand-coloured woodcut, 276 x 193mm, colouring rather crude, and with some light dust-soiling and foxing, and also evidence of once
having been tipped in to an album on verso, but still a very appealing item.

Charming naive woodcut scene of the last Thames Frost fair in 1814, evidently printed at the time to cash in on the
occasion by the London ballad printer Thomas Batchelar.
The present view depicts tents erected on the ice; people making merry in tents around fire or on the ice outside;
street traders selling goods at fair; a man playing skittle in foreground, figures slipping or falling through cracks in
ice behind; Blackfriars Bridge in background, with St Paul’s to the right.
The same woodcut is held in the British museum with the number ‘(66’ printed in upper corner as ours, but without
the printers details.

56. [FROST FAIR]. CLENNELL, Luke. VIEW OF ‘THE FAIR ON THE THAMES, Feby. 4.
1814.’ [with parallel French title: La Foire sur la Tamise, Fevrier 4. 1814]. Drawn & Edited by Luke
Clennel & Aquatinted by Reeve. London, Published May 1, 1814, by Hassell & Rickards, No. 344, Strand,
and T & I Elvey, 63, Fleet Street, & 30, Castle Street, Holborn. [1814]. £ 1,850

Hand-coloured aquatint, 520 x 420mm, a few minor repairs to tears, and light scratches to the sky section, otherwise in good original
state.

Highly desirable print depicting the last frost fair to be held on the Thames, with street sellers, musicians,
fairground rides and refreshment booths.
The view is taken from a point approximating to the shore in front of the present Tate Modern and looks over the
frozen river towards St Paul’s Cathedral in the east and Blackfriars Bridge and Southbank shoreline to the west. The
print includes, street sellers, musicians, fairground rides and refreshment booths, skaters, and in the middle ground
a printing press, together with an assortment of London ‘Types.’
The frost of 1813-1814 caused the Thames to begin freezing over in late January 1814, Clennel depicted the scene
as at the 4th of February 1814 by which time every sort of amusement had already descended onto the ice in order
to profit from the excitement. The thaw, however, began the next day and by the 7th the ice had begun to disperse
in large chunks.

57. FULLER, S. J. publisher . THE PROTEAN FIGURE AND METAMORPHIC COSTUMES.
London, Published … by S. J. Fuller at the Temple of Fancy, Rathbone Place, April 1, 1811. £ 3,500

Tall slim 8vo, (130 × 225 mm), a paper toy of costume with instruction sheet pasted to the inside front board, and accompanying
slipcase (measuring 135 × 225 mm), hand-coloured aquatint cut-out male figure, coloured aquatint background scene sheet, split along
the joints and 12 sets of cut-out clothes and accessories all contained in separate grey sugar paper wallet sections with appropriate printed
labels; origina half red morocco over grey boards and original grey paper covered slipcase with large hand-coloured aquatint label, the
slipcase split down one side, several wallets torn along the joints.
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An incredibly rare and fragile survival given the multitude of small cut-outs and the fact that this is essentially a
child’s dressing-up toy.
S. & J. Fuller are principally known as publishers of sporting prints by the Alken and others. Here, then, they
diversify from their usual subject matter with this costume collection which in effect presents a gallery of current
styles together with a few from different historic periods. Given the date of publication, it is no surprise that
military attire predominates, accounting for no less than four of the twelve selections and including that of a naval
officer, land officer, German Hussar and French Imperial Guardsman.
OCLC locates two copies, at Brown and Yale.

58. [FURNITURE SALE CATALOGUE - CALONNE, Charles Alexandre de]. A
CATALOGUE OF THE SUPERB AND ELEGANT HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, Fourteen brilliant
Pier Glasses of very large Dimensions, Magnificent State Beds, French Cabinets, Secretaries, Quoins
Library Bookcases, and a general Assortment of Cabinet Work, Large Carpets of various Manufactories, A
fashionable and highly finished Side Board of Six Thousand Ounces of Silver and Gilt Plate … Late the
Property of Monsieur de Calonne: Which will be sold at Auction By Messrs. Skinner and Dyke, on
Monday the 13th of May, 1793 and Eleven following Days, Sunday excepted. London, Skinner and Dyke,
1793. £ 1,850

8vo, pp. [iv], 125 [1] blank; mid-20th-century red morocco-backed marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt.

Calonne now living in London was then forced to sell up his splendid collection having spent his second wife’s
fortune in opposing the French Revolution.
Much of the contents of his house in London had been transported from France so included a very good selection
of French style in the Back Bed Chamber on the first floor and wends its way for the first three days through the
principle rooms of the house taking in the state bed chamber, the bed replete with a plume ostrich feathers. The
fourth day is given over to bed and table linen, the fifth to silver and gilt plate, the sixth day includes the contents of
the cellar, the seventh cut and plain glass, porcelain and bronzes and the eighth day taking in all the servants
quarters kitchens and the contents of the Confectioners Room. The ninth day, with a seperate title, includes the
prints and drawings and the last three days contain the contains of Calonne’s sumptious library.
Two years before the French Revolution Calonne had been dismissed from the post of Controller-General of
France as the successor to Necker. His failed attempt at consolidating the finances caused him to become known as
Monsieur Déficit, and after the revolution he joined the royalist community of Koblenz and and later in London.
He had proven to be singularly unsuccessful, and after a deliberate spending spree on behalf of the monarchy had
to present Louis XVI in 1786 with a fiscal emergency which in effect precipitated the French Revolution. As a last
resort he proposed the establishment of the subvention territoriale, a tax which should be levied on all property without
distinction. This plan to abolish privileges was badly received by the notables, themselves the main recipients of these
privileges, and Calonne, called ‘Monsieur Deficit’ by the Paris public, was dismissed in 1787. His immense
properties were disseminated in several long sales on both sides of the Channel. - This auction catalogue contains
406 lots, comprising not only furnishings and household goods, but plate books, Adam Smith, John Locke, and
other books on the emerging science of political economy. The descriptions of the furniture and decorative pieces
of art are unusually detailed, in accordance with the quality amassed by the former finance minister.
Lugt 5062; ESTC & Scipio locates copies at Sir John Soane’s Museum, British Library, Cambridge, Netherlands
Instiute for Art History & The Getty

59. GALSWORTHY, John. GENTLES, LET US REST Reprinted from “The Nation”. [London]
Published by The National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, Parliament Chambers, 14, Great Smith
St., Westminster, S.W. [n.d., 1913]. £ 85

ORIGINAL OFFPRINT. 8vo, pp. 16; in the original printed wraps, recently stitched where original staples removed; a very good
copy.

Better known today for the Forsyth Saga, Galsworthy was an early active supporter of the women’s suffrage
movement. In the present paper, which had first published in The Nation in 1910, he begins his moderate pro-
suffrage argument by asserting some ‘ground facts’ of sexual difference that ‘few are likely to deny’. These consist in
the fact that ‘Men are not, nor ever will be, mothers,’ and women ‘are not, and perhaps, never should be, warriors’.
OCLC: 11377899.

60. [GAME] LE PETIT BONHOMME VIT ENCORE Jeu de Societe. [Paris: chez M. Bernard
Lambert, rué du Grand-Chantier, n. 7, 1839]. £ 2,000

Complete in original box consisting of 30 cards [24 cards: 9 x 6cm & 6 cards: 4.4 x 6cm]; figure of the ‘Le Petit Bonhomme’ on a
mahogany stand; two bone dice and a crosshatched card shaker cup; a cotton bag with 10 coloured card counted and a printed leaf of
instructions; the box lid decorated with an image of ‘Le Petit Bonhomme’ enclosed within a decorative cartouch with cards in the four
cornes, the edge with an onlaid gilt strip [15 x 10 x 3 cm].

The object of the game is simply to keep the ‘little man’ alive.
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The little man has to be guided through a series of hazards to the Temple of Fortune. Depending on a roll of the
dice cards are taken up by the players and the hazard are negotiated either through the choice of another card or
through a forfeit should a hazard be encountered. If you accidentally kill the little man you forfeit five points to
each player and begin again. The pitfall that our little man has to avoid include broken bridges, prison, a river, a
precipice and guard house whilst The Ball, The Palace, a horse etc. allows him to live a little longer.
Unusually the game was listed in Bibliographie ou journal géneral De l’Imprimerie et de la Librairie issue No. 14 for the 4th
April 1835 and is itemised as No, 215 under the heading ‘Estames. Gravures et Lithographies. (1).’ This information
precisely dates the game although we have been unable to find much more about the publisher other than he
produced several games during the same period.

A game  o f  t h e  wo r l d  t ak ing  i n  t h e  “ i n g en i o u s”  J apane s e ,  “d e c e i t f u l ”  Ch in e s e  and  many  “Re g i o n s
Unexp l o r e d”

61. [GAME]. WALKER’S GEOGRAPHICAL PASTIME, or Tour Through the Eastern Hemisphere
or Old World, [-Western Hemisphere or New World] . An Amusing and Instructive Game. London:
Darton and Clark, Holborn Hill.  1834. £ 3,500

Two engraved and hand-coloured sheet, dissected and mounted onto linen, with ‘Directions’ for the game to the left and right of each
hemisphere; each sheet measuring 50 x 94 cm. all contained within the original brown cloth slipcase with original printed label.

A fine copy of one of Walker’s popular geographical entertainments. The large brightly coloured maps, respectively
of the eastern and western hemispheres are numbered against the almost 300 numbered scenes described in the
directions, some of which are mightily opinionated. Thus the Chinese are described as “exceedingly ceremonious
and polite, but as deceitful as any people in the world”, the Japanese as “very ingenious” whilst the natives of the
Friendly Islands just warrant “fine eyes, and in general good teeth”.
The game is as interesting as an entertainment as for a practical illustration of geographical knowledge and the
progress of empires in the opening years of the nineteenth century. The far north of Canada is delineated “New
Britain” whilst the west coast of America is “New Albion”. Likewise much of central Africa warrants “Regions
Unexplored” and Australia “New Holland” and “New Wales”.
In excellent condition.
Whitehouse, p. 13. Shefrin The Dartons H2560 (iv)

62. [GAME]. SPOONER, William. THE FUNNYSHIRE FOX CHACE, A New Game. [London].
W. Spooner. 377 Strand. c. 1840. £ 600

Folding hand-coloured lithograph game (525mm x 400mm), mounted in 9 sections on linen; rules pasted on inside front cover; some
light browning and soiling, with some minor creases and wear to extremities; folded into contemporary cloth boards; inner hinge slightly
worn.

An attractive copy of this appealing game, for an unspecified number of players. ‘Unlike most games, this one is not
a race, but literally a fox-chase as explained in the rules’ (Whitehouse, Tables Games of Georgian and Victorian Days, p.
65).
All the stock characters are present, local farmers giving misdirections, ditches, rivers and gorse to fall into; being
dismounted; chased by bulls; crashing through gardens etc. The country is presented in an unspoilt state with no
metal roads or railways to destroy interfere with the chase. The peasantry populating the scenes content in their
smokes and lot in life.

In f o rma t i v e  g u i d e  t o  t h e  g e o g r aphy  o f  t h e  wo r l d ,  bu t  no t  Aus t r a l i a

63. GAULTIER, A. E. C. A COURSE OF GEOGRAPHY BY MEANS OF INSTRUCTIVE
GAMES … A New Edition, Corrected, Improved, and Divided into Two Parts. The First Part, containing
the game of simple geography, viz. That which teaches the Names and Situations of the Different
Countries and Places of the Earth. The Second Part, containing A Geographical Game, illustrative of
Ancient and Modern History. To which is prefixed, A Treatise, or Short Account of the Artificial Sphere.
London, Printed for John Harris, 1815. £ 500

Folio, pp. 26, 25-50, 14 double-page engraved maps by Mr. Wauthier after the Abbé Gaultier, all either fully hand-coloured or
coloured in outline, 1 further single-page plate of thematic questions; original half red morocco and grey boards, oval printed label on the
upper cover; corners worn and some light staining to the upper cover, but otherwise a good copy.

The Abbé Gaultier was an influential French educator who fled to England during the French Revolution. He
established a school for children and published books of games designed to teach a variety of subjects including
geography. He believed that games could make learning amusing and keep children interested in a subject. He
further encouraged children to think for themselves and to exercise their own judgement. His book A complete course
of geography, by means of instructive games, first published in 1795, consisted of two parts designed to teach the names
and location of the countries of the world, and contained two sets of maps, one complete and the other merely
outlines of the countries. There were also counters marked with the names of countries, rivers, islands etc.
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Gaultier’s methods found a ready market in England where map publishers in particular were quick to utilise the
many maps they published to produce a variety of games. This method of learning was very different from the rote
method of recitation of countries and cities, and map games quickly extended to card games as well. Gaultier was
not the first to promote this style of teaching, which had also been utilised by Plato; by Desmarests for the teaching
of Louis XIV; and more recently in England by John Locke.
In familiar geography, the preface states that this fourth edition is ‘convincing proof of its utility and an additional
indication of the public opinion in favour of the method of instruction invented by the Abbé Gaultier… it is
intended for young persons, preparatory to their entering upon a course of the Author’s games.’
It should be noted however that the answers relating to Australia (New Holland) do not reflect modern knowledge
of the discovery of Australia, but detail what was known to Gaultier at the time of publication, when there was not
an awareness of the Dutch 1606 discoveries of Willem Jansz in the Duyfken and Luis Vaez de Torres. However, it
is difficult to explain why this book records that Captain Cook determined that Tasmania (Van Diemen’s Land) is
an island, when it was Matthew Flinders and George Bass who confirmed this by circumnavigating the island in
1798/99.

64. [GEORGIAN TOY] THE CORN FIELD [British: ciraca 1825]. £ 1,500

On card: 18 standing sheaves of corn; two rigs; two of uncut corn; and single cards the field gate and corn; a windmill in a tranquil vale;
a horse and two wheeled cart partly filed with corn; a corner of the field with a seated labourer taking his drink from a small barrel, his
scythe lying aside against uncut corn; and a maid accompanying her two charges. In white-metal: three large trees; two small trees; a
sapling; four bushes; two farm labourers with scythe readying to the the task; a labourer tying a sheaf on the ground; another stacking a
sheaf; a lad carry two bundles to the cart; and a girl doing the same; on a slightly smaller scale the farmer stick in hand and hatted
surveying the scene; and his wife parasol in one hand and holding some wheat ear in her other hand; contained in a wooden box painted
terracotta with a hand coloured engraved view of a field populated with images of the toys pieces.

An unusual toy partly in hand-painted white die-cast figures and trees and partly of hand coloured engraved and
cut-out cards.
This toy dates from about 1825, a complicated period in British agricultural history that was to lead to agricultural
distress and the ‘village labourers revolt’ in the destruction of thrashing machines, the burning of hayricks and corn-
stacks, a protests against tithes and a the demand for a living wage. Like so many works published for aspiring
parents of middle-class children the game was produced to show the time honoured settled nature of the Kingdom
after the Napoleonic war to the next generation.
Maybe we should read nothing into it at all and this toy is just that, a toy.

65. [GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE]. A CHART OF ENGLISH ECCLESIASTICAL OR GOTHIC
ARCHITECTURE, from its commencement in the Saxon dynasty, to its decline in the sixteenth century.
The plates from Parker’s Glossary. Sold by Rivingtons, London; Parker, Oxford; Stevenson, Cambridge &
Strong, Bristol. 1841. £ 135

SECOND EDITION. Tinted chromolithograph chart mounted in ten sections on linen, with two pages text tipped onto inner board;
original morocco grain brown cloth, with original decorative tinted label, lightly rubbed, otherwise in excellent condition.

A neat folding chart intended as a quick reference guide of gothic architecture.
‘A Chart Gothic Architecture.— This is intended, we presume, as a sort of royal road to a knowledge of Gothic
architecture. We have here exhibited, at one view, what are commonly considered as the characteristics of the
respective styles or ages, from the tenth to the sixteenth century, and the examples have been judiciously selected
from Parker’s Glossary. The best thing we can say in favour of the little work is that it hat been so well received by
the public, that a second edition has already been called for.’ [The Atheneum 1851.]

The  Con t r a s t i n g  l i v e s  o f  Vi c t o r i an  Women

66. GRAY, William. SOCIAL CONTRASTS Portrayed in a series of twenty two coloured lithographic
plates from pen and ink sketches London: William Oliver, 3 Amen Corner, Paternoster Row [1865]. £ 850

Oblong folio [28 x 37cm]; hand coloured title, list of contents, and 12 hand coloured tinted plates with 22 Contrasts; original green
cloth, upper cover blocked with gilt letters; skilfully rebacked

An unusual work of social commentary from the 1860s illustrating with some social realism, the contrasting lives of
Victorian women.
‘Mr. William Oliver, who has recently commenced business in Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, publishes a volume,
which in its way, is the most striking thing we have seen since the appearance of George Cruikshank’s Bottle.
It is by a new artist, William Gray, and is entitled “Social Contrasts.” The plates, coloured etchings [sic], thirteen in
number, are exceedingly clever, and exhibit a variety of social contrasts amongst the weaker sex. The Ball, the
Theatre, the Street, In Luck, Out of Luck, Going to the Well, Going to the Bad. All are thoughtful studies and
preach more impressive sermons on a painful subject, than even Mr. Spurgeon or the Bishop of Oxford could
deliver. Shall we add that like many other erring objects, the pictures in this volume are so pretty, that we look on
them with great enjoyment’ (Notice in The Bookseller, 1865).
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The artist William Gray is something of a mystery, his name appears to have been William Oliver Grey and was
either closely related to the publisher ‘William Oliver’, or perhaps even the publisher himself.
OCLC locates copies at University of California Irvine; Library of congress; Amherst College; Harvard and
Cincinnati

67. [GREENWOOD, Christopher]. MAP OF LONDON, FROM ACTUAL SURVEY,
COMPREHENDING THE VARIOUS IMPROVEMENTS TO 1845. Humbly Dedicated to Her most
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria. By the Proprietors E. Ruff & Co., Hind Court, Fleet Street. London, By
the Proprietors E. Ruff & Co., Hind Court Fleet Street, August 31st,
1845. £ 16,500

Hand-coloured engraved map on six sheets, measuring 1,880 x 1,290 mm., dissected and mounted on linen, large engraved vignettes of
St Paul’s (bottom right) and Westminster Abbey (bottom left) together with a key and ‘Explanation’; folding down and contained in the
original green cloth box, the upper side with the printed label of ‘C.Smith & Son’, Mapseller, 172, Strand London

Christopher and John Greenwood state in the title that the plan was made from an ‘Actual Survey’, which had taken
three years. Plans at the time were often copied from older surveys, or re-issued with minor updating; so conducting
a new survey was indeed something to boast about. The plan, which was finely engraved by James and Josiah Neele,
is stylistically similar to the Ordnance Survey maps of the time, although it was engraved on a much larger scale of 8
inches to the mile, compared to the OS one inch to the mile. It includes detailed depictions of streets, houses,
public buildings, parks, squares, woods, plantations, rivers, hills, windmills; also the marking of the boundaries of
the City of London, Westminster, Southwark, Rules of the King’s Bench & Fleet Prison, Clink Liberty, counties and
parishes. Below the
plan is a list of parishes and a key, which is flanked by views of Westminster Abbey and St Paul’s Cathedral.
The present plan accords with Howgego 309 state (6). The date in imprint is changed to 1845 and the plan is
dedicated to Queen Victoria.
Additions to the map include the St George’s square in Pimlico, and the Paddington Station. The map bears the
imprint of E. Ruff & Co. a company who among other things mounted, varnished and placed on rollers, many of
the maps produced by the Greenwoods.’ It is unknown how they came to acquire Greenwood’s plates, however, it
is conceivable that the plates where in part payment for debts owed to Edward Ruff.
Howgego 309 state (6).

Plans  t o  p r e v e n t  w i l f u l  f i r e s  i n  London

68. [GRIFFIN, (afterwards STONESTREET), George.] REFLECTIONS OCCASIONED BY
THE FREQUENCY OF FIRES IN THE METROPOLIS; with thoughts on measures for adding to
public security, and remarks on the law of arson. Addressed to the Right Honourable Lord Kenyon, Lord
Chief Justice of England. By Philanthropos. London. Sold by G. G. J. and J. Robinsons, J. Debrett,
Piccadilly; J. Whieldon, J. Sewell. 1790. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 44; with half title; finely rebound in half calf, marbled boards, vellum tips, a very good copy.

First edition of this scarce working complaining of the increase of the wilful burning of properties in order to
defraud insurance companies.
In a plan well ahead of his time, the author proposed the establishment of a “fire jury” whose job it would be to
investigate the causes of fires, the forerunner of the modern fire-officer (and coroner in cases of loss of life) whose
responsibilities are very similar. Griffin also suggested that there should be a “fire watch” comprising a body of
“engineers and firemen” who would patrol the city at night.
ESTC online records two copies, at the BL and Cambridge.

69. [GRIMALDI, Stacey]. A SUIT OF ARMOUR FOR YOUTH. London: For the Proprietor, 1824.
£ 750

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. xii, 92, hand coloured engraved frontispiece and 11 plates each with an overslip; nineteenth century
full polished calf, decorated spine in compartments, lettered in gilt, gilt edges, slightly bumped and marked.

An ingenious book for the ‘improvement’ of English youth.
William Grimaldi (1751-1830), friend of Sir Joshua Reynolds, miniature painter for royalty and nobility, came up
with the idea for these much imitated books in 1821 with his son, the lawyer and antiquary Stacey Grimaldi, who
instigated publication and contributed the text.
Each small chapter is illustrated with a part of a suit of armour, printed on a flap of paper which can be lifted to
reveal a historical scene inside an elaborate picture frame. The text gives a brief history of each piece of armour and
then enlarges at length on its allegorical significance: ‘the splendid shield’, for example, represents Mercy. Each
chapter is then concluded with a short excerpt from British history which illustrates the attribute under discussion.
Aimed, in the main, at boys, this is a sequel to Grimaldi’s first book The Toilet (1821) which illustrated virtues for
girls with similar double plates and verses.
Osborne p.418; Muir p.215-6; Gumuchian 1996; Haining, p.16.
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70. [HACK, Maria and Elizabeth Barton]. A GEOGRAPHICAL PANORAMA. Exhibiting
Characteristic Representations of the Scenery and Inhabitants of Various Regions. London. Published by
Har [vey & Darton, 55] Gracechurch Street, May [20th] 1822. £ 4,500

Nine hand-colored aquatints (22.5 x 27.cm.) and twenty-one smaller, hand-coloured aquatints of varying sizes cut into shapes, all
mounted on card; three pieces of grey card cut to form a theater proscenium arch, the arched portion hinged; two mahogany pillars (27.5
x 2 x 2cm.); and a twenty-four-page booklet (17.3 x 10.5cm.) bound in buff stiff-paper covers. The whole is enclosed in a mahogany
box (30 x 26.5 x 8.5cm.) with a sliding lid, scored on the verso, bearing a hand-colored engraved pictorial paper label (somewhat worn)
Including a facsimile of the pp. 24 booklet, Description of the Geographical Panorama London: Harvey, Darton & Co.
[1822].

Table-top tableau, designed to teach children geography. The lid of the box carries a large emblematical label.
provides instructions on how to set up the tableau, explains the emblematical title-label, and systematically describes
the nine back-scenes and their associated cut-outs. The sliding lid when turned over functions as the stage-board
with grooves extending from left to right. The back-scenes representing nine different regions of the world are slid
one at a time into the groove at the back of the stage-board, and the associated cut-outs into the other grooves.
The nine sets of aquatints from originals by Maria Hack’s daughter, Elizabeth, each consist of a background scene
and either two or three smaller, shaped tableaux, illustrating nine regions of the world. Depicted are: the ‘desert of
Arabia’ (with 3 tableaux); ‘Hindostan’[sic] (with 2 tableaux);’A stormy sky, intended merely to serve as a back-
ground’ but with one tableau each (described as ‘slips’ in the accompanying booklet) of Captain Parry in Baffin’s
Bay and M. de Saussure ascending Mont Blanc; China (with 2 tableaux); ‘Oonalashka [Alaska]’ (with 3 tableaux); ‘a
view of the Society Islands’ (with 2 tableaux); ‘A village situated on that chain of mountains called the Dofrafeld,
which separates Norway from Sweden’ (with 3 tableaux); Part of the Acropolis of Athens’ (with 2 tableaux);
Lapland and Kamtschatka (with 2 tableaux).’ [Shefrin]
Like this copy, that at the Cotsen Collection, Princeton University, has the three pasteboards. The V&A Museum of
Childhood copy also which in several minor respects represents a different state to that in the Gestetner collection.
For fulsome descriptions of the toy see Mannoni, Nos. 349-358; No. 75; and Shefrin, G1131 Gestetner/Hyde 366.

71. HASSELL, John. TOUR OF THE GRAND JUNCTION, ILLUSTRATED IN A SERIES OF
ENGRAVINGS with an Historical and Topographical Description of those parts of the
Counties…Through which the Canal passes, London: J. Hassall, 1819. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 147, [i] blank, [4] index and ‘Directions for placing the cuts’; 24 coloured aquatint plates, (some
occasional offsetting); uncut in modern red straight-grained morocco, with wide gilt tooled border, spine lettered and decorated in gilt, top
edge gilt by Bayntun, Bath.

‘A book of considerable interest…with still better plates.’ A celebration of the Grand Union Canal, dedicated to the
Proprietors, and a clever attempt to incorporate a commercial concern into the definition of ‘landscape’ and the
Picturesque.
John Hassell (1767-1825), was both watercolour painter and engraver, was born in Whitechapel, Stepney. He
exhibited twenty paintings at the Royal Academy between 1789 and 1819, that including many scenes of waterfalls,
castles, and salmon leaps in Wales, and of houses and cities, including a view of the city of Bath. He is best
remembered today for the a number of delightful guidebooks, illustrated aquatint from his own drawings.
Abbey, Scenery, 30; Tooley 252.

72. HAVELL, Robert. …COSTA SCENA, OR A CRUISE ALONG THE SOUTHERN COAST
OF KENT the drawing taken from Nature by Robt. Havell, Junr. London: Published March, 1823.

£ 12,500

Strip panorama engraved in aquatint and hand coloured, in a cylindrical treen case, consisting of seven sheets all conjoined, measuring 82
x 5,480 mm overall, including the publisher’s label at extreme right. the treen case carries a design in black and gold consisting of
Britannia, her shield carrying a roundel portrait of George IV, accompanied by Neptune holding a trident, riding in a shell drawn by
two horses with tails, which is driven by a putto, a patterned stay is attached to the extreme right edge of the panorama.

Havell’s panorama, dedicated to George IV, simultaneously celebrates the Northern Excursion - George’s state visit
to Scotland - and the delights of steam boat travel, at this date still novel. The scene is that on 23 Aug. 1822 when
the king embarked at Greenwich. The royal procession advances down river, the king on board the ‘Royal George’,
towed by the ‘Comet’ steam-boat (ref. 5). The Lord Mayor’s barge is shown near Woolwich towed by the
‘Sovereign’ steam boat (ref. 76). We pass by Belvedere (ref. 11), Greenhithe (ref. 14), Northfleet (ref. 16), and
Gravesend (ref. 17) where we see the ‘Flamer’ gun-brig, awaiting the King’s arrival. Near Sheerness (ref. 23) we note
the royal yachts, the ‘Sovereign’ and the ‘Regent’ with a frigate and two gun-brigs. Here ‘we take our leave of His
Majesty, with whom we imagine ourselves to have been sailing since we left Greenwich, [and wishing] the Royal
Party to a safe and pleasant voyage, we take our leave and pursue the coast.’ We pass the Isle of Sheppy (ref. 27),
Whitstable (ref. 31), Margate (ref. 35), and Broadstairs (ref. 39). The yacht of Sir William Curtis M.P. (ref. 42) is
shown steering for Ramsgate Harbour. In fact Curtis had accompanied George IV to Scotland, exciting much
merriment by wearing a kilt. We observe the wreck of an Indiaman (ref. 53), ‘an object but too frequently to be
contemplated in the North Seas’, and then cross the Channel from Dover in a fierce storm. A battered frigate (ref.
60) loses its main top mast. The steam boat in which we travel, however, reaches Calais (ref. 62) ‘in perfect safety.’
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For a full account of George’s Northern Excursion see John Prebble, The King’s Jaunt (Edinburgh: Birlinn 2000).
The Thames part of the story is described on pp.156-164.
The related drawings were in Melbourne, Australia in Mar. 2005.
Abbey, Life 490; Prideaux p. 339.

73. HELFERT, Joseph. VON DER ERBAUUNG, ERHALTUNG, UND HERSTELLUNG
KIRCHLICHER GEBÄUDE. Wien, Bey J.G. Ritters v. Mösle sel. Witwe, 1823. £ 285

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x, 148, three tables, one of which folding; a few underlinings in crayon, scattered light foxing or
browning; otherwise well-preserved in contemporary marbled boards with red lettering-piece on spine; a little worn; near contemporary
owner’s blind stamp to title.

First edition of this treatise on the laws surrounding the building and preservation of church architecture and
church interiors, which had been treated badly during and after the Josephine period. The professor for Canon and
Civil Law at Prague University gives an overview of the exisiting - and sometimes confusing - legal framework
regulating the alteration and erection of churches. Helfert also details the regulations for mortuaries and cemeteries,
and how to make inventories of church property.
OCLC locates only two copies in North America, at Brigham Young and in the Canadian Centre for Architecture.

74. [HONOURABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY]. ARCHIVE OF MATERIAL RELATING TO
THE HONOURABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY, including pamphlets, broadsides and other ephemera
detailing of speeches, orders and lists of names of gentlemen proposed for the Court of Assistants:

I. DISPOSITION OF THE FIREWORKS, ordered by the Honourable Artillery Company. To be
displayed in the Artillery ground, on Tuesday night, August 12, 1783. On his Royal Highness George
Prince of Wales, Captain-General of the Company, coming of Age. [London, 1783]. 1 page, 200mm x
173mm, printed on recto only; minor dust-soiling to edges, otherwise in clean crisp condition.

II. A LIST OF GENTLEMEN ELIGIBLE FOR TRUSTEES FOR THE NEW LEASES, lately granted
by the Corporation of London to the Artillery-Company. [London, n.d., c. 1785]. 1 page, 230mm x 130mm,
printed in red on recto only; minor chipping at head, otherwise in fine original stat e.

III. A LIST OF GENTLEMEN PROPOSED FOR THE COURT OF ASSISTANTS, OFFICERS, &c.
of the Honourable Artillery-Company, October 25, 1786. [London, 1786]. 1 page, 252mm x 204mm, printed
in red on recto only; small tear within text, otherwise in very good original stat e.

IV. A LIST OF THE CHIEFS, OFFICERS, COURT OF ASSISTANTS, MEMBERS, &c. of the
Honourable Artillery Company. In the Year 1788. London: Printed by Stephen Clark, Number 15, Broker-
Row, Moorfields. [1788]. 8vo, pp. 20; with engraved printed title; stitched as issued in contemporary marbled wraps

V. AT A COURT OF ASSISTANTS OF THE HON. ARTILLERY-COMPANY, held at the Armory-
House, on Wednesday, May 12, 1790. 1 page, 260mm x 192mm, printed on recto only, with arms at head; lightly
dust-soiled at head, and evidence of folding, but still a very good copy.

VI. ADDRESS TO THE INHABITANTS OF LONDON, from the Court of Assistants of the Hon.
Artillery-Company. [London]. MDCCXCIV [1794]. 8vo, pp. [iv], 15, [1]; arms of the company on title; stitched as
issued in the original, rather worn, printed pink wraps, split at spine (but holding firm).

VII. AT A COURT OF EMERGENCY OF THE HON. ARTILLERY-COMPANY, held at the
Mansion House, on Thursday, August 21, 1794, at Three o’clock in the Morning. [London, 1794]. One page,
233mm x 183mm, with arms at head, printed on recto only; minor chipping to edges, otherwise in very good original stat e.

VIII. AT A COURT OF ASSISTANTS OF THE HON. ARTILLERY COMPANY, held at the Armory-
House, on Thursday, 23d July, 1795. [London, 1795]. 1 page, 346mm x 212mm, printed on recto only, minor wear
to edges, otherwise in fine original stat e.

IX. AT A MEETING OF THE HON. ARTILLERY COMPANY, held, at the Armory House, on
Wednesday, February 1, 1797. [London, 1797]. 1 page, 312mm x 193mm, printed on recto only with arms at head;
in fine original stat e.

X. Printed letter ‘SIR, YOU ARE DESIRED TO ATTEND A GENERAL COURT OF THE HON.
ARTILLERY-COMPANY … to elect a President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Twenty-four members of
the court of Assistants, Colonel, Lieutenant-Colonel …’ Signed ‘William White’. Armory House,
November 2, 1797. [London, 1797]. 1 page, 312mm x 195mm, printed on recto only with arms at head; in fine
original stat e.
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XI. AT A COURT OF ASSISTANTS OF THE HON. ARTILLERY COMPANY, held at the Armory-
House, on Thursday, December 7, 1797. [London, 1797]. 1 page, 316mm x 200mm, printed on recto only with
arms at head, minor wear to edges, otherwise in fine original stat e.

XII. A LIST OF GENTLEMEN PROPOSED FOR THE COURT OF ASSISTANTS, OFFICERS, &c.
of the Honourable Artillery-Company, Wednesday, December 6, 1797. [London, 1797]. 1 page, 283mm x
223mm, printed in red on recto only; in fine original stat e.

XIII. A LIST OF THE CHIEFS, OFFICERS, COURT OF ASSISTANTS, MEMBERS, &c. of the
Honourable Artillery Company. In the Year 1798. London: Printed by Clark and Norris, Moorfields.
[1798]. 8vo, pp. 14; with engraved printed title; with light waterstain visible throughout; stitched as issued in contemporary
marbled wraps

XIV. AT A COURT OF ASSISTANTS OF THE HON. ARTILLERY COMPANY, held at the Armory-
House, on Thursday, July 26, 1798. [London, 1798]. 1 page, 317mm x 197mm, printed on recto only with arms at
head, in fine original stat e.

XV. HONORABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY, LONDON. ‘The Court of Lieutenancy of the City of
London having thought proper, in the Year 1795, to prefer claims to the use of the Artillery ground and
armory house, for training and exercising the new militia of the city …’ [London, 1800]. Large broadside,
680mm x 485mm, printed on recto only; some chipping to edges, otherwise in fine original stat e.

XVI. HON. ARTILLERY-COMPANY. At a Special Court of Assistants, held at the Armory-House, on
Wednesday, 29th July, 1801. [London, 1801]. 1 page, 319mm x 195mm, printed on recto only, in fine original stat e.

XVII. Printed letter ‘SIR, I HAVE TO DESIRE YOU TO TAKE NOTICE, THAT THE FIELD DAYS
OF THE HONORABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY WILL TAKE PLACE EVERY WEDNESDAY
MORNING …’ Armory House, 26 Sept. 1804. [London, 1804]. 1 page, 244mm x 193mm, printed on recto
only; in fine original stat e.

XVIII. BRIGADE-ORDERS. London, Armory House, August 3, 1804. 1 page, 316mm x 191mm, printed on
recto only, in fine original stat e.

XIX. ADDRESS FROM THE COURT OF ASSISTANTS OF THE HON. ARTILLERY COMPANY,
to the inhabitants of London. London: Printed by W.P. Norris, 15, Broker-row, Moorefilds [sic]. 1813. 8vo,
pp. 16; stitched as issued in the original printed wraps, with the companies coat of arms on front cover; a fine copy.

XX. A LIST OF THE CHIEFS, OFFICERS, COURT OF ASSISTANTS, &c. &c. of the Hon. Artillery
Company. For the Year 1816. London: Printed by W.P. Norris, Broker-Row, Moorfields. [1816]. 8vo, pp.
12; with engraved printed title and attractive vignette on title; a fine copy, stitched as issued in contemporary marbled wraps.
[London, [1783-1816]. £ 2,500

Collection of material, as listed above; housed in a custom made green cloth box, spine lettered in gilt.

Fascinating archive of material relating to the Honourable Artillery Company, the second oldest military
organisation in the world (behind the the Vatican’s Pontifical Swiss Guard).
The history of the Honourable Artillery Company can be traced back as far as 1087, but it received a Royal Charter
from Henry VIII on 25 August 1537, when Letters Patent were received by the Overseers of the Fraternity or Guild
of St George authorising them to establish a perpetual corporation for the defence of the realm to be known as the
Fraternity or Guild of Artillery of Longbows, Crossbows and Handgonnes. This body was known by a variety of
names until 1656, when it was first referred to as the Artillery Company. It was first referred to as the Honourable
Artillery Company in 1685 and officially received the name from Queen Victoria in 1860.
The Company served in Broadgate during the Gordon Riots of 1780, and in gratitude for its role in restoring order
to the City, the Corporation of London presented “two brass field-pieces”, which led to the creation of an HAC
Artillery Division (guns which are now on display in the entrance hall of Armoury House.)
In 1860, control of the Company moved from the Home Office to the War Office and in 1889 a Royal Warrant
gave the Secretary of State for War control of the Company’s military affairs. In 1883 Queen Victoria decreed that
the HAC took precedence next after the Regular Forces and therefore before the Militia and Yeomanry in
consideration of its antiquity.
The present collection of material presents an interesting insight in to the organisation as it was at the end of the
eighteenth, beginning of the nineteenth century.

75. HUME, David. ESSAYS AND TREATISES ON SEVERAL SUBJECTS. In two volumes …
Vol. I. Containing essays, moral, political and literary [Vol. II. Containing an enquiry concerning human
understanding. An enquiry concerning the principles of morals and the natural history of religion]. A new
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edition. London: printed for A. Millar … and A. Kincaid, and A. Donaldson … 1764. London: printed for
A. Millar, in the Strand; and A. Kincaid, and A. Donaldson at Edinburgh. MDCCLXIV 1764. £ 950

NEW EDITION. Two volumes, 8vo, pp. [iv], 556; [viii], 503, [1] blank; a clean, crisp copy throughout; in contemporary sprinkled
calf, spines with contrasting red and black morocco labels lettered and numbered in gilt; some light chipping to head and foot of spines,
still a fine copy inscribed by Thomas Bowles and dated ‘February 13 1767’ in vol. 1.

Hume’s Essays and Treatises on Several Subjects were first published in four volumes in 1753 to 1756 and then reprinted
a number of times. This 1764 edition contains a number of new passages, namely the addition of six paragraphs.
Hume discusses five of the major questions of his period: ‘monetary theory, interest theory, the problem of free
versus controlled markets, the shifting and incidence of taxes and fiscal policy. His analysis is not in the form of a
treatise, but takes the form of a running commentary on the economic thought of the period.’
Hume’s economic essays, which persuaded and influenced the work of his close friend Adam Smith, were of crucial
importance to the development of economic analysis. The Essay on Money is one of the great brief statements of
economic theory, establishing as it did the normal relationship between changes in the quantity of money, prices
and activity. Hume did not discover the velocity of circulation as the equivalent of the quantity of money - for that
we must look to Cantillon - but he did develop a doctrine of hoarding which Keynes recognized as the ancestor of
the doctrine of liquidity performance.
Also included is his essay Of the Populousness of Ancient Nations which was highly important for the development of
economic thought, and, when first published in 1752, was a milestone in the empirical treatment of questions about
population.
This copy may have belonged to the Church of England priest Thomas Bowles (1694-1773) He is notable for a
controversy in which he was appointed to two parishes in Wales where hardly any parishioners spoke English and
Bowles spoke no Welsh.
Jessop p. 6; not in Goldsmiths, Kress, Einaudi or Higgs; ESTC t033492.

Res o r t i n g  t o  Ba th

76. IBBETSON, Julius Caesar, John LAPORTE, and J. HASSELL. A PICTURESQUE GUIDE
TO BATH, BRISTOL HOT-WELLS, THE RIVER AVON, AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRY;
illustrated with a set of views, taken in the summer of 1792 by Mess. Ibbetson, Laporte & J. Hassell; and
engraved in Aquatint. London: Hookham and Carpenter, 1793. £ 1,750

LARGE PAPER COPY 4to, pp. [iv], 266, [2], with 16 aquatint plates with fine contemporary hand-colouring; contemporary half
russia with a flat spine lettered in gilt, some minor chipping to extremities and upper hinge cracked; with early ownership on title of
‘Thos Howell’ and an unusually colourful heraldic bookplate of Edward Mash Browell.

This finely produced guide to fashionable Bath ‘contains sixteen hand-coloured aquatints of much merit’ (Martin-
Hardie). All sixteen of the plates were aquatinted by Hassell, fourteen being taken from his own drawings with one
after Laporte with one after Ibbetson. In a further eight drawings Ibbetson also inserted the figures into the
landscapes.
Although not credited the text is very probably also by Ibbertson, he describes a journey from London and with
some flair he details the chief places of interest in and about Bath.
Abbey, Scenery, 38; Prideaux, p. 339, Martin-Hardie, p.140, Toovey 277.

77. JONES, Owen & BACON, Mary Anne. FLOWERS AND THEIR KINDRED THOUGHTS
[London]: Longman & Co. 1848. £ 325

8vo, pp [34] printed in colours and gold; original heavily embossed leather with a ivy design repeated in the decorative endpapers,

A fine example of Jones’s decorative work in its distintive embossed bindings.
‘In 1848 Longman also published a different kind of illuminated book, Flowers and their Kindred Thoughts, printed and
designed by Owen Jones. The page size is larger, and there are thirty-four pages of stiff card. Each opening consist
of a bunch of flowers, in colour, entwined with words that symbolize (e.g. ‘Modesty’, ‘Fascination’, ‘Childhood’),
faced by some religious verses by M.A. Bacon printed in gold. The lettering and curls are typical of Owen Jones, but
the chromolithographed flowers are beautifully enough drawn for one to credit the hand of Noel Humphreys. The
colophon states only ‘designs by Owen Jones. The binding of Flowers and their Kindred Thoughts is in heavily embossed
leather, like Gray’s Elegy of 1846’ (McLean)
Although not mentioned by McLean the imprint on the last leaf of the book states that the work was ‘Printed in
Colours at 9 Argyle Place, drawn on stone by C.L. Bateman’ It was probably to Edward La Trobe Bateman (1815-
97) that credit is due for the flowers rather than Humphrey’s. Bateman was an apprentice of Jones who was to
emigrate to Australia during the gold rush. He produced similar work to the present volume in Australia once his
gold fever had receded
See Ruari McLean  Victorian book Design 1972, p, 92

78. [JUDAICA]. TEMPLE DES JUIFS, Juden - Synagoge. [Augsburg, Martin Engelbrecht, ca. 1730].
£ 2,750
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4 engraved and hand-coloured engraved cut-away scenes and back-scene, the front panel with small title cartouche, each panel measuring
210 × 160 mm; 3 small worm holes in the second and third panels, one candlestick missing from the front panel.

Part of Engelbrecht’s extensive Théatre des Enfants series, here depicting a rich scene of costumed figures at the
synagogue in Amsterdam. A particularly fine example of this artist’s work, the scene full of life and vitality, delicately
executed with even the candles attached to the temple columns cut out. Title ‘Presentation einer Juden Synagog, in
Amsterdam’ supplied in contemporary ink manuscript on the verso of the final panel.
Gumuchian 3249 & pl. 31; La camera dei sortilegi, p. 60, no. 17.

79. [KNIGHT, Cornelia] A DESCRIPTION OF LATIUM or la Campagna di Roma, with etchings
by the author, London: Longman Hurst Rees and Orme, Paternoster-Row 1805. £ 1,250

4to, pp. xi, [1] blank, 268, printed errata slip; engraved map, 20 etched plates, printed in brown and lightly washed in yellow,
contemporary green half calf over marbled boards; engraved armorial bookplate of Kinnaird.

Cornelia Knight (1757-1837), artist and author, lived in Italy with her mother from 1777 until the latter’s death in
1799 when she returned to England with Nelson and Emma Hamilton. She became companion to Queen Charlotte
in 1805 and governess to Princess Charlotte in 1813, until dismissed the following year. She went abroad again in
1816 where she remained until her death.
Latium is Cornelia’s principal work and most attractively illustrated with her own drawings. Dedicated to Queen
Charlotte the same year that Cornelia was appointed companion to the queen, the author decided not to include any
reference to the now notorious ménage à trois of the Hamiltons and Nelson, Knight . Her friends advised her that
her association was damaging her reputation and so Cornelia immediately left and severed her connections with her
erstwhile patrons, much to their disgust.

80. [LADY, by a]. LE MIROIR DES GRACES, ou l’Art de combiner l’Elégance, la Modestie, la
Simplicité et l’Economie dans l’habillement; avec utiles adressés aux Femmes sur la conservation de leur
santé et de leur beauté, sur l’agrément des manières et le bon ton dans la Société; par une Dame qui a
étudié la mode et le bon goût chez les nations les plus civilisées de l’Europe. Traduit de l’anglais. A Paris,
Chez l’Editeur, Galignani, Delaunay, 1811. £ 450

FIRST FRENCH TRANSLATION. 12mo, pp. [ii], 200, with engraved frontispiece and three engraved plates; aside from very
occasional spotting, clean and crisp throughout; attractively bound in red morocco, boards and spine tooled in gilt, and spine lettered in
gilt; a very fine copy, with the book-plate of the Librairie Galignani on front paste-down.

A very attractive copy of the first French translation of The mirror of the graces, or, The English lady’s costume, first
published in the same year in London.
The book was published anonymously by a ‘Lady of Distinction’, and covers both costume and dress and social
customs and manners, discussing subjects including deportment, movement, dances, propriety, and aids to the
maintenance of both health and beauty. The present French translation benefits from an attractive engraved
frontispiece and three plates newly engraved by Gatine.
Not recorded in OCLC.

Aft e r  t h e  o p en in g  c e r emony

81. LANE, Charles. LANE’S TELESCOPIC VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF THE EXHIBITION.
London, Published by C. Lane, June 3rd, 1851. £ 1,000

Eight hand-coloured lithographic panels and a back-scene panel, front panel with hand-coloured title vignette with peep-hole, without the
mica lens which is usually missing, measuring 175 × 160 mm; extending with paper bellows to c. 900mm; front panel a bit soiled.

Looking down the central isle with crowds milling about, the fountains (heightened with varnish) and statues form a
central spectacle. Designed by T. J. Rawlins and lithographically printed at C. Moody’s Establishment. This
‘Telescopic View’ forms the companion to Lane’s other Exhibition peepshow by the same artist which recorded the
opening ceremony with Her Majesty the Queen present.
Gestetner-Hyde 255

Aft e r  t h e  o p en in g  c e r emony

82. LANE, Charles. LANE’S TELESCOPIC VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF THE EXHIBITION.
London, Published by C. Lane, June 3rd, 1851. £ 850

Eight hand-coloured lithographic panels and a back-scene panel, front panel with hand-coloured title vignette with peep-hole, without the
mica lens which is usually missing, measuring 175 × 160 mm; extending with paper bellows to c. 900mm; front panel a bit soiled.

Looking down the central isle with crowds milling about, the fountains (heightened with varnish) and statues form a
central spectacle. Designed by T. J. Rawlins and lithographically printed at C. Moody’s Establishment. This
‘Telescopic View’ forms the companion to Lane’s other Exhibition peepshow by the same artist which recorded the
opening ceremony with Her Majesty the Queen present.
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Gestetner-Hyde 255

83. LINES, Samuel, Sen. A FEW INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF SAMUEL LINES, SEN. Written
By Himself at the Request of a Friend. Printed for Private Circulation. Birmingham, Printed by Josiah
Allen, Jun., 1862. £ 185

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 34; inscribed by the writer’s ‘To my granddaughter Kate Lines, May 31st 1862’; original
embossed cloth, printed paper label ‘Autobiography’ on upper cover, neatly re-inserted into original case, a clean copy.

A neat autobiography produced at the end of a long life in which Lines recalls the main events of his work as
painter and art teacher in Birmingham.
Written at the request from John Thackray Bunce (1828-1899), who was then chairman of the Birmingham
Museum and Art Gallery the work describes Lines life in rural Warwickshire, his first journey to Birmingham in
1793 to become an apprenticeship as a clock dial painter, Lanes establishment of an academy in Birmingham and
his account of his later life and the award by his pupils of a magnificent testimonial in 1847. Lanes is today better
know for teaching than for painting, his more famous pupils included Thomas Creswick, Andrew Hunt, William
Wyon although many more lesser lights became some of the principle designers for Birmingham manufactures.
‘Samuel Lines (1778-1863) was an English designer, painter and art teacher, and an early member of the
Birmingham School of landscape painters. He was a significant figure in the development of art in Birmingham
during its rapid growth in the early nineteenth century, Lines pioneered the teaching of drawing and painting in the
town and was one of the founders of the life drawing academy that would eventually evolve into the Royal
Birmingham Society of Artists and Birmingham School of Art.’ [Wikipedia]
It can be assumed that the autobiography was distributed only amongst Samuel’s circle of professional and personal
acquaintances.
COPAC records a copy at Birmingham University and OCLC adding a copy at the Koninklijke Bibliotheek in the
Netherlands.

84. [LOCAL LIBRARY] A HISTORY OF USEFUL ARTS AND MANUFACTURES. Dublin:
Printed by Christopher Bentham, 19 Eustace-Street [1822]. £ 675

12mo, pp. 180; woodcut frontispiece, plates and head-and tailpieces; dark green morocco, gilt, gilt edges by Ramage, lettered on upper
cover and spine; armorial book plate of Thomas W. Freston and inscribed ‘From The Miss Freston’s Library. The gift of Miss
Milligan, August 8th 1824.’ ‘Edgeworth House.’

Including chapters on Ship Building, Iron, Gold, Silver, Copper, Tin, Lead, and Coal illustrated with illustrations of
a ship in full sale, a blacksmith and the constructed bridge over the Menai Straits; the work was just the sort of
publication thought suitable for ‘bettering the poor.’
A long inscription on the front endpapers explains that this copy once formed part of a small lending library in
Edgeworth in Gloucestershire, Edgeworth, an isolated rural parish lying between the valleys of the river Frome and
Holybrooke. The Parish had a population numbering about 80 people in the 1820s and Miss Freston probably kept
up the library in the rectory. Her father, the Rev. Anthony Freston (1757–1819), was a minor, but well read author
on mainly theological subjects. ‘Freston’s sermons showed possible evidence of evangelical influence, and strongly
reflected the contemporary concern that the teaching of the established church should support civil obedience and
duty.’ (ODNB).
Doubtless the Rev. Freston started a library for his local community, his daughters and a son ,Thomas who assisted
a new rector from 1820, continued the library after Freston’s death; The gift of the work was from Miss Milligan as
sister of Col. Milligan who lived at the Edgeworth Manor House.

85. [LOGETTE]. REGNAULT-DELALANDE, François-Léandre. CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ
DE LA RARE ET PRÉCIEUSE COLLECTION D’ESTAMPES, et de quelques tableaux, bronzes,
porcelaines, et meubles du cabinet de feu M. Logette, négociant. Paris, Leblanc for Guyot and Regnault-
Delalande, 1817. £ 650

8vo, pp. x, 64, 3; a little foxed in places; later half-calf over marbled boards, spine ornamented in gilt, gilt-stamped green morocco
lettering-piece on spine; prices and buyers’ names entered in ink.

The collection of 191 lots contained fine prints from the 15th century, including an example of Adam and Eve by
Dürer which was purchased by Claussius for 372 francs; two works by Mantegna La Sainte Vierge and Les Disciples de
Jésus-Christ, fetching 230 and 100 francs. Lucas van Leyden’s Pilate of 1510 making 300 francs; Rembrandt’s
Résurrection du Lazare with a provenance of the cabinet de Valois was sold for 549.95 francs.
Contemporary works by Raphaël Morghen were making as much if not more than the old masters in the sale,
probably somewhat like ‘Brit Art’ today. Also included are a number of works Marcantonio Raimondi, Hollar,
Vissher, and Bartolozzi together with some representatives of the English School, such as William Woollett and
Robert Strange.
Lugt 9131; OCLC locates a single copy, at University of Iowa.

86. [LONDON]. THE BEAUTES ARCHITECTURALS DE LONDRES Edition Poliglotte. En
Fraçais, Anglais et Allemand. Paris: H. Mandeville, London: Ackermann & Co and Read & Co. [1851].
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£ 5,000

Oblong 4to, 35 superbly hand coloured engraved plates including hand coloured engraved vignette title; each measuring 27 x 37 cm;
occasional spotting and one plate trimmed without affection the image. modern green half green morocco, spine ruled in gilt.

The series of hand coloured steel-engraved plates by Read, Chavanne and Shepherd had originally appeared as part
of Read’s Mighty London Illustrated. This copy was issued by the French agent Mandeville with 24 selected views of
London and eleven of the Great Exhibition.
This copy is exceptional. We have compared the plates with another contemporary hand coloured copy and can
only conclude our copy, with highly finished plates, was either specially commissioned or prepared for presentation.
The format was intended as a memento for visitors to London and the Exhibition following its close
Images of the Crystal Palace from the Serpentine, the North Transept, American Department, British Department,
Dante’s Temple and the grand opening on 1st May 1851 are included.
See Adams 213 and Abbey, Scenery, 252-3.

87. [LONDON] HAVELL, Robert, Jun. A PANORAMA OF LONDON. Taken from Nature by R.
Havell, Jun. London: Published by Havell & Co. 79, Newman Street, Oxford Street MDCCXXIV [ 1824].

£ 9,500

Hand-coloured aquatint strip panorama, consisting of publisher’s label at extreme right with modern stay and six sheets all conjoined,
measuring 84 x 4,200 mm, with title 84 x 4295 overall; a few old tears skilfully repaired and some minor soiling; in original treen
case with a laquered aquatint label with a patriotic design consists of Fame, blowing a trumpet from which is suspended the title the royal
crown, and below are the arms of the Corporation of London, Royal Arms, Union flag, and an abundance of relevant symbols: Industry
(hive), Trade (ship), Plenty (cornucopia), Justice (fasces), Fortitude (lion), Agriculture (corn), maritime steadfastness (anchor), civic
patronage (sword and mace), and military preparedness (cannon, lance and military drum).

The view commences at Vauxhall in order to show the recently built Vauxhall Bridge (opened 1816) and Millbank
Penitentiary (opened 1822). It extends as far east as the London Docks and St John Wapping. The recently built
Waterloo and Southwark Bridges (opened 1817 and 1819 respectively) are depicted. There is no sign of New
London Bridge, the building of which commenced in 1823. River traffic featured in the print includes the
Richmond Steam Yacht the Margate Steam Yacht, the French Steam Yacht, the Leith Steam Yacht, all crowded with
excursionists, and the personal yacht of the eccentric Wapping biscuit-maker, Alderman Sir William Curtis M.P. Off
Millbank are to be seen six ‘four-oared pleasure galleys’ partaking in a rowing match (presumably the Doggett’s Coat
and Badge Race?), and off Bank Side a civic procession of City ceremonial barges. The river is crowded with yachts,
colliers, hay barges, Thames barges, and Peter boats.
The copper plate for this panorama was auctioned at Geo. Jones & Co. on 27 May 1828 (91), on the dissolution of
Robert Havell Senior and Robert Havell Junior’s partnership. Robert Havell Junior, however, appears to have
retained the plate, for it also features in S. Leigh Sotheby’s sale for 18 July 1838 (36). On this latter occasion Havell
was disposing of copper plates and copyrights prior to emigrating to the United States. A facsimile of the extremely
rare printed booklet is included with the panorama.
Abbey, Life, 485.

88. [LONDON MAP]. CARY, John. CARY’S NEW AND ACCURATE PLAN OF LONDON
AND WESTMINSTER the Borough of Southwark and parts adjacent; viz. Kensington, Chelsea,
Islington, Hackney, Walworth, Newington, &c. on a Scale of Six inches and a half to a Mile; with an
Alphabetical list of upwards of 500 of the most considerable Streets, with references to their Situation and
Plans of the the New London & East & West India Docks London: printed for Jnº Cary, Engraver, and
Map-seller Nº 181 near Norfolk street, Strand. Corrected to Nov 1st 1815. £ 2,500

Large folding engraved map [825 × 1,550 mm.] hand-coloured in outline segmented into 33 sections; old ink stain affecting the top
right hand corner folding into original green marbled slipcase, upper side with engraved label and octagonal engraved ticket ‘sold by C.
Smith, Mapseller, Nº 172, Strand.’

A very nice example of this map showing London at the end of the Regency period of George IV. The map had to
be extended in 1811 to accommodate the development of Docks on the Isle of Dogs and here in 1813 to show
Regent’s Park and the Regent’s Canal moving eastwards.
Howgego 184. (13)

89. [LONDON - QUEEN VICTORIA]. ROBINS, Joseph publisher. ROBINS’S PANORAMIC
REPRESENTATION OF THE QUEEN’S ROYAL PROGRESS THROUGH THE CITY OF
LONDON, ON THE 9TH NOVEMBER, 1837. Displaying every portion of the Royal and Civic
Procession on that Splendid and memorable occasion, as well as the Whole Line of Streets from Temple
Bar to Guildhall, With their numerous Decorations, the Booths of the City of Companies, Christ’s
Hospital, &c. London: Published by Joseph Robins, Bride Court, Fleet Street, London. 1838. £ 950

Hand-coloured lithograph strip panorama folding into covers, consisting of five sheets conjoined and measuring 90 x 2,890 mm overall;
in modern blue cloth with facimilies of the adverts on inside covers.
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British processional panorama celebrating the visit of Queen Victoria to the City of London on Lord Mayor’s Day
in the first year of her reign.
It shows the procession from Temple Bar (decorated for the occasion) up Fleet Street, Ludgate Hill, and Cheapside
to King Street and thus to Guildhall. On the panorama itself identifications are supplied in the bottom margin:
‘Temple Bar’; Sheriffs Carriage’; ‘The Lord Mayor’s Carriage’; ‘Life Guards Blue’; ‘The Queen’; ‘State Carriage’; ‘The
Lord Mayor’; ‘Sword Bearer & Mace Bearer’; ‘The late Lord Mayor’; ‘Aldermen’; ‘Ward Beadles and Grooms’;
‘Aldermen and Ward Beadles’; ‘The Sheriffs’; ‘Common Councilmen and Grooms’; ‘City Marshalls’; ‘The Queen’s
Footmen’; ‘Yeomen of the Guard’; ‘Royal Trumpeters’; ‘Queen’s Household’; ‘Queen’s Household’; ‘Queen’s
Household’; ‘Booth of Christ’s Hospital’; ‘Queen’s Household’; ‘Booths of the City Companies’; ‘Queen’s
Household’; ‘Duke of Sussex’; ‘Duke and Duchess of Cambridge’, ‘Prince George of Cambridge’, ‘Duchess of
Gloucester’; ‘Duchess of Kent’; ‘Genl. Dalbiac.’
Crowds line the pavements, balconies, and roofs. Some of the buildings have been decorated, and also the booths.
A huge banner in front of the Wood Street plane tree proclaims: ‘The inhabitants of Wood Street Welcomes Queen
Victoria. Long May She Live.’ A banner in King Street reads in reverse lettering, ‘Welcome Victoria’.
Abbey, Life, 534.

London  Pr op e r t y  Lo t t e r y

90. [LOTTERY]. REPRESENTATION OF THE LEASEHOLDERS AND CONTRACTORS
interested in the Houses and Buildings in Pickett Street near Temple Bar, Skinner Street, Fleet Market, and
Snow Hill with the schemes of the city state lottery, and plans and elevations of the different buildings
constituting the prizes. ([London]: Printed by Nichols and Son, Red Lion Passage, Fleet Street ) 1806.

£ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo pp. 64; three printed folding tables and 25 engraved plates including four folding engraved maps, partly
coloured; 14 elevations of buildings, four folding; and seven engraved folding plans; in later half calf over the original pink, spine lettered
in gilt, boards rather dust-soiled, but still a very appealing copy.

Scarce first of this novel plan of disposing unsaleable property by lottery, due to a combination of war and a
depressed market.
The Corporation of London, in the interest of improving the appearance of the city, transferred several plots of
ground to a number of leaseholders who had agreed to build houses. These were chiefly two sites, the first was land
surrounding St Clement Danes, a site today that is mainly occupied by the Law Courts, the second site being the
land that now forms part of the eastern approach to the Holburn Viaduct.
The leaseholders took out the agreements in a period of peace soon after the Treaty of Amiens of 1802. After the
contracts had been signed their enthusiasm was cruelly dashed as the resumption of hostilities in 1803 forced prices
of material up and labour became scarce. The houses that had been built could not be let or sold due to these high
costs and general depression.
The present work was printed to encourage the passing of an Act of Parliament that was to dispose of these
properties by lottery. Well illustrated with accurate plans and elevations of all the building types to be sold the
publication was used to muster favour in Parliament. An Act of Parliament was duly passed in favour of a lottery
which involved the City divesting itself of the freeholds of the building leases, thereby ending the obligation to pay
the high ground rents. The freeholds could then be disposed of by lottery free of the building leases. The builders
then disposed of the houses as prizes in three lotteries including 69 houses ‘being first-rate buildings, land-tax
redeemed, and insured from fire’. The first lottery occurred on the 14 April 1807 with tickets costing £19 17s 6d
and prizes valued to a total of £100,000. This was followed with a second lottery on 26 April 1808 and a third and
last lottery of 4 December 1810.
Oddly the Act for this lottery was still in force until repealed in 2012.
OCLC records six copies in North America, at Johns Hopkins, Princeton, Pennsylvania, Texas, Los Angeles Public
Library and the Winterthur Museum.

91. [LUDLOW, Captain William Andrew]. BENGAL TROOPS ON THE LINE OF MARCH (The
advanced Guard driving in an out post of the Enemy.) A Sketch by an Officer in that Army. [William
Ludow del.]. [London:] Drawn on Zinc & Printed by Day & Haghe, Lithrs. to the King. [1835]. £ 1,750

six uncut lithograph sheets, each [38 x 56 cm], with three strips of the panorama image on each; some damage to extremities including
minor tears to edges and blank corners torn away but not affecting the image; housed in a modern portfolio.

A remarkable panorama showing the a march during the last phase of East India Company control of Bengal.
A contemporary review published in The United Service Magazine For April 1835 notes ‘This Sketch, as it is modestly
styled by its author, Captain Ludlow, is the most characteristic and extraordinary performance of its class we have
ever seen. Of apparently interminable extent, and crowded with figures of man and beast, all portrayed to the life, it
forms a complete picture of the march of Bengal Troops, comprising incidents of actual warfare, interior economy
and habits, costume native and military, superstitions, vehicles, cattle, and, in short, presents an omnium gatherum,
such as we have never before seen marshalled in such dense or striking array. No verbal or written description could
approach the vivid realities conveyed in this panoramic Sketch, which must prove highly interesting to our honoured
comrades of the East, and may stand untravelled Europeans in stead of all the books ever written on the subject.
We trust Captain Ludlow will not be a loser by the publication of a work of so much labour, and exhibiting so
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much esprit de corps The captions beneath the image strips read from left to right [1] ‘Water carriers to the Camp’;
‘Hindoos bathing’; ‘Hindoo Idol and Priest’; ‘Grain and supplies carried for the Camp’; ‘The Rear Guard awaiting
the removal of the Camp’; ‘A Coffee Party’; ‘Camp Baggage’; ‘Express Camel’; ‘Bazaar Guard’. [2] ‘Foot Artillery’;
‘A Regiment of Sepoys’; ‘Foot Artillery’; ‘Horse Artillery’; ‘Horse Artillery’. [3] ‘The General Officer and his Staff’;
‘Light Cavalry’; ‘Light Cavalry’; ‘Express Camel’; ‘Prisoners driven to the rear’; ‘Spare Ammunition Waggon’; ‘An
A.D. returning with orders’. [4] ‘The Cart of the Country’; ‘Baggage’; ‘Boxes for carrying refreshments’; ‘A Mess
Tent’; ‘Conveyance for the Wounded’; ‘The Common Cart of the Country’; ‘Cart in which Native Females ride’;
‘Spare Ammunitian Boxes’; ‘A Sporting Elephant, the Driver and his assistant getting up’; ‘The Bazaar Flag’;
‘Washer Men’. [5] ‘advanced guard pushing on’; ‘Spiking a captured gun’; ‘The Native Troop of Horse Artillery’;
‘The Charge sounded’; ‘The Charge sounded’. [6] ‘The Skirmish’; ‘An Advanced Gun playing’; ‘Making-off’’;
‘Match-lock men’; ‘A Swivel Gun on a Dromedary’; ‘A Priest’s Hut’; ‘A Hill Fort for which the enemy are making’;
‘Fakeers denouncing their flying Friends’; ‘A Hindoo Temple’.
The Index to British Military Costume Prints attributes this print to ‘Cpt. W.A. Ludlow, 12[th] Bengal N[ative]
I[nfantry]’, mentions an ‘illuminated foreword’, and says it shows the Bengal troops in pursuit of Pindarri
marauders. Ludlow was born in 1803 we know he was promoted to captain in 1846 and sometime thereafter retired
on half pay to Marylebone in London with the rank of major. He appears to have lived with a Mary Ann Ferris but
what their relationsship was is obscure.
Abbey Life 530 Index to British Military Costume Prints 485 [1]

92. M’INTOSH, Charles THE GREENHOUSE, Hot House and Stove: Including Selected Lists of
the Most Beautiful Species of Exotic Flowering Plants, and Directions for their Cultivation. London: Wm.
S. Orr and Co., Amen Corner, Paternoster Row 1838. £ 500

8vo, pp. vi, [2] list of plates, 415, [1] imprint; 18 hand coloured engraved plates including frontispiece and additional title-page,
numerous wood-engraved text illustrations; original green cloth blocked in blind and gilt.

A desirable copy of this the first substantial work devoted to the management of the greenhouse. Charles M’Intosh,
(1794–1864) was the fifth generation of a family of gardeners for the dukes of Athol and became one of the most
respected and knowledgeable gardeners of the first half of the nineteenth century.
‘M’Intosh had a remarkable career during which he worked for European royalty and the aristocracy on estates
where finance for gardening projects was virtually unlimited. However, he always showed himself generous with his
knowledge and had the ability to write practical books from which a wide range of landowners and gardeners, both
professional and amateur, could benefit.’ [ODNB]

93. MANIN, Leonardo, Conte. MEMORIE STORICO-CRITICHE INTORNO LA VITA,
traslazione e invenzioni di S. Marco Evangelista, principale protettore di Venezia … Edizione seconda
Con Appendice, Documenti e Discorso letto il dì 6 Settembre 1835 … Venice, G. B. Merlo, 1835. £ 480

Small folio pp. [viii], 63, [5], errata leaf loosely inserted; 6 engraved plates including 4 double-page; 4 pp. of cuttings concerning the
crypt of San Marco mounted between the plates; a clean and fresh copy in contemporary marbled boards.

A fine uncut copy of this history which celebrates the reinstatement of the important relics of St Mark beneath the
new high altar of the Basilica in 1835.
The relics, all of which are illustrated in the accompanying plates, had been brought to Venice from Alexandria in
the ninth century. During restoration works on the altar carried out in 1811 they were rediscovered and carefully
preserved for later display. Manin here offers a full documentation of the objects found with the saint’s remains and
illustrates the crypt of San Marco both in plan and cross section on double-page plates. The extra illustrations and
text mounted onto the verso of the plates all come from near contemporary French sources.
Lozzi 6035; OCLC locates copies in Munich, Harvard, Princeton, University of Rochester,The London Library and
V&A.

94. [MAP] CRUCHLEY, George Frederick. A GEOGRAPHICAL COMPANION
THROUGHOUT ENGLAND AND WALES including part of Scotland. London: G. F. Cruchley, Sept.r
9th. 1822. £ 300

Folding engraved map, hand-coloured in outline, dissected and mounted onto linen, measuring 675 x 980 mm, folding down to 140 x
200 mm into original marbled slipcase, printed paper label.

A fine engraved map only omitting the country north of Perth. Includes a Table of Reference, An Alphabetical
arrangement of near Nine Hundred of the Principal Towns in England and Wales exhibiting at one view the Name, County, wherein
situate, Distance from London, Market Days, and the number of Members returned from each Borough to Parliament, also the Increase
or Diminution of the Population of each Place for the Years 1801, 1811, 1821.

95. [MAP] SEATON, Robert. SEATON’S MAP OF PALESTINE, OR THE HOLY LAND, with
Part of Egypt. Compiled from Surveys made for the French & English Governments. London Published
[and engraved] for the Proprietor … by James & Joshua Neele, 352 Strand. December 1st, 1828. £ 1,350

hand coloured engraved map, 85 x 95cm., mounted on linen with a large vignette of Jesus talking to the Samaritan woman at the well
after William Hamilton, R.A., a cartouche in the form of a scroll showing a map of Jerusalem and the Temple, a view of Cairo and
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another view of the pyramids with the Sphinx, all contained within a decorative border; segmented and mounted on linen and folding into
red half roan over green boards, rebacked, the upper cover with a decorative engraved label with the British and French arms.

The map includes Holy Land, Sinai and Lower Egypt, with all the main routes for tourists and travelers.

96. [MARSHALL, Catherine]. ELECTION CAMPAIGN IN CUMBERLAND. Carlisle,
Whitehaven, and Cockermouth Divisions. [Issued by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies]
Printed and Published by T. Bakewell, 54, Main-street, Keswick. [1909]. £ 225

Original flyer, 342mm x 215mm, printed on recto only, with the original tear off slip still attached; loose, as issued, and folded.

Rare flyer issued by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies for an election campaign in Cumberland,
arranged and printed by Catherine Marshall.
Catherine Marshall (1880-1961) campaigned in Cumberland for the Liberal cause at the general election in January
1906 and in May 1908, with her mother, formed at Keswick a branch of the National Union of Women’s Suffrage
Society. Her ‘initiative of setting up a stall to sell suffrage literature was one that was soon emulated by other
NUWSS societies. She was full of energy in campaigning across Westmorland and Cumberland, organizing there a
model campaign for the general election in January 1910. She arranged the printing of a leaflet. “Election Campaign
in Cumberland”, which set out the NUWSS’s objects and methods, and very efficiently included a tear-off sheet
instructing the recipient to indicate their proposed degree of involvement in the campaign, ranging from a donation,
through canvassing for signatures, to supplying board and lodging for helpers. By December 1909 Catherine
Marshall had been elected a member of the NUWSS committee set up to reform its structure’ (Crawford, p. 382).
See Elizabeth Crawford, The Women’s Suffrage Movement, pp. 382-384.

Re l i c  o f  t h e  Mar y  Ro s e

97. [MARY ROSE]. NARRATIVE OF THE LOSS OF THE MARY ROSE at Spithead, July 20,
1545. From original manuscripts, &c.&c. Portsea: Printed & Published by S. Horsey, Sen., 43, Queen
Street. 1842. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 32mo (89 x 55mm), pp. v, iii-vi, 7-96; a clean copy throughout; Original black sheep-backed wooden boards,
title gilt to the spine, all edges gilt, pale pink endpapers, lower board detached, polished oak boards slightly warped, but otherwise in
excellent condition.

Scarce relic of the mid nineteenth-century exploration of the wreck of the Mary Rose by ‘Mr [John] Dean, that
indefatigable diver, [who] first descended in his diving dress in the year 1836’ and whose operations are described
on pp. 89-96.
‘Henry VIII embarked upon a programme of ship building on his accession, including the Mary Rose which was
built between 1509 and 1511. As the English flagship, she took part in many of the naval conflicts of Henry’s reign.
Her last engagement was in the Solent against a French invasion fleet in July 1545. With Henry watching from
Southsea Castle on the mainland, the Mary Rose sank with the loss of around 500 men. The wreck of the Mary
Rose lay undiscovered for nearly 300 years until its accidental discovery by fishermen in 1836, leading to diver John
Deane recovering timbers and other relics over the next few years. A history of the ship’s demise was published by
Samuel Horsey; copies of his book were bound using samples of wood recovered during Deane’s expeditions’
(Henry VIII quincentenary exhibition catalogue, Royal Collection).
There is a printed slip pasted opposite the title which reads: “The Wood from which the Covers of this Book are
made, was purchased Nov. 12th, 1840, at Mr. Dean’s Public Sale of Articles recovered by him from the Mary Rose.
A certificate of which may be seen on application to the Publisher. The Public may confide on its being a Genuine
Relic of that unfortunate Ship”.
Further editions of the work appeared in 1844 and 1849.
Uncommon, OCLC locates just three copies, at the National Maritime Museum, Plymouth and the BL, with just
three further copies of the 1844 and 1849 editions, all of them in the UK.

98. [MASSIN, Charles, ‘Hector SAINT-SAUVEUR’ pseud.]. VILLAS DE LA CÔTE D’AZUR
Façades - Plans - Coupes. Paris, Libraire Générale de l’Architetcure et des Arts Décoratifs, [c.1910]. £ 750

Folio, pp. [iv], and 58 half-tone plates; loose,as issued in the original grey cloth portfolio with cloth ties, front cover decorated and lettered
in green, Brussels distributor’s label pasted over imprint on front cover; a good crisp copy with just a touch of fading to the spine.

External and interior views, plans and elevations of French seaside villas in Nice, Cap Martin, Cannes, Antibes,
Saint-Jean and Cap Ferrat, with the architects and interior designers named in the captions. Rather outstanding is a
cylindric villa, designed by Crozet-Fourneyron in Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat.
OCLC locates only three copies, at Waseda University Library, Columbia and University of Texas.

99. [MECHANICAL TOY]. THE AUTOMATON. A Doll moving itself by mechanical contrivance,
with 8 brilliant costumes and corresponding concern for setting up [Nürnberg] Original-Eigenthum
G.W.F. & W. [i.e. Georg Wolfgang Faber lithographer] Circa 1840. £ 5,000
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The mechanical ‘Automaton’ of a young man, with eight slid-on hand-coloured figures, including 1) a pedlar with a kraxe or backpack
with goods and staff in hand, 2) a flower gardener with a rake over his shoulder carrying a basket of flowers, 3) a Scottish soldier
wearing a plaid with his firearm over his shoulder 4) a sportsman with a deer slung over his back and his gun under his arm 5) a hussar
in red and blue with a curved sword 6) a servant holding a steaming dish 7) a chamberlain with gold stick carrying a document under
his arm 8) a well built woman carrying her diminutive husband in a chair; together with an interlocking scene of four hand-coloured
sections forming a path for the Automaton, with two treescapes at each end; contained in the original box, the upper cover with a hand-
coloured representation of the toy, with two cartouches, one with the father looking on as the mother shows the toy to a child; the other
with a mother and child looking on whist another child manipulates the toy; with three other cartouches with the tile in French, Italian,
English and German; gold edging to box defective but still in a desirable condition.

A rare and unusual toy relying on a mechanism to give the illusion of a figure walking by its own volition.
The ‘Automaton’ is the figure of young man in a short coat with his hands in his pockets; on pulling the figure by a
chord the figure’s legs, which are jointed with metal pins, are manipulated to give the illusion of walking via a
mechanism of wooden wheels and brass strips attached to the feet.
The delicacy of the mechanism probably accounts for the rarity of the toy for we can find no record of it in any
collection or literature on the subject
According to a note in Johann Lothar Faber Die Bleistift-Fabrik von A. W. Faber zu Stein bei Nürnberg in Bayern p.20 the
artist/maker of the game was a deaf mute working from Nürnberg. Apparently some unscrupulous businessmen in
1858 inveigled him into allowing his name to be used on a counterfeit pencil that was pass it off as a product of
A.W. Faber! Unfortunatly apart from the lithographs he issued not much is known of the artist
From the collection of Marie-Camille de Monneron sold at the Drouet, Paris, October 1983 the collection stamp on
inside of lid.

100. MEGGENDORFER, Lothar. GRAND CIRQUE INTERNATIONAL. Paris: Nouvelle Libraire
de la Jeunesse circa 1890. £ 3,500

Folio 33.5 x 23cm opening into 12 leaves which can be shown in 180° to form the circus as if under the big top.

Meggendorfer’s most sophiticated and complex publication. The work exhibits gala performance: Mlle Saltarella
Clara and her acrobatics on horseback; together with clowns, Sultan; a Japanese festival; The brother-sister act of
Bravo, and several other Acrobats on horseback.

101. [MISSISSIPPI RIVER] … PROFESSOR RISLEY AND MR. J.R. SMITH’S ORIGINAL
GIGANTIC MOVING PANORAMA of the Mississippi River extending from the Falls of St. Anthony to
the gulf of Mexico London: John K. Chapman and company, 5, Shoe Lane… 1849. £ 250

8vo, pp. 32, wood-engraved frontispiece; pink printed wrappers in facsimile.

Sh edd in g  l i g h t  o n  t h e  Women  o f  t h e  En l i g h t e nmen t

102. MONBART, Marie Josephine de Lescun. LETTRES TAÏTIENNES. Par Madame de Monbart.
A Breslau, chez Guillaume Theophile Korn. 1784. £ 2,350

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, [viii], 326; small neat contemporary red wax seal of a previous owner on verso of title, otherwise apart
from a few occasional minor mark, a clean copy throughout; bound in contemporary blue boards, upper board with central gilt star
enclosing the letter ‘R’, surface wear to boards, and rubbing to head and tail of spine and corners, nevertheless still a pleasing copy of this
important and rare work.

Scarce first edition of Mme de Monbart’s ‘Tahitian Letters’, her last and most important work, belonging to the
vogue of works inspired by European contact with Tahiti.
‘Monbart’s Lettres Taïtiennes tells of an exotic woman’s encounter with European culture, her struggle with language,
and her eventual mastery of writing. The novel’s portrayal of Europeans in Tahiti also constitutes a timely
commentary on colonialism. While the press sensationalized the Tahitian woman as the object of male desire,
Monbart showed the actual results of such myths, portraying Europeans raping the island women and corrupting
the indigenous culture’ (Sartori, The Feminist Encyclopedia of French Literature, p.372).
Lettres Taitiennes is directly inspired by French explorer Louis-Antoine de Bougainville’s 1771 Voyage autour du monde
and its Tahitian chapters. In his travel account, Bougainville recounts the story of Ahuturu, a Tahitian man he
agreed to take on board for the long voyage to Europe. Monbart transforms Bougainville’s account into a fictional
correspondence between Ahuturu – renamed Zeïr – and his lover, named Zulica, who stays behind on the island.
While Zeïr becomes corrupted by the society he encounters in France, Zulica’s letters chronicle the abuses suffered
by Tahitians at the hands of French and British sailors. She is then sold against her will to an English captain, travels
to Europe and is eventually reunited with Zeïr.
Laura Marcellesi in her paper Tahitian Voices: Mme de Monbart, Rousseau, and Diderot, provides a fitting conclusion:
‘Monbart’s anticolonial critique stands in stark contrast to that of her contemporaries and, in particular, to Diderot’s
Supplément. Her novel is grounded in the suffering and resistance of the female body and articulated in a female
voice. Not only does gender serve to denounce European crimes (here pillaging, bloodshed, and rape), it also
questions the images that constitute the myth of Tahiti in the French imaginaire (‘imagination’). The image of
lascivious, scantily-clad women, eager to offer their favors to any man, is denounced as a dangerous fantasy by
Monbart as she revisits the discourse on Tahiti. Monbart sheds light on the women of the Enlightenment, revealing
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them to be not just passive victims of violence but also considerable moral anchors, active agents of resistence
against colonization, and, by her own example, engaging and consequential writers’ (Teaching Seventeenth and
Eighteenth-Century French Women Writers, Ed. Faith E. Beasley, Modern Language Association, 2011:
http://www.dartmouth.edu/~laurewik/publications/2011-MLA/voices.pdf)
Monbart was born Marie-Josèphe de Lescun in Paris around 1750 and was raised in Languedoc before she eloped
with M. de Monbart to Germany. After their marriage ended in an annulment in 1785, she was briefly married to a
German army officer by the name of von Sydow. Her solitary life on a remote Prussian estate was brightened by her
friendship with the German author Jean Paul Friedrich Richter (Béguin). Her literary career dates from the time of
her marriage to Monbart and is strongly influenced by Jean-Jacques Rousseau - indeed the present work can be read
as an illustration of the theories presented in his Discours sur les sciences et les arts and Discours sur l’origine et les fondements
de l’inégalité parmi les hommes, she puts into practice Rousseau’s reflection on nature and human development in her
novel, and demonstrates how well she understands his philosophy and reveals its limits. Although she also wrote
poetry, two treatises on female education, and a collection of short stories, Lettres Taïtiennes is her most famous
work. She died in Berlin in 1829.
OCLC records copies three copies in France, three in Germany and one each in Sweden and Denmark; no copies
located in libraries in the UK or North American.

Scar c e  no v e l  b y  a  w i gmake r ’ s  daugh t e r ,  adm i r e d  b y  Vo l t a i r e

103. MONNET, Marie Moreau. LETTRES DE JENNY BLEINMORE, par Madame Monnet,
Auteur des Contes Orientaux. Premiere partie [-Seconde]. A Surate [i.e. Paris]; et se trouve, a Paris, chez
Regnault, Libraire, rue Saint-Jaques, vis-a-vis celle du Platre. 1787. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 12mo, pp. [iv], iv, 216; [iv], 227, [1] errata; a clean copy throughout; in contemporary sheep
backed boards, spine ruled in gilt with morocco label lettered in gilt, lightly rubbed, but not detracting from this being a very appealing
copy.

A scarce epistolary novel by Marie Moreau Monnet, darling of French literary society. Also published here for the
first time is her play, Zadig, ou l’epreuve necessaire.
Marie Moreau Monnet (1752-1798) was born in La Rochelle to a wigmaker and received a good education thanks to
a noble female benefactor. ‘At age sixteen this precocious poet, novelist, and playwright wrote Stances sur le bonheur de
la Sagesse, which she retouched at nineteen before sending it to Voltaire. The philosopher responded with a flattering
letter in which he compared her to Sappho. In Paris she was welcomed by Diderot and Thomas - author of an essay
on woman - who became a fervent admirer. Her wit, sensitivity, and pleasant personality earned her great praise and
many friends among the Philosophes’
OCLC records three copies, at Oxford, Cambridge and UC Berkeley.

104. MOORE, Jane Elizabeth. GENUINE MEMOIRS OF JANE ELIZABETH MOORE. Late of
Bermondsey, in the county of Surrey. Written by herself: containing the singular adventures of herself and
family; her sentimental journey through Great Britain; specifying the various manufactures carried on at
each town; a comprehensive treatise on the trade, manufactures, navigation, laws and police of this
kingdom, and the necessity of a country hospital. To which is prefixed a poetic index. Vol. I [-III].
London: Printed at the Logographic Press, Printing-House-Square, Black Friars; and sold by J. Bew,
Paternoster row … [1785]. £ 1,500

FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo, pp. [xii], 144, 169-192, 183-302; [ii], 72, 97-348; [vi], ii, 286; irregular
pagination in places; with leaves D6 & D7 in vol. III expertly supplied in facsimile using contemporary paper; apart from a few marks
in places, a clean copy throughout; handsomely bound in recent half calf over marbled boards, spines ruled in gilt with red morocco labels
lettered in gilt; a very appealing copy.

Very rare first edition of this informative treatise by Jane Elizabeth Moore detailing her ‘sentimental journey’
through Great Britain, and describing the trade, manufactures, laws, and police in each town.
Jane Elizabeth Gobeil was born on 30 September 1738 into a family of merchants and traders. Her maternal
grandfather had been indentured to a silversmith and engraver, and her father was engaged in leather trade and
manufacture. Jane’s mother died three years after her birth, and for the next three years she was raised by her
material great-grandmother. When her father married a woman he had known for fifteen days, Jane returned to his
house but was soon sent to her stepmother’s sister. The couple separated when Jane was ten, and for the next three
years she alternated between home and schools. Jane had early demonstrated a “talent at trade”, transacting
“business of consequence” when she was only twelve, so when she returned home in May 1753 she was “put to the
desk” and began to handle her father’s accounts; eventually she was, in effect, running his business. Although
initially she preferred business to marriage, when Moore proposed she accepted him; determined “not to be
obligated to any man breathing”, she also bullied her father into dowering her with “a daughter’s share” of the
business. She was married on 10 October 1761. In the next three years she bore two children, both of whom died,
and continued in both her father’s and her husband’s businesses. When her father died, she learned that he had not
provided for the promised dower; “I may be pardoned if I say my grief much sooner subsided, th[a]n it would
otherwise have done”, and she engaged in a six year lawsuit contesting the will.
‘Much of the second volume of Jane’s Memoirs alternates among descriptions of her subsequent business concerns,
her illnesses brought on by overwork, and her travels throughout the United Kingdom. In 1773, amid the
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difficulties of wartime trade, she learned that her husband was having an affair with her maid, and the following five
years are punctuated with further discoveries of his mistresses and her stepson’s various peccadilloes. Moore
suffered several stokes and then a relapse after being abused by his drunken son; by the spring of 1781 “widowhood
seemed inevitable” (p. 316), and Jane too was ill. This volume of the Memoirs concludes somewhat with her
husband’s death and the subsequent financial difficulties. Volume three is an analysis of Britain’s economic state.
Jane justifies such a treatise “from a female pen” by reminding the reader that she is “wholly conversant” with trade
and manufacture, and the volume ranges from fisheries and “mechanism and ingenuity in general” to coinage,
customs and excise, and several chapters on English law’ (Smith: Life-Writings by British women, 1660-1815: An
Anthology [2000], pp. 227-237).
Besides the present work she published a volume of Miscellaneous Poems in 1796. The date of her death is unknown.
OCLC records four copies worldwide, at UCLA, Trinity College, Harvard & the British Library.

105. [MOREL DE VINDÉ, Charles-Gilbert]. LA MORALE DE L’ENFANCE ou collection des
quatrains moraux, mis a la portée des enfans [half-title: Étrennes d’un père a ses enfans]. Paris, de l’imprimé
de Monsieur. Et se trouve Chez Bleuet, 1790. £ 285

16mo, pp. xii, 84, 10 (Bleuet’s catalogue); very lightly spotted in places only; clean and fresh in contemporary French full maroon
morocco; boards with gilt triple fillets, spine ornamented in gilt and with morocco lettering-piece, inner dentelles gilt, blue mottled
endpapers, all edges gilt, turquois silk marker present; printed price erased from title for presentation puposes.

One of two extremely rare editions in the year of the first edition of a subsequent best-selling children’s book,
which was republished and pirated numerous times up to the end of the 19th century, as well in Salzburg in 1790
and in Regensburg in 1793, and translated into Latin and Dutch. The other 1790 edition was published in 8vo by J.
Thomas in Paris. Priority could not be established. The accurate and pleasant typesetting and the grateful
mentioning of Didot, who ‘helped to make the acquisition of this book easy for all the world’ (title-verso) suggest
that it actually might have been printed by the master-printer himself. The fact that on the title-verso is further
stated that the profit of the present edition was to benefit the Maison Philanthropique, a charitable organisation set up
in 1780 by Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette, and that the author Morel de Vindé (1759-1842), an agriculturalist and
politician was a royalist links this edition with Royalist circles in revolutionary France, who later had it later
reprinted in exile.
See Cioranescu 47286 for the 8vo edition, Gumuchian 4188 for the Didot, 1800 edition; this edition not in OCLC,
which locates one copy of the 8vo edition at Yale; no edition in COPAC.

Wri t t e n  a t  S ea

106. MORRIS, Thomas Linwell. THE DANEID, An Epic Poem, in Four Books, Written on board
his Majesty’s ship La Desiree. Newcastle: Printed by E. Walker, Sold by the Widow of the Author, [1803?].

£ 350

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 28; a clean copy in later half calf over marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, spine rubbed with chipping
at head and tail, nevertheless, still a very good copy.

An epic poem in heroic couplets of Lord Nelson’s hard-won victory in the Battle of Copenhagen (1801), by
Thomas Linwell Morris. Describing himself as ‘a rude unletter’d seaman’ in the dedicatory verse prefacing this
work, Morris, a helmsman or pilot in the Royal Navy - thus eyewitness and participant - was nevertheless ideally
placed to write this patriotic yet detailed narrative of the events leading up to the battle, and the destruction of
much of the Dano-Norwegian fleet.
Morris has added meticulously detailed footnotes - dates, times, wind directions and the like. He did not die at
Copenhagen, but the imprint is poignant, nonetheless.
Rare, with OCLC and COPAC locating copies at BL, Cambridge, California, Glasgow, Harvard and Newcastle only;
Not in Jackson or Johnson.

107. [NATIONAL UNION OF WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE SOCIETIES]. PROGRAMME. National
Union Women’s Suffrage Societies. Men’s League. Women’s Suffrage [Portsmouth?] [n.d., but 1908?].£ 185

Broadside 335mm x 208mm, printed on recto only; alittle foxed and with creases where folded, but still a remarkable survival.

Programme for an evening meeting that began with a musical recital, followed by the singing of suffrage songs (the
words are printed - one of them is by Margaret O’Shea, sister of the secretary of the Portsmouth NUWSS society)
and then a speech by Lady Balfour followed by more singing before a rousing closing speech by Alice Abadam.
Interestingly the ‘Vote of Thanks’ is seconded by Alderman Sanders, LCC, who in 1908 was Labour parliamentary
candidate for Portsmouth and whose wife, Beatrice, was financial secretary to the WSPU. We believe this
programme may date from 1908 - because there is a mention at its foot of an Exhibition of Banners (Fuller’s tea
Rooms, Palmerston Road) - and such exhibitions were common after the June 1908 Hyde Park rally.

108. OGAWA, Kazumasa photographer and TAKASHIMA, Suteta text. ILLUSTRATIONS OF
JAPANESE LIFE. described by S. Takashima, A.B., professor in the higher commercial college.
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Reproduced and published by K. Ogawa, F.R.P.S. , Tokyo. Yokoshama: Sole agents Kelly and Walsh,
Limited,. circa 1900. £ 600

Folio 35 x 26.5cm title and fifty hand coloured gravure plates each with titles and captions original decorated crepe paper boards with
silk ties - a fine copy.

A fine copy of these sympathetic and delicatly executed photographs of Japan.
Ogawa was Japanese photographer, printer and publisher who was a pioneer in photomechanical printing and
photography in the Meiji era. he learnt his trade in Boston and on moving back to Japan. in 1889, he set up Japan’s
first collotype business and it was through this method of reproduction that he succesfull produce a number od
photographic survey of Japanese life.

Women  abo v e  Ground

109. [ONWHYN, Thomas] SKETCHES IN THE MINING DISTRICTS, CORNWALL. Rock & Co.
May 7th 1861 [1861]. £ 650

Oblong 8vo [185 x 105 mm], six wood engraved plates dated Novr. 6th, and 9th, 1858 [one inadvertently dated 1850]; stitched as
issued in original yellow wrappers, the upper wrappers with title and view the workings at the face of the mine

A rare work illustrating women at work in the nineteenth century Cornish tin mining industry.
The subject was something of a paradox for contemporary observers, was it possible for women to do hard manual
labour and be moral guardians? The illustrations somehow fudge the issue giving the purchaser the impression of
coy young women happily working in dreadful conditions.
Although unsigned the illustrations are clearly from the hand of Thomas Onwhyn with his characteristic initials
discreetly engraved on the title and most of the plates.
The six plates are titled ‘A Tin Mine, Cornwall.’ ‘Working in the Tin Mines Cornwall.’ ‘A Framing Girl, or Racker, in
Tin Mines.’ ‘A Man Engine Cornish Mine.’ and ‘Picking & Jugging Girls in a Copper ore dressing floor.’ The plate
of ‘A Framing Girl, or Racker, in Tin Mines.’ has been seen on headed note paper, one of many other outlets for
Rock & Co. business, although no other examples have been found in this format. (see
http://www.ephemera-society.org.uk/queries/2009/q2_09.html)
We are unsure quite why this work was issued in its present format although it may have some connection with the
opening up of Devon & Cornwall to tourism. John Murray produced guides to the area in 1850, 1851, 1856 and
1859 each with an extensive introduction on visiting tin mines, this topicality may have spurred Rock & Onwhyn
into action.
Simon Houfe in the ODNB call Onwhyn ‘an indifferent draughtsman but showed real humour in his designs. His
talent was somewhat overshadowed by those of his more eminent contemporaries George Cruikshank and Hablot
K. Browne (Phiz).’
Only one copy recorded on OCLC or COPAC at the University of California.

110. [OPTICAL PRINT - CONVENT]. G. W.’S TRANSPARENCIES, INTERIOR OF A
CONVENT [London: Published by Reeves and Sons, Cheapside; and W. Morgan, 64, Hatton Gardens.]
Circa 1830. £ 250

Mounted hand-coloured tinted lithographic transformational print [192 × 148 mm.] (transforming when held to a strong light), with
printed mounted label mounted beneath, mounted on card, [230× 290 mm.]

The view shows priest’s passing through cloisters on moonlit night. The transformation into night includes the
moon lighting the marbled floor of the cloisters. Oddly no nuns are visible in this convent, although a three female
suplicants and a man dressed in doublet and hose is included in the foreground.

111. [OPTICAL PRINT - GREEN PARK]. [SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS]. The Entrance to
the Green Park with St Georges Hospital. London, William Spooner, n.d. [c. 1840]. £ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print (transforming when held to a strong light), 110 × 165 mm, with printed
mounted label mounted beneath (upper portion of label missing).

When held up to strong light the the view transforms from bright day-light to the same scene, now moonlit and
with street lamps illuminating the crowd of pedestrians and a carriage.

112. [OPTICAL PRINT - HAVERFORD PRIORY]. SPOONER, William and George F.
BRAGG. SPOONER’S TRANSPARENCIES, NO. 2 Haverford Priory. London: William Spooner, 377
Strand. June 1st [1840]. £ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transparent print 280 × 230 mm, with lithograph mounted label mounted beneath; signed.

When held up to strong light the scene is enhanced bringing the scene to life. In this rare Spooner series the moon
is a circular hole. For once the work is actually signed in the lower left hand corner ‘G.F. Bragg.’ Bragg is known to
have produced a number of prints between 1850 and 1850 for Spooner and others.
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113. [OPTICAL PRINT - JERUSALEM]. SCRIPTURAL PROTEAN VIEWS. NO. 4. The City of
Jerusalem. Changing to the Entry of Our Saviour. By G. F. Bragg. London: William Spooner, 377 Strand,
[circa 1840]. £ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 280 × 230 mm (transforming when held to a strong light), with lithograph
mounted label mounted beneath, as usual.

The initial view, on being held to the light, gives way to a scene of Christ preaching amidst a large crowd.

114. [OPTICAL PRINT - KENILWORTH]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS NO. 33. Kenilworth
Castle Restored. Changing to Queen Elisabeth’s Visit to the Earl of Leicester. London: W[illiam] Spooner,
377 Strand, [1848]. £ 300

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 285 × 230 mm (transforming when held to a strong light), with
lithographic label mounted beneath, as usual.

When held up against strong light the view of the recently re-shaped castle is transformed into a nocturnal
celebration with the festive courtiers in front, holding torches and a big fireworks display above the building.

115. [OPTICAL PRINT - MAIL COACH]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS, NO. 16, The London
Mail obstructed by a Snowdrift. London: W. Spooner, 377 Strand. [c. 1840]. £ 225

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 280 × 230 mm (transforming when held to a strong light), with
lithographic mounted label mounted beneath; a few minor scratches and one short tear to lithograph, not affecting image or
transformation.

The initial view, on being held to the light, gives way to a scene of ‘Autumn with a fox chase in the Distance.’

116. [OPTICAL PRINT - QUEEN VICTIORIA]. SPOONER’S TRANSFORMATIONS, NO. 5.
The Royal Rose of England. London, William Spooner, June 1st 1838. £ 200

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print (transforming when held to a strong light), with printed mounted label
mounted beneath, as usual; light foxing to print.

When held up to strong light the scene transforms to a view of Queen Victoria wearing the robes of state and
seated on her throne.

117. [OPTICAL PRINT - ROYAL EXCHANGE - LONDON]. MORGAN’S IMPROVED
PROTEAN SCENERY. NO. 6. The Royal Exchange, London. Morning v. Night. London, W. Morgan,
n.d. [ca. 1838]. £ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print (transforming when held to a strong light), with printed mounted label
mounted beneath, as usual, Price 2/- entered in a neat hand in ink.

‘This print at first represents the venerable building early in the morning on the 10th day of January [1838]; and
upon holding it before the light, you will observe the awful conflagration, as it appeared on the night of the same
day, which totally destroyed the Exchange.’

118. [OPTICAL PRINT - ROYAL EXCHANGE - LONDON]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS,
NO. 20. The Royal Exchange, London. London: W. Spooner, 377 Strand. [1838]. £ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 280 × 230 mm (transforming when held to a strong light), with lithograph
label beneath, as usual, and mounted on a stiff black glazed paper surround for sliding into a holder.

The initial view, when held against the light, gives way to a view of the Exchange being destroyed by fire.
The fire broke out on the 10th of January 1838, and as with other Protean Views, Spooner takes full advantage of
such a spectacular event.

119. [OPTICAL PRINT - ROYAL MARRAIGE]. SPOONER’S TRANSFORMATIONS, NO. 12,
The Union of the Flowers or the Royal Marriage… London: William Spooner, 377 Strand. June 1st [1840].

£ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print 280 × 230 mm (transforming when held to a strong light), with lithograph
mounted label mounted beneath, as usual.

When held up to strong light the scene transforms from a view of intertwined rose, tulip, and honeysuckle to the
the marriage ceremony.
The royal marriage of Victorian and Albert took place on the 11th of February, 1840, at the royal chapel of St.
James, in London.
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120. [OPTICAL PRINT - ST PAUL’S]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS, NO. 26. St. Paul’s
Cathedral. London, William Spooner, [c. 1840]. £ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print (transforming when held to a strong light), with printed mounted label
mounted beneath, as usual.

When held up to a strong light St. Paul’s transforms a scene of the booths of the City Companies & Christ’s
Hospital on the Queen’s visit to Guildhall.

121. [OPTICAL PRINT - TEMPLE BAR]. SPOONER’S PROTEAN VIEWS, NO. 15. Temple Bar,
London. London, William Spooner, [c. 1840]. £ 350

Mounted hand-coloured lithographic transformational print (transforming when held to a strong light), with printed mounted label
mounted beneath.

When held up to a strong light Temple Bar transforms to the Queen’s visit to Guildhall and her reception on
entering the city.

122. PANKHURST, Christabel. INTERNATIONAL MILITANCY … A Speech delivered at
Carnegie Hall, New York, January 13th, 1915. The Women’s Social and Political Union, Lincoln’s Inn
House, Kingsway, W.C. [1915]. £ 250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 24; stapled as issued in the original printed wraps, marked at head and staples rusted, but still a good
copy.

First edition of Christabel Pankhurst’s speech delivered at the Carnegie Hall in New York in January 1915 urging
America to join the war effort.
‘In 1915 the WSPU published as a pamphlet titled International Militancy, a speech given by Christabel Pankhurst …
in the course of it she had said, “You would not have thought much of our intelligence, our patriotism, our love of
freedom, if we have let (German) millitarism … use us suffragettes … to destroy the mother of Parliament … We
shall have plenty of time when this war is over to fight our Civil War for votes for women”’ (Crawford, p. 497-498).
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Hamilton College Library, Princeton and the Huntington.

123. [PANKHURST, Christabel]. ORIGINAL STUDIO PORTRAIT OF DAME CHRISTABEL
PANKHURST by Kate Simmons. [c. 1910]. £ 185

Bromide postcard print (134 mm x 85 mm), unused, verso with some very light foxing, otherwise in good original state.

Christabel Pankhurst seems to have set out to counter stereotypical images of the suffragettes in the press and the
burgeoning postcard market by using the studios of female photographers such as Gilmour Stiell in Broadstairs and
Kate Simmons in Margate.
A copy of this sensitive postcard portrait is held at the National Portrait Gallery, London.

124. PANKHURST, E. Sylvia. THE SUFFRAGETTE. The History of the Women’s Militant Suffrage
Movement 1905-1910. London, Gay & Hancock Limited … 1911. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii] errata, [xii], 517, [1] blank; with numerous photographic illustrations throughout; paper light
age toned, some minor foxing to fore edge; in the original purple publisher’s cloth, with the Suffragette portcullis blocked on upper cover,
some minor sunning and rubbing but not detracting from this being a highly desirable copy.

First edition of Sylvia Pankhurst’s propagandist history of the Women’s Social and Political Union’s campaign, The
Suffragette: The History of the Women’s Militant Suffrage Movement 1905-1910.
Born in Manchester, Estelle Sylvia Pankhurst (1882–1960) was daughter of Dr. Richard Pankhurst and Emmeline
Pankhurst, members of the Independent Labour Party and much concerned with women’s rights. It is little surprise
then that she was to become one of the foremost campaigners for the suffragette movement in the United
Kingdom, and a prominent communist. In 1906 she started to work full-time with the Women’s Social and Political
Union with her sister (Christabel) and her mother. In contrast to them she retained her interest in the labour
movement.
In 1914 she broke with the WSPU over the group’s promotion of arson attacks. Sylvia set up the East London
Federation of Suffragettes (ELFS), which over the years evolved politically and changed its name accordingly, first to
Women’s Suffrage Federation and then to the Workers’ Socialist Federation. She founded the newspaper of the
WSF, Women’s Dreadnought, which subsequently became the Workers Dreadnought.

125. PANKHURST, Emmeline. MY OWN STORY. London, Eveleigh Nash, 1914. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xvi], 364; with frontispiece and a number of plates throughout; errata slip tipped in; in the original
blue publisher’s cloth, spine and upper board lettered in gilt, a good clean copy.

First edition of the autobiography of Emmeline Pankhurst (1858-1928), political activist and leader of the British
suffragette movement who helped women win the right to vote.
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In 1999 Time named Pankhurst as one of the 100 Most Important People of the 20th Century, stating: “she shaped
an idea of women for our time; she shook society into a new pattern from which there could be no going back.”
She was widely criticised for her militant tactics, and historians disagree about their effectiveness, but her work,
along with her daughters, is recognised as a crucial element in achieving women’s suffrage in Britain.

126. [PANORAMA - ROME] ROMAN TRIUMPH. POMPEY. Published by W. Sams, Bookseller to
his Royal Highness the Duke of York, No. 1 St. James’s St. London … 1822. £ 3,250

FIRST EDITION. Strip panorama, in cylindrical treen case, consisting of six sheets plus publisher’s label, all conjoined and
measuring 130 x 4880 mm overall.; small bite from top of treen case.

Panorama depicts Pompey’ third triumph 61 B.C. after his successes in the East, particularly his victory of
Mithridates.
The hand coloured aquatinted design, pasted and lacquered onto the drum, consists of the title on a shield and a
swallow-tailed banderole, together with swags, a laurel wreath, a hemet, arrows, spears, etc. between two fasces, and
the imprint across the bottom. The stay consists of marbled board. On the panorama itself the procession to the
Capitol to offer sacrifice to Jupiter advances from l. to r. Ref. numbers, 1-35, appear from right to left. The label at
the extreme left end is the standard one used by Sams on several other publications. It reads: ‘Published by William
Sams Bookseller to his Royal Highness the Duke of York, opposite the Palace, St. James’s Street, London, 1822.’ At
the front of the procession is a troop of trumpeters. Behind are garlanded white oxen which would be sacrificed, led
by the chief priest. Then follow standard bearers, mounted soldiers, and foot soldiers carrying laurel branches. The
procession also includes numerous carts filled with booty, camels, men carrying models of captured cities, a carriage
carrying the Trophy, a carriage upon which is an empty throne, captives with their hands tied behind their backs,
lectors carrying fasces, another troop of musicians, and the chariot upon which the victorious general, Pompey
(106-48 BC), sits which is improbably pulled by two elephants upon whose backs crowns are heaped. This carriage
is surrounded by dancing musicians. Those who follow Pompey include torch-bearers, senators, and the group of
principal captives. The latter include a king. These captives are in a state of distress, hardly surprising since a
highlight of the proceedings is going to be their execution.

Sams advertised this item in the The Morning Post for Monday, May 13, 1822 has the earliet advetisemnt of the work
‘ROMAN TRIUMPH.—This day is published, byWILLIAM. SAMS, Bookseller to his Royal Highness the Duke.of
York, l, St. James’ street, price two guineas, fitted into an elegant Box, with a descriptive Key, a PICTORIAL
REPRESENTATION of the TRIUMPH DECREED to POMPEY on the overthrow of MITHRIDATES. The
Print is 16 feet In length, and exhibits the splendour of a spectacle occurring in Rome, once the Mistress of the
World, in which are displayed the various Costume of Soldiery, Lictors, Standard-bearers, Musicians, Perfume-
bearers, Victims, Priests, Officers, Senators, and the Victorious General in a Triumphal Car, attended by all the
pomp and magnificence called.forth on bo great an occasion.—W. S., during his recent visit to Paris, obtained, the
original Drawing, at considerable expence, and trusts that the Print will be acceptable to the British Public, as a
subject at once classical, novel, and entertaining.’
Abbey copy lacked treen case. No copy of the printed key has been found
Abbey, Life 89.

127. [PARIS]. PROMENADE DE LONGCHAMP. OPTIQUE NO. 4.  c. 1818. £ 1,400

143 x 122 mm, folding concertina style, the front panel etched and hand-coloured with circular viewing aperture, 4 other pierced etched
and hand-coloured panels and a back panel, contained within the original marbled paper slipcase, engraved paper label.

A fine copy of a peepshow which presents a view of the annual social event, the Promenade de Longchamp, which
took place in spring (Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of Passion Week) on the Champs Elysées, and the Bois de
Boulogne. It was a procession of people in festive costumes on horseback in carriages and on foot. The upper panel
shows another view of the promenade with pedestal-mounted statues at either side.

128. [PARIS FASHION]. PSYCHÉ JOURNAL DE MODES Paris Passage Saulnier, 11 [n.d., c. 1850].
£ 1,650

A fashionable dressing game consisting of an engraved hand coloured mannequin and five hand coloured engraved dresses (back and front
glued together at the edges), with five matching hats; and a wooden stand; contained in the original cardboard box [14 x 28cm], with the
title in manuscript and a gilt decorative edging.

A unusual dressing game, produced by the Journal des Modes as part advertisement and part toy.
All clothing items show the front and back of the person with the Mannequin engraved which has been engraved at
the base directing the owner to both the Journal de modes and ‘Corset sans Coutures, Rue neuve des Petits-
Champs, 48’.

129. [PEASANTS TOURNAMENT - PEEPSHOW]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin.  Augsburg, C.P.
Maj. Mart. Engelbrecht. excud. A.V., c. 1740. £ 1,250

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut-away sheets, [105×142 mm] with original hand-colouring.

130. [PEEPSHOW, PARIS] OPTIQUE NO. 10 - LES TUILERIES.  [Alphonse Giroux?] [c. 1830].
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£ 2,000

Concertina-folding peepshow with four cut-out sections. Front-face measures 130 x 190 mm. Peepshow extends, by paper bellows (top
and bottom) to approximately 500 mm; housed in original slip-case with original printed label with a decorative printed label ‘Optique
No. 10, Les Tuileries’ Booksellers ticket ‘Werner Rue Vivienne No 2 bis, Paris’

The front-face consists of a view of the Arc du Carrousel with the Louvre behind and with staffage. In the lower
area is square peep-hole with a small circular peep-hole on either side. The shutters behind these holes retract as the
peepshow is extended. The actual peepshow consists of the view from a point just east of the Basin Rond looking
down to avenue towards the Basin Octagonal, and then beyond across the Place de la Concorde and up the Champs
Elysées to the Arc de Triomphe. The Obélisque, which arrived in Paris in 1833 and was erected in October 1836, is
not yet shown in position in the Place de la Concorde. The tricolour is shown flying above a plinth there. The small
peepholes provide views of avenues used by pedestrians. That on the right is very crowded.
Gestetner-Hyde 33

131. [PEEPSHOW, PARIS] OPTIQUE NO. 9 - LE PALAIS ROYAL [Alphonse Giroux?] [c.1830].
£ 2,000

Concertina-folding peepshow with four cut-out sections. Front-face measures 130 x 190 mm. Peepshow extends, by paper bellows (top
and bottom) to approximately 500mm. Hand-coloured etching. housed in original slip-case with original printed label with a decorative
printed label ‘Optique No. 9, Les Palais Royale’ Booksellers ticket ‘Werner Rue Vivienne No 2 bis, Paris’

The front-face label consists of a view of a glass-roofed gallery recently erected within the Palais and staffage. In the
centre is an oblong peephole backed with glass; on either side of it there is a small circular peephole. The peepshow
itself is of the area within the Palais, with lawns, statues, a fountain, and a pair of kiosks. The small peepholes
provide views of the arcades. The back-board consists of sky.
Two version of this peepshow appear to exist one without flags the other with tricolours.
Hyde/Gestetner 31; Gumuchian 2219.

An impo r t an t  r a r i t y  i n  t ex t i l e  d e s i g n  and  c o l o u r  t h e o r y

132. PERSOZ, Jean-François. TRAITÉ THÉORIQUE ET PRACTIQUE DE L’IMPRESSION DES
TISSUES … Ouvrage avec 165 figures et 429 échantillons intercalés dans le texte, et accompagné d’un
Atlas in-4 de 20 planches. Tome Premier [-Quatrieme]. Paris: Victor Masson, 1846. £ 2,750

FIRST EDITION. Four text volumes, 8vo, pp. [viii], lx, 569, [1] blank; [iv], 558; [iv], 458; [iv], 560; illustrated with 429
fabric samples mounted throughout; Atlas volume: 4to, pp. [vi], with 20 plates of which three are chromolithographs; lightly foxed in
places due to paper stock; text volumes bound in contemporary red morocco backed marbled boards, spines decoratively tooled and lettered
in gilt, small chip to head of vol. IV, and light rubbing to boards and extremities, Atlas volume in calf backed marbled boards, spine
decorated and lettered in gilt, light surface wear and rubbing to extremities, otherwise an appealing copy.

Persoz (1805-1868), a chemist and Professor in the School of Pharmacy at Strasbourg, wrote this work for the
Société d’Encouragement pour l’Industrie Nationale (founded 1802) for which he won a medal, but more importantly they
agreed to publish his work.
The first volume describes the technical aspects of colouring and chemistry, while the following volumes include
vibrant fabric samples from the principal calico printers in England, Scotland, Alsace, Switzerland, Normandy and
Paris.
George Seurat, the famed pointillist painter, was an early adherent of Persoz’s work. Martin Kemp, in his book The
Science of Art, wrote that ‘Persoz’s brilliantly illustrated Traite attracted Seurat’s attention, to the extent that the
painter transcribed a section of the text.’ He was much taken by the Indian origins of the dyes used and the patterns
created with them. Seurat regarded them in terms of the mystical and the occult rather than in the western ideas
light and dark and scientific theory, although he was also well acquainted with the writings of Chevreul.
The present copy, although having the Atlas volume bound differently, is still a nice set with all four hundred and
twenty-nine fabric samples present, each with its own tissue guard.
Poggendorff II, 109; Bolton I, 732; Darmstaedter 440.

133. [PETHICK-LAWRENCE, Emmeline & Frederick William]. THE STORY OF “VOTES
FOR WOMEN” [London]. Supplement to Votes for Women, September 24th, 1909. £ 250

4to, pp. 4; short tear to outer edge, lightly and evenly browned due to paper stock, but still a very good copy.

Colourful insert, being printed in the Suffragette colours of green and purple, for Votes for Women giving a short
history of the periodical together with forms to fill out for subscription and advertising space, evidently to help
swell the coiffeurs of the Women’s Social and Political Union.
‘Ask the man in the street whether the Suffragettes have a paper, and he will answer you at once, “Yes, Votes for
Women”; ask the newspaper man where you can learn all about what the Suffragettes are saying, and he will bid you
go to the same source for your information. Even the political opponent, who prefers to pretend that the
Suffragettes consist of only a small band of noisy people with no political importance, yet finds himself every now
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and again glancing furtively at the Votes for Women cartoon and reading the articles of Christabel Pankhurst and
Mrs. Pethick Lawrence to know what the next move of the Women’s Social and Political Union is likely to be’.

134. [PHARMACY]. REGENCY PHARMACEUTICAL RECIPE MANUSCRIPT. East Anglia? [c.
1827]. £ 850

8vo, pp. 104, [86]ff, with [17]ff inserted leaves and inclusive of occasional blanks, but exclusive of several sectional marbled covers, with
a folding handbill advertising ‘Henson’s medicated lozenges’ tipped in. contemporary green morocco, with brass clasp. Marbled edges and
endpapers, with advertisement for ‘Beaufoy and Co’s pure concentrated acetic acid’ to FEP. Rubbed and a little scuffed.

An extensive regency manuscript book with almost a third of the manuscript dedicated to detailed recipes for
medicines (including ‘Prevention of Marks from Small Pox’ reporting ‘the most effectual means is the exclusion of
light, experiments made at New Orleans seem to afford very satisfactory evidence on this point’), household
products (including book paste and pot pourri) and occasional culinary sauces (including both curry and tomato).
Other sections include ‘Mist et pulo varia’, ‘Account of lime’ dated 1827, a short commonplace recording, amongst
others, views of a volcano, and on date trees, and a ‘Posological table’. Sadly unnamed and unlocated, the inclusion
of a handbill for lozenges produced by Matthew Henson of Dunstable and a more recent Cambridge provenance
suggests East Anglian origins.

135. PHILLIPS, M. engineer and surveyor. 2ND EDITION OF THE GRAND SOUTHERN
TOUR OF ENGLAND, including a Principal Part of the East, West, & Inland Counties. London:
engraved Printed & Sold by Jonn Hebner, 15 Great Madox Street, Hanover Square January 1st1821. £ 750

Engraved map [1019 x 1826mm.] , hand-coloured in outline, divided into 48 sections backed onto linen. folding within original
slipcase with printed paper tile slip on edge.

This unusual map that covers the south eastern portion of England reaching Hereford. Taunton and Lyme Regis in
the west and Leominster, Stratford, Northampton and Cambridge to the north.

136. [PHILLIPS, Sir Richard editor]. THE VOCAL LIBRARY; being The Largest Collection of
English, Scottish, and Irish songs, ever printed in a single volume. Selected from the best authors between
the age of Shakspear [sic] Jonson, and Cowley, and that of Dibdin, Wolcot and Moore. with an Index.
London: Printed for Sir Richard Phillips and Co. Bride-Court, Bridge Street Blackfriars; By J. and C
Adlard, 28 Bartholomew Close. [1826]. £ 225

Square 12mo pp. xvi, 704 printed in double columns; wood engraved frontispiece with 4 scenes; original green calf, the spine decorated
and lettered ‘2000 Songs’ the upper cover lettered in script ‘Vocal Library.’

A comprehensive collection published and probably edited by Sir Richard Phillips (1767-1840), author and
publisher, radical with curious peculiarities, an irascible temper and by John Wilson (Christopher North) to be ‘a
dirty little Jacobin’, with no literary ability.
Still he was successful and founded the Monthly Review and produced several dumpy little volumes such as the Vocal
Library that gave excellent value for money. These works heralded the mighty popularisers later in the century of the
brothers Chambers and Charles Knight.
Wither Phillips took any care about copyright is doubtful and in some case gave attributions which were if not
accurate helped to sell the works. The market he was aiming for is illustrated in the four scenes in the woodcut
frontispiece Vauxhall Gardens; a group of men drinking around a table; and two domestic scenes one with a flautist
and cellist and a couple singling and a lady seated with a gothic cased upright piano behind and the the last scene of
four ladies one at her harp another at he piano and singers standing.

137. PHILLIPS, Watts. AN ACCOMMODATION BILL [cover title]. [London], D. Bogue, [c.1840 ].
£ 500

12mo, one continuous etched strip composed of 18 concertina folded leaves; a little browned, a few minor spots; original illustrated
boards; a little worn and spotted, rebacked.

Fine panoramic cartoon strip by Phillip Watts describing a case of one bill of exchange (accommodation bill, -paper,
-note, or windbill) endorsed by a reputable third party acting as a guarantor as a favour and without compensation.
The story ends with a Grand Tableau - Burning of the Bill.
Phillip Watts (1825-1874) was a pupil of George Cruikshank and published caricatures in Punch in the mid-1840s.
He lived some years in Paris, where he closely observed the political upheavals before settling in London as a
playwright and novelist, virtually abandoning art.

138. [PHOTOGRAPHY - BROADSHEET]. HAYDEN, E. S. SPLENDID DAGUERREOTYPE
MINIATURES,
Taken in Every Style, by E.S. Hayden. Waterbury, Connecticut, American Office, [c. 1850]. £ 300

Large 4to, broadsheet within typographical border (c. 305 x 255 mm); evenly a little browned, right-hand margin a little frayed;
otherwise clean.
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This advertisement of a migrant photographer had to be filled in by hand to indicate in which town, at what
location and date Hayden would appear to have the ‘likenensses’ taken. He offered as well to take photos of
paintings and engravings. - An evocative survival from the early days of American photography.
OCLC locates only four copies, at the Connecticut Historical Society, New York Historical Society, Harvard, and in
the Smithsonian.

139. PIGOT & CO.’S METROPOLITAN GUIDE & BOOK OF REFERENCE To every Street, Court,
Lane, Passage, Alley and Public Buildings in the Cities of London and Westminster, the Borough of
Southwark and their Respective Suburbs. London, Published at the Directory Office, 1824. £ 850

Small 8vo., engraved title with vignette, pp. 154, [2], large folding engraved map, partly hand-coloured, dissected and mounted onto
linen, measuring 770 x 520 mm.; here and there a little browned; publisher’s red straight-grained morocco, lettered gilt on the upper
cover and with a brass clasp; rebacked using the original spine; contemporary ownership inscription and stamp by John Marsh of
Sheffield on front endpapers.

A handy little pocket guide which incorporates Pigot’s New Plan of London. This map is formed into divisions by
means of circular lines with each division ‘being referred to in the accompanying list of streets and public buildings’.
Streets are indexed alphabetically whilst churches, hospitals, bridges etc. are described in short textual sections.
Nicely preserved in the original publisher’s binding with travelling clasp. The present copy has variant retains both
the cancelled and cancelland version of pp. 63-64, The printers seem to have found that they had a shortage of
single rules and had to reset with full stops.
Howgego 298 (2).

140. [PIQUET CARDS - LONDON FROST FAIR 1684] AN EXACT AND LIVELY MAPP or
Representation Of Booths and all the varieties of Showes and Humours upon the ICE on the River of
Thames by London During that memorable Frost in the 35th yeare of the Reigne of his Sacred Maty King
Charles the 2d Anno Dom. MDCLXXXIII. With an Alphabetic Explanation of the most remarkeable
Figures London : Printed for and sold by William Warter, stationer at the signe of the Talbott, under the
Mitre Tavern in Fleet Street. [1684]. £ 8,500

Engraving [ 41 x 35.8cm] divided by light pen and ink lines to form a grid of eight across and four down, in each rectangle a roman
numeral printed by hand running from I to X from left to right, and then repeated three times and the addition of numbers I and II to
compleat the set. trimed to edge ready for mounting division into a pack of cards.

A rare print of the London Frost Fair of 1684 marked out for the 32 card game of Piquet.
The print shows the Thames in the winter; groups of people skating, driving carriages and sleighs and walking
around stalls arranged in two rows, with London Bridge in the background and text within cartouche above and
‘key’ text below. A contemporary account of the print appears in John Evelyn’s diary on the 5th February, 1684. ‘It
began to thaw, but froze again. My coach crossed from Lambeth, to the Horse-ferry at Milbank, Westminster. The
booths were almost all taken down; but there was first a map or landscape cut in copper representing all the manner
of the camp, and the several actions, sports, and pastimes thereon, in memory of so signal a frost. ‘
What differentiates this copy is the over printing for a pack of cards. Presumably during fair the copperplate was
put to use as a topical subject suitable for the card game of Piquet. The engraving would not have been printed on
the ice but it also quite possible that a sideline of marking up and printing off packs of cards was conducted on the
ice. As far as we can tell no individual cards, let alone packs, have survived.
A copy of the print similarly overprinted is held at the British Museum that originated in that omnivorous collector
of London prints John Crace [BM 1880,1113.1773]. That copy has the division marked out in black ink, our copy
appears to have been marked out in a much lighter ink that now hardly shows. Coincidentally another copy,
apparently no longer in their collection, is described by Robert Wilkinson in his work Londina Illustrata, London,
1819-25, ‘There is a variation of this Print in the City Library at Guildhall, divided with common ink into partitions,
as if to be used as cards, and numbered in the margin in type, with Roman numerals, in three series of 10 each, and
two extra.’
The copperplate survived until the frost of 1716 when John Lenthall, son-in-law of the original publisher William
Warter, reissued the plate with substantial alterations but now also engraving, rather than over printing, a 40 playing
card set. The only extant copy of the later incarnation is held at Guildhall Library, Lenthall advertised this in a list of
playing card around 1717 when he tabulated this later incarnation, again no single or sets of cards appear to be now
extant.

The  f i r s t  u s e  o f  Graph i c a l  S t a t i s t i c s

141. PLAYFAIR, William. THE COMMERCIAL AND POLITICAL ATLAS, representing, by means
of stained copper-plate charts, the progress of the commerce, revenues, expenditure, and debts of
England, during the whole of the eighteenth century.  The third edition, corrected and brought down to
the end of last year… London, Printed by T. Burton… for J. Wallis… 1801. £ 1,500

8vo, pp. xv, [1], 96, [2], with 26 coloured engraved plates, two folding, although the last plate of the ‘Chart shewing variations in the
price of the sack of flour at Marks Lane for 10 years’ is supplied in expert facsimile; with the engraved bookplate of Cheshunt College
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Library on front pastedown, and their neat stamps on title page; in contemporary marbled boards, expertly rebacked and recornered,
spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some rubbing to boards, otherwise a very appealing copy.

Third and best edition, originally published in 1786, and again in 1787.  The present edition adds new information
in light of changes in Europe, the French Revolution in particular.  The fine plates depict the import/export trade
of various countries using graphical statistics - their first application to the study of economics.  The first part of the
work deals with the trade of England with various parts of the world, including North America, the Indies, Russia
and Africa.  The second part deals with financial matters; the revenues of England from 1550 to 1800, the National
Debt, the operation of the Sinking Fund, the expenses of the navy and army, and the price of flour from 1791 to
1801.
‘There are few differences between the first and second editions … There are, [however], much more substantial
differences in the third edition. Instead of 40 plates containing 44 charts, there are 28 plates containing 33 charts.
The most significant omission is the bar chart showing the exports and imports of Scotland. Gone also are charts
showing trade data for England, Holland, and the United States. Three charts showing aspects of the national debt
as it related to annuities and interest rates were also dropped. Missing also are the five charts, attributed to James
Corry, representing economic data from Ireland. Two new charts were added. The first, in Plate 19, is a rather
elaborate large area chart on a flyout showing the annual revenues of England and France as well as the interest on
debt. This chart includes a chronological display at the top which shows the reigns of English, British, and French
monarchs. The other new plate is not numbered, although it is given a figure of 26 in the index and referred to as
Chart XXVI in the text.
Although much of the data are brought up to date, the tables of numbers are no longer incorporated. James Watt
had advised their inclusion in the earlier editions to allay possible concerns regarding provenance or accuracy. In
fact … the tables call attention to Playfair’s lack of concern for accuracy, and so Watt’s wise counsel had an effect
opposite to what he intended. Playfair’s goals were didactic and at times polemical, rather than analytical, and his
freehand drawing of the variations in imports or exports is sometimes hard to reconcile with the numbers. While he
certainly made small errors and technical mistakes, the most egregious problems concern his interpolations between
data points. On many occasions, the ups and downs of the lines are fanciful and probably reflect Playfair’s
prejudices rather than the likely values of the missing data …
Despite the minor numerical errors, the technical slips and graphical functions that are occasionally more fanciful
than accurate, all three editions of the Atlas introduced an astonishing number of novel charting constructions that
are still in common use today’ (Wainer and Spence, introduction to Playfair’s Commercial and Political Atlas and
Statistical Breviary, 2005, pp. 16-23).
Goldsmiths 18232; Kress B.4431; this edition not in Einaudi; see Wainer and Spence, introduction to Playfair’s
Commercial and Political Atlas and Statistical Breviary, 2005, pp. 14-32.

142. [PLAYSTOWE, Philip]. THE GENTLEMAN’S GUIDE IN HIS TOUR THROUGH
FRANCE. Wrote by An Officer of the Royal-Navy. Who lately travelled on a principle, which he most
sincerely recommends to his Countrymen, viz. Not to spend more money in the Country of our natural
enemy, than is requisite to support with decency the character of an English Man. Bristol. Printed by S.
Farley …, n.d. [1766]. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 124; dampstain at foot throughout, mainly faint, but stronger in places, title rather dust-soiled (corners
rubbed with minor loss); stitched as issued, in recent wraps.

Rare first edition of this entertaining work designed for travellers on the Grand Tour, which seems to reinforce
rather than counter prejudices against the French.
There seems to be an unwholesome feeling that the writer feels ‘Gentlemen’ will be overcharged. The first chapter
includes an ‘accurate account of French Coin’ with succeeding chapters on how to get to Paris ‘Public
Entertainment of Paris, and their different Prices.’; Rules for an Englishman’s laying out his Money in Paris.; further
chapters on what to see and yet more information on the prices of food, travel etc.
A fulsome account of this very work and its author is given in Giles Barber. L’Invitation au voyage. Studies in honour of
Peter France, Oxford, Voltaire Foundation, 2000.
OCLC records copies in North America, at McMaster, Illinois, Michigan, Kansas and the Huntington.

143. [PLUNKET, Hon. Emmeline Mary]. DWARF STORIES, BY E.M.P. [London?] [1888]. £ 1,250

12mo [16 x 10.5cm] pp. [64]; with six tipped in pen and ink illustrations; original limp black roan; preserved in a black morocco
backed cloth box.

A finely presented and illustrated fairy book by the little known Emmeline Mary Plunket.
The manuscript contains three stories ‘The Dwarf with the Yellow Nose’, ‘What became of the Yellow Nose’ and
‘The Story of the Storm Dwarf.’ The first story is modelled on sleeping beauty, with a disgruntled fairy who did not
receive her royal invitation to see the baby prince’s first tooth. This was due to the ‘Telegraph boy’, who having
exhausted himself delivering telegrams by hand to fairies, decided to post the last one. Unfortunately it was dusk
and the boy ‘mistaking a common pump for one of His Majesty’s Pillar Posts’ the telegram was lost. The fairy,
being a bit unhappy having also pricked her finger collecting gooseberries that morning, turns up at the castle to
give the child an enormous long and yellow nose that sounded like a hundred pigs. ‘The ‘King & Queen die of grief
on the spot, the nurse went into hysterics, the boot boy dropped his blacking pot on the floor, spoilt a new carpet,
embroidered (in touching allusion to the Infants dental achievement) with a double dogtooth pattern, which had
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only been laid down the day before …’ The court think their Prince is lost and the substituted grunting thing in the
cradle isn’t him, and therefore he falls in to the hands of peasants. The end includes the Prince becoming a court
fool and a dwarf to boot, but he is saved by the kiss of a beggar maiden (who of course is really a princess who
loves the prince), which breaks the spell and the nose falls off, and they all live happily ever after.
The next story contains further adventures of the Yellow Nose that had now lain hidden sometime in a fountain.
The fairy not wanting to waste the nose accidentally attaches it to her own face. The fairy in trying to remove the
nose askes the help of a blacksmith who beats it on the his anvil and puts in in his furnace to no avail, a carpenter
tries a grinding stone and eventually she tries a doctor who paints the nose with carbolic acid until it turns to brown
and then pink – alas the fairy is stuck with the nose although it is at least a better colour. The final story is more
curious and relates the story of a dwarf who has to carry the burden of 365 parcels, each for a different day of the
year, eventually being relieved of his burden by a grasshopper.
The Honourable Emmeline Mary Plunket (1835-1924) was a daughter of the third Baron Plunket of Newton. She
published several books including Merry Games in Rhyme from the Olden Time (1886); Very Short Stories in Very Short
Words (1887) and later Ancient Calendars and Constellations (1903); The Judgement of Paris, and some other legends
astronomically considered (1908). She never married, and lived out the last of her days in Wimbledon.
The recipient of the present volume was Vera Lowe, daughter of Harvey Lowe and Raïssa Porfirievna Rimsky-
Korsakov, a relation to the composer. The inscription notes that she was a cousin of the author although we have
not been able to establish the exact connection. We do know that Vera may have tried her hand as an amateur actor
and was married in November 1917 to Terence Gray (1895-1986), the Taoist philosopher and writer better known
by the pen name ‘Wei Wu Wei. Terence Gray married again in 1935 so Vera, who was probably 15 years his senior,
may have predeceased him.

144. [POP-UP BOOK] NOUVEAU CIRQUE PAR MME MARIE DE GRANDMAISON Paris, A.
Capendu, circa [1900]. £ 550

Pope  i n  t h e  We s t  Coun t r y ,  t h e  f i r s t  wo rk  f r om  t h e  S tannar y  P r e s s

145. POPE, Alexander. AN ESSAY ON MAN. By Alexander Pope. Inscribed to Henry Saint-John,
Lord Bolingbroke. Cornish Edition. Helston: Printed at the Stannary Press, by Thomas Flindell. 1798.£ 875

‘FIRST CORNISH EDITION’. 8vo, pp. viii, 120; apart from a few marks in places, a clean crisp copy throughout; in recent
calf backed marbled boards, spine lettered and ruled in gilt.

Rare Cornish printing of Pope’s Essay on Man, his rationalistic effort to use philosophy in order to, as John Milton
attempted, justify the ways of God to man.
The publisher ‘Flindell was born in 1767 at Helford, in the parish of Manaccan, Cornwall, and was, to use his own
words, ‘bred an illiterate half-seaman.’ He was apprenticed to a printer, and in 1790, when twenty-three years old,
was sent to Yorkshire to conduct the ‘Doncaster Gazette,’ the circulation of which he largely increased through his
happy audacity in anticipating the decision of the jury in the trials of Hardy and Horne Tooke by publishing the
verdict of ‘not guilty.’ About 1798 he returned to Helston in his native county, where he opened business as a
printer, starting the ‘Stannary Press,’ and publishing several works by the Rev. Richard Polwhele and Dr. Hawker, as
well as an edition of Pope’s Essay on Man’ (Wikipedia).
However, as far as we are aware he was only to print two further works, A collection of psalms, hymns, &c. &c. intended
for the use of Helston Church (one copy located, at the BL) and The Holy Bible (BL, Bodleian & Senate House). The
latter was issued in fortnightly parts, the intention being with it’s strong methodist roots to make available to every
Cornish family an edition of the Bible at an economical price. The production was dogged with financial difficulties,
which eventually landed the publisher in Bodmin jail for debt. The work was never completed production stopping
at the Old Testament. The first number of the ‘Cornwall Gazette and Falmouth Packet,’ a weekly paper, was started
at Falmouth under his editorship on 7 March 1801, and it lasted until 16 October 1802, when it ceased through the
bankruptcy of his partners.
Also included in the present edition is Pope’s The universal prayer and The dying Christian to his soul.
OCLC records copies at McMaster, Cornell, Virginia and Harvard in North America, and Cambridge and the BL in
the UK, ESTC adds the Codrington library at Oxford.

146. POPE, Alexander. GLASS SEAL, after Dassier, engraved by Robert Bateman Wray. c. 1800.£ 285

Glass seal, 25 x 20 mm., draped bare head bust of Alexander Pope profile right, rev. with ‘XLI’ scratched in to surface, in very good
condition.

Fine glass seal of Alexander Pope engraved by Robert Bateman Wray after the Dassier original first struck as a
medal in 1741.
‘Robert Bateman Wray (1715-79) was a gem-engraver and draughtsman at Salisbury. A number of his intaglios
appear in Tassie’s catalogues, both classical and modern subjects. A portrait of Pope comes twelfth in a list of his
works which he is said to have considered his best’ (Wimsatt, p. 275).
Rudolf Eric Raspe, A Descriptive Catalogue of a General Collection of Ancient and Modern Engraved Gems, Cameos as well as
Intaglios, London, James Tassie, 1791, no. 14364; see William Kurtz Wimsatt, The Portraits of Alexander Pope, Yale
University Press, 1965, no. 62.8 (pp. 267-277).
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Tr ia l  P r i n t i n g ?

147. [POPE, Alexander]. LES PRINCIPES DE LA MORALE, OU ESSAI DUR L’HOMME. Erste
Züge der Sitten-Lehre, oder Versuch an dem Menschen.  [Frankfurt, Varrentrapp, 1741]. £ 1,250

8vo (189 × 123 mm), pp. 157, [3]; French and German text on facing pages; light marginal browning only; contemporary sheep, spine
gilt in compartments, a little sunned in places, gilt arms stamped centrally to each board.

An early (trial?) printing of Varrentrapp’s bilingual edition of the Essay on Man, with blank spaces left on leaves
A3v, A4r, C1v, C2r, C3v, C4r, E1v, E2r, E3v, E4r, G3v, G4r, G5v, G6r, K6v, and K7r for the engraved head- and
tail-pieces.
The final version, as published (Des Ritters Alexander Pope Versuch an dem Menschen …), runs pp. [46], 191, [1].
This copy is thus lacking the title-page, the prefaces (one in German, plus a German translation of Du Resnel’s
French preface to his translation), and the collection of other poetical works, by Racan, Desmarais, and Mme
Deshoulières, issued at the end (although preserves the divisional title, K8: ‘Recueil de diverses pieces de poësie.
Sammlung Unterschiedener Gedichte, aus dem Französischen ins Teutsche übersetzet’).
Price & Price, Literature, p. 180; Graeber & Roche, Englische Literatur des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts in französicher
Übersetzung und deutscher Weiterübersetzung, p. 94.

148. PORGÈS FRÈRES. ALBUM ILLUSTRÉ D’INSTRUMENTS DE CHIRURGIE EN GOMME
ET CAOUTCHOUE SOUPLE. 3me Édition avec 46 Planches richement coloriées et 65 gravures dans le
texte. … Paris, 12 Boulevard de Magenta, 1906. £ 750

Folio, ff. [52], including 46 chromolithograph plates; with numerous illustrations in the text; some contemporary markings in red ink in
places, but otherwise clean and fresh; in the original brown cloth, stamped in gilt on upper board (with little gilt remaining) and in blind
on spine.

A good copy of this rare and superbly illustrated catalogue of rubber surgical and medical instuments produced by
the Paris firm of Porgès.
Porgès Laboratories were established in Sarlat in the Dordogne by Fernand Porgès on December 10, 1893, and
specialised in the manufacturing of catheters and medical devices for urology and general surgery.
The labour-intensive process consisted in weaving sheaths of silk fibers that were dipped in natural gum then hand
finished. The company grew rapidly, due to steady export sales to eastern Europe. Jules Porgès, Fernand’s younger
brother, emigrated from Vienna to France and joined the company at the turn of the century. The company moved
its offices to the Boulevard Magenta in Paris, and operated factories in Sarlat and in the Paris suburb of Les Lilas.
The company continues to the present day, still making disposable medical devices and implants for uro-
gynaecological conditions.
OCLC: 15104461 records two copies at Johns Hopkins and the University of Rochester.

149. [POTT, Gladys]. REPORT OF LECTURE BY MISS POTT ON THE ANTI-SUFFRAGE
MOVEMENT. Delivered at 67 Westbourne Terrace, W. on Tuesday December 12th 1911. Sir Bartle
Frere presiding. [London] Printed by the National Press Agency Limited, Whitefriars House … and
Published by the National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage, Caxton House, Tothill Street … [1911].

£ 125

8vo, pp. 16; apart from some very light minor dust-soiling, and rust marks in gutter where staples once were, a clean copy; disbound, as
issued.

Gladys Pott was the Anti-Suffrage Movement strongest ammunition. In Campaigning for the Vote Kate Frye gives a
wonderful description of watching Miss Pott in action: ‘a most harsh, repellent and unpleasing woman. She began
by saying we should not get sentiment from her and we did not.’ Certainly you get the flavour of her style from this
Lecture - particularly in the treatment of questioners - all faithfully reported. The Lecture was published by the
National League for Opposing Woman Suffrage.
COPAC records a copy held by LSE Library.

An a t t emp t  t o  c o n t a c t  h e r  e s t r ang e d  f am i l y ?

150. [POTTS, Ethelinda Margaretta]. MOONSHINE. In two volumes. Vol. I [-II]. London: Printed
for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 1814. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes bound in one, 8vo, pp. viii, 260; [ii], 232, [ii], 233-271, [1] blank, [12] index; some
occasional minor spotting, otherwise a clean copy throughout; in later green half calf over marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, light
sunned, but still a very good copy.

Scarce first edition of this voluminous collection of epigrams and poetry by the little known Ethelinda Margaretta
Potts (1757-1836), dedicated to her “Dear Children, To Augment Your Fondness for your Brother, To You,
Behold Him Sent, By Me, Your Loving Mother”. Potts quotes writers such as Samuel Johnson, David Hume and
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Alexander Pope, and includes many pieces that whilst light and simplistic, are nevertheless quite fun and perhaps
directed at her own children from whom she was estranged.
‘To one who took dropsical Medicines, For a Shortness of Breath, which prov’d to be the effect of Smoky Chimnies.
These drugs, relief shall never follow,
While Portia like, yon fire swallow;
From this, not water comes your woe,
Boy, for the Chimney Doctor go.’ (vol. II, p. 200)
Ethelinda was born in 1757 the daughter of the famous Kent antiquary John Thorpe (1715-1792). She and her sister
lived at Bexley in Kent until her marriage to Dr Cuthbert Potts of Pall Mall. However the marriage turned out badly
as he produced a hand bill in 1796 exclaiming ‘Fifty pounds reward! Whereas, Ethelinda Margaretta Potts, the wife
of Cuthbert Potts, of Pall-Mall, … hath absented herself from her said husband, and cruelly abandoned her three
infant children: … .’ This spirited woman seems to have decided not to sink without trace but appears to have
contested her case vigorously although she became estranged from her family and apparently an invalid for a while
until the death of her estranged husband in 1825. Ethelinda appears to have been reunited with her family and
grandchildren before her death at Chelsea in 1836.
The Monthly Review was not impressed with the work but correctly conjectured that it ‘appears to be the produce of a
female hand; and, however little we may be suspected of the grace of politeness, we are always disposed to shew all
possible courtesy and forbearance on such occasions.’ However the reviewer was not impressed by the content and
felt that the ‘work seems to be the emptying of a Commonplace-Book, and we collect from the preface that its
contents have principally been the result of hours of sickness: but that circumstance can form no just excuse for a
publication, if bad. Parents are frequently observed to have a peculiar attachment to such of their children as are
weakly, or imperfectly formed; and, perhaps, it it to the same inclination of the mind that we must attribute the
fondness which authors commonly feel towards those productions, which have proceeded from their brain in the
hours of its sickness or debility …We do not pretend to have perused the whole of these volumes; and if any man
ever does, we shall ascribe to him the greatest degree of human patience and perseverance.’
Ethelinda may of course have had two reasons for publishing her work, firstly to raise some money and secondly to
contact her estranged family. In the introductory pages addressed ‘To the Stranger’ she may be alluding to her
unfortunate situation when she mentions ‘such enemies as may condescend to peruse these pages, will be
sufficiently entertained by innumerable errors’ and ‘know that it was from the want of every other relief in a solitude
of five years, during which, my pen was often employed on the most unhappy business …’
OCLC records five copies in North America, Yale, Library of Congress, NYPL, Texas, Austin and Ontario Institute
of Technology.

151. PROUT, John Skinner. ANTIQUITIES OF YORK. York, W. Hargrave, [1841]. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. Folio, tinted lithographic title and 20 tinted lithographic plates, printed by Hullmandel in London; well
preserved in contemporary calf-backed cloth, spine ornamented in gilt, front cover with gilt-stamped lettering; extremities a little worn.

Published just prior to his emigration to Australia, the water-colourist and architectural lithographer John Skinner
Prout (1806-1876), nephew of the artist Samuel, produced this rare collection of views that includes all the principle
buildings of York. Amongst the possessions that he brought with him to the colony of New South Wales was a
lithographic press, which enabled him to set up the ‘J.S. Prout and Co. Australian Lithographic Establishment.’ In
Australia, Prout ran a large drawing school and practice for some nine years but in the end was unsuccessful and
returned to England in 1848.
We have been able to establish that the work was issued in 1841 when Hargrave placed abrief advertisment in the
York Herald of May 29, 1841. A fuller advertisemnt the following year includes a full list of plates and the option to
buy them also singly.
Abbey, Scenery 377; not in Boyne.

152. [PURBECK, Elizabeth and Jane]. WILLIAM THORNBOROUGH, the benevolent Quixote. In
four volumes. Vol. I [-IV]. London: printed for G.G.J. and J. Robinson, 1791. £ 3,850

FIRST EDITION. Four volumes, 12mo, pp. [ii], 234; [ii], 256; [ii], 190; [ii], 218; apart from a few scattered insignificant
spots in places, a clean copy throughout; contemporary mottled half calf over marbled paper-covered boards, vellum tips, spines ruled in
gilt with red morocco labels lettered in gilt and gilt numbering pieces, extremities lightly rubbed, otherwise a handsome and appealing
copy; with the contemporary armorial bookplate of John Murray, 4th Duke of Atholl (1755-1830) on pastedown of each volume.

Rare first edition of Purbeck sisters’ second epistolary novel after Raynsford Park (1790). The eponymous hero of the
present lot has been likened to Samuel Richardson’s Sir Charles Grandison, Thornborough acting as a constant
device connecting disparate episodes.
‘We have found Quixotism in every passion and in every propensity of the human mind, and from many of the
delineations on this plan we have drawn much entertainment. Since the period, however, of the Spiritual Quixote
[1773], the fairest game for the arrow of the satyrist, we have despaired of reaping any great pleasure from a similar
attempt … He has acquitted himself, however, with great success. The hero is amiable and respectable, and his
foible is conducted so judiciously, that though it sometimes places him in a ridiculous light, it never renders him
mean or despicable. This is the true point in which the Quixote should be placed, and the happy mean which some
writers have not perceived, or disregarded. (Critical Review, 1791, p. 470).
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The Purbecks were joint novelists publishing in London, but little biographical information relating to their lives
seems to be known. ‘Like the majority of women writers at this time their work dwells on the culture, values and
power of the gentry but they were probably of the professional middle class. There is no existing record of an
application for financial assistance to the Royal Literary Fund and, unusually, their writing does not explore issues
of wealth, despite Copeland’s assertion that ‘women of all ranks … addressed the subject of women and money in
their works’ (Copeland1995:5). It is therefore likely that the quantity of writing they produced during their thirteen-
year literary career provided sufficient income for the sisters to maintain at least a reasonable standard of living. It is
probable that they lived together for the majority of their lives and shared a joint income. Up until about 1780 the
majority of women writers were married, but by 1790 many were spinsters and, like the Purbecks, published
anonymously, a frequent but not general practice’ (Samantha Gibbs, Corvey Collection, Sheffield Hallam University
website).
Garside, Raven and Schowerling 1791:57; ESTC on-line records two copies in the UK, at the BL and Bodleian, and
four copies in North America, at Harvard, Chicago, New York Society Library and the Newberry library.

153. [RAILWAY MAP]. CHEFFINS’S MAP OF THE ENGLISH & SCOTCH RAILWAYS. Fifth
Edition. London, Charles F. Cheffins …, n.d. [ca. 1850 ]. £ 175

Folding lithograph map, hand-coloured in outline, dissected and mounted onto linen, measuring 595 x 700 mm with an additional 135
x 105 mm section added for Cornwall, folding down to 120 x 175 mm, and then folding into original dark green cloth covers, printed
paper label; spine defective.

Shows railways already opened, railways in the process of execution or for which Acts have been obtained and
railways projected.

154. [RAPHAEL] CAMUCCINI, Vincenzo & FOLO, Giovanni. STUDIO DEL DISEGNO:
Ricavato dall’Estremita delle Figure del Celebre Quadro della Transfigurazione di Raffaelle. Rome: Studio
di Folo Posto in Piazza di Spagna nume 13 [1806]. £ 850

Folio, [49.5 x 35cm ] engraved title, and 31 engraved plates. old stain affecting head of title and first few plates. contempory marbled
boards, simpathetically rebacked.

The work was issued as an aid to aspiring artists who were so numerous that Rembrant Peale, recomended the
works to students as they had little hope of access to the originals.
Camuccini published ‘a volume of drawings in 1806 or 1807 after Raphael’s Transfiguration, perhaps the most
admired painting of the time. The volume, comprising studies of the heads, hands, and feet of Raphael’s figures,
was designed to instruct pupils in what one reviewer termed “the most difficult thing in art, the purity of drawing’”
‘The enthusiasm with which Raphael’s Stanze frescoes came to be studied under Camuccini’s influence was
described thus by the American artist Rembrandt Peale (Notes on Italy, Written During a Tour in 1829 and 1830,
Philadelphia, 1831, 130ff.): “Artists of all nations are continually copying them-some mounted on scaffolding up to
the ceiling-some drawing, others painting, and all seeking out, with almost idolatrous, or rather superstitious
admiration, the beauty of every head, hand, limb, and fold of drapery … But these works are now faded, dirty,
defaced and repaired, to such a degree, that a just conception of them cannot be formed without the assistance of
careful drawings made from them. From the example of Camuccini, the celebrated historical painter of Rome, these
drawings are frequently made of single figures or groups, at a time, of full size and carefully shaded on gray paper
with black and white crayon.” Owing to the number of applicants, the waiting period to copy Raphael’s
Transfiguration was said by Peale to be several years.’ [Hiesinger]
Considered to be the premier academic painter of his time at Rome Vincenzo Camuccini (1771-1844) gained his
fame for his acurate engravings after famous paintings and sculptures of the most eminent masters. The other
artitist that Camuccini promoted in his works included Michelangelo, Titian, Nicolas Poussin, Bertel Thorwaldsen
and Antonio Canova.
The work is usually ascribed to the year 1808 however a review after the publication in Memorie enciclopediche, [Vol. II,
1806(07), p. 134] shows the work having been issued at least a year or possibly earlier.
OCLC records copies in north America at Boston Athenaeum, Harvard and Fordham University. See Ulrich
Hiesinger The Paintings of Vincenzo Camuccini, 1771-1844 : The Art Bulletin, Vol. 60, No. 2 (Jun., 1978), pp. 297-320

155. RAPHAEL, John Nathan. PICTURES OF PARIS & SOME PARISIANS. Containing forty-five
illustrations from drawings by Frank Reynolds. London: Adam & Charles Black, 1908. £ 185

PROOF COPY. 8vo pp. [viii] [1-2] 3-136; 12 half tone plates and numerous text illustrations; contemporary blue half morocco, spine
decorated and lettered in gilt, top edge gilt; inscribed ‘The Proofs of a small book for the sweetest of small darlings, John N. Raphael,
Paris, July, 1908’

John Nathan Raphael (1868-1917) was an English journalist, novelist, and dramatist, who endearingly described his
recreations in Who’s Who as ‘Things theatrical in every sense, other people’s automobiles, a lazy life.’
Each gathering is stamped ‘Ballantyne & Co. Ltd The Ballantyne Press Tavistock St. London Revise’ followed by a
date in manuscript for the 11th or 12th July 1908; the plates by Reynolds do not quite follow the same placement as
the published work and are also unfinished and have not been completely worked up for final printing.
Actually he was not lazy at all, for he produced great number of articles on life in the French capital, which
appeared under the pen name of ‘Percival’ that was almost become an institution by the time he died. His work
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appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette, The Referee, and Daily Expess covering many light and serious topics the latter
including the Dreyfus Case for the Daily Mail. Raphael also produce work for music hall and translations for the
London Stage.

156. [REFERENCE]. A GENTLEMAN’S LIBRARY REFERENCE SET. London, W. Peacock [and
others] 1794-96. £ 1,850

Three volumes uniformly bound in contemporary red crushed morocco, single gilt fillet and greek key roll-tooled borders, spines ruled,
lettered and gilt in compartments, all edges gilt, housed in a matching red morocco carrying case in the form of a book, spine richly
decorated in gilt and with owls in the compartments.

A superb library set, in unusually fine condition, a very desirable group overall
This eye-catching product suitable for the late Georgian library was probably the produced by one of the upmarket
London bookseller. The three works were separately published and here brought together to be bound and boxed.
The quality of the paper is finer than one would expect for such disposable books and may be part of a arrangement
with the publisher to run off a number of copies on fine paper suitable for the quality market.
The three works include:
[JOHNSON, Samuel] A Dictionary of the English Language … The Fourth Edition., London, Peacock, 1794.
MAIR, John A Compendious Geographical and Historical Grammar, London, W. Peacock, 1795. First Edition, 13 folding
engraved maps, hand-coloured in outline.
JONES, Stephen A New Biographical Dictionary, London, G.G. and J. Robinson et al. 1796. Second, corrected edition.
These

157. REPTON, Humphry. DESIGNS FOR THE PAVILION AT BRIGHTON …, Humbly
inscribed to His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales. London: Printed for J.C. Stadler, No. 15, Villiers
Street, Strand… Printed by Howlett and Brimmer, Columbia Press, Frith Street, Soho Square [circa 1822].

£ 3,850

SECOND EDITION. Folio, [53.5 x 36cm] , pp. [4], x, 41, [1] blank ; 20 plates and vignettes as called for, viz.:- hand-coloured
frontispiece; hand-coloured plan; hand-coloured vignette ‘View of the stable front’ with over-slip; hand-coloured ‘View of the Dome’ with
tinted cut-out over-page; tinted ‘West-Front of the Pavilion’; tinted vignette of ‘Dining Room’; hand-coloured vignette ‘Corridor’; hand-
coloured double-page plate ‘The general view of the pavilion with two over-slips; hand-coloured plate ‘Design for an Orangerie’ with two
over-slips; hand-coloured plate ‘The Pheasantry’; hand-coloured vignette ‘View from the Proposed private apartment’ with over-slip; hand
coloured plate ‘West front of the Pavilion towards the gardens’ with over-slip; large hand-coloured folding double-page plate ‘North-Front
towards the Parade’ with two over-slips; and 8 uncoloured vignettes to text; some minor repairs to a few text leaves and the last plate,
not affecting image; later half burgandy morocco, spine lettered in gilt, neat repair to head of spine; gilt edges

Aided by his sons, Repton published these plans (in what is perhaps his most beautiful book) after the original
scheme had been abandoned for lack of funds. Not only did Nash plagiarise many of Repton’s specific ideas; the
general oriental character of the Pavilion is due to Repton’s belief that Indian architecture would become the force
in England that Italian architecture had been in the past. As Hussey points out, if it were not for the triumph of
Gothic, ‘Repton might have become the English Pugin.’ However, as published, Designs for the Pavilion is a
magnificent record of Repton’s enterprise, vision and imagination. Originally issued in 1808, this reprint was
published circa 1822 (the pages are watermarked J. Whatman … 1821 and 1822) following the original setting page
by page. The plates remain unaltered, except that wear of the engraved surface is disguised by the heavier use of
colour and the frontispiece (in the original edition uncoloured) is now finished with colour.
A good copy of an important book in a not unpleasing binding.
Abbey, Scenery, 57; Tooley, p. 207; Prideaux, p. 349; Martin Hardie, pp. 128-9.

158. [RIDING SCHOOL GAME]. DIE REITBAHN FÜR KNABEN. LE MANAGE POUR
GARÇONS Guben: F. Fechner, [c. 1850]. £ 2,250

Nine hand-coloured lithograph horses and nine interchangeable riders, heightened in gum-arabic together with three wooden mounting
blocks; contained in the original box [220 × 280 × 40 mm], the upper cover illustrating the nine riders and horses within scrolls; some
slight wear to box edges.

The idea of the toy is to match the riders to the horses, the lid of the box acting as a key to the correct association
although the fun of the game would be the mismatch of riders and horse.
The subjects are each numbered on the back and include; 1. A Hussar, 2. The Country Gentleman, 3. A Lady, 4. An
Arabian Bandit, 5. The Town Gentleman, 6. The Field Marshal, 7. The Hunter, 8 A Farmer 9. Napoleon.
Friedrich Fechner (d.1882) apparently began his career as a lithographer sometime in the 1820s. However it was in
1832 that his first known illustrated children’s book was issued, so it was only a matter of time before he also
entered the toy market. Guben being well placed for distribution his products, were sold Germany, France, Austria,
Switzerland, England and the United States. Fecher appears to have had some joint business dealings with Joseph,
Myers & Co. of London in 1861.

Rid ing  i n  Vogu e
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159. [RIDING SCHOOL TOY]. DER SPATZIER-RITT ZUM FREUNDLICHEN DOERFEHEN
ODER DAS WIETH PFERD. La Promenade à Chaval ou village riant ou le cheval a louage. [German]
‘JMB’ circa 1825. £ 1,850

The toy includes a movable figure of an black Arabian horse that consists of 18 pieces held through metal pins that can manipulated to
any position; mounted on a coloured engraved landscape backdrop; together with eight interchangeable hand coloured cut-out riders;
original marbled slipcase with lithograph label with the makes initials within a shield.

The interchangeable riders include two ladies, three gentlemen, a jockey, a Prussian Hussar and an officer with a
plummed hat; all dressed in prevailing fashion of the day. The ladies sporting the characteristic plumper sleeves and
gents with their curvy tall hats indicate a period during the 1820s.
We have not been able to identify the makers mark although we have handled copies of the Thames Tunnel
peepshows that bear the same ‘JMB’ monogram within a shield manufactured at the same period.

Ded i c a t e d  t o  ‘The  b r av e  women  who  t o - day  a r e  f i g h t i n g  f o r  f r e e dom ’

160. ROBERTS, Katherine. PAGES FROM THE DIARY OF A MILITANT SUFFRAGETTE.
Letchworth and London: Garden City Press, 1910. £ 350

FIRST EDITION 8vo, pp. iv, 144; ownership signature at head of front wrapper (‘A.E. Willson’?) and some marginal pencillings
throughout, a few spots to title; in the original green printed publisher’s wraps, minor chipping to extremities and lightly sunned,
otherwise a very good copy

First edition of this lively and vivid account by an active Suffragette, though it is unclear whether it is an
autobiography or fiction.
‘The first man to whom I handed a leaflet tore it in pieces and threw it on the ground at my feet. I shall always be
grateful to him for having done that. It was just what I needed to give me courage. Instantly all sense of
nervousness left me, and I was conscious only of a feeling of indignation that any man should dare thus to treat the
question of women desiring to be counted as citizens’ (p. 9).
The author, Katherine Roberts, who apparently served as a nurse in a London Maternity hospital, dedicates her
work to ‘The brave women who to-day are fighting for freedom’ followed with a prologue entitled ‘The Prison’.
The diary then begins on February 4th 1909: ‘While I was out this morning doing some shopping, I met a
Suffragette’ and continues for just over a year until February 11th 1910 detailing her humble beginnings canvassing
for support, handing out leaflets, selling copies of ‘Votes for Women’ and attending local meetings, to more militant
action she was involved in and its consequences.
Though clearly written by an active suffragette we tend to think, though based around real events, it is fiction. A
second edition was called for in 1911 which suggests that it was having the desired effect and adding further
support to the campaign.
OCLC records copies in North America at McMaster, Queens, Toronto, Stanford, Northwestern, Michigan and
Cornell.

161. ROCK & CO. ROCK’S ILLUSTRATIONS OF LONDON. London: Rock & Co., [circa 1851].
£ 250

Oblong 8vo.; 30 engraved vignettes; publisher’s blind and gilt blocked brown cloth; one plate with slight loss to the imprint where
trimmed in the lower margin.

Views from Rock & Co.’s series including the Crystal Palace, Houses of Parliament, Christ’s Hospital, Mansion
House, Coal Exchange, Theatre Royal etc. Various imprint dates from 1849 to 1850.

‘How  i t s  a l l  g o i n g  t o  b e  don e ’

162. [SALA, George Augustus]. “THE GREAT EXHIBITION WOT IS TO BE”. Probable Results
of the Industry of All Nations in the Year ‘51 showing what to be exhibited, who is to exhibit it, in short
how its all going to be done. By Vates Secundus (who can see a thre’ a stone wall as well as his
neighbours) … [cover title]. London, Published for the Committee of the Society for Keeping Things in
Their Place, 1850. £ 650

Long-folding engraved panorama (130 x 5470 mm; 23 segments), folding into original oblong 8vo boards, the upper cover with original
engraved title label (lower board skillfully replaced)

Sala produced several similar works, including the House that Paxton Built and The Great Glass House (both 1851). This
is an amusing satire of the buzz of the preparations for the Great Exhibition, and all the progressive and
philanthropic common places overused by the press and the spin doctors of the time.
See Abbey, Life, 595 & 594. This one, however, not in Abbey.

163. SAMARITANI, G.L. da and LENGHI, Giacomo. RACCOLTA DI COSTUMI
NAPOLETANI. [Naples], 1846. £ 1,350
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4to [280 × 180mm.], 20 hand coloured lithograph costume plate, including title; contemporary roan backed decorative cloth.

A good series of costume plates depicting the complexity of Neapolitan life.
Sets of costume plates were sold freely to tourists and at festival times, both individually and in various
combinations of subject and number. This set contains 20 plates, others by the same artist can be found with as
many as eighty plates or as few as ten. Neither Colas not Lipperheid note this series although Colas does record an
oblong folio with the same title dated to 1825 with 18 plates containing different subjects than our copy.
The plates include the following subjects - Acouajuola, Mangiatore di Maccheroni, Facchino, Puncinella, Melonaro,
Tarantella [male], tarantela [female], Uomo di ritorno dalla mad. dell’Arco, Donna di ritorno dalla mad. dell’Arco,
venditore di fragole, Marinajo, Ovajola, quesua per s. Anonio, Impaglia sedie, Scrivano pubblico, Canta storie,
Venditore di Pizze, Venditore di Maccheroni, Ciabattino, and Ventitrice di spighe.

164. [SCOTCHMEN IN DOWNING STREET]. SPEECHES BY THE DELEGATES. 18th July
1913. Edinburgh, printed by W. Cuthbertson and Co., Union Street. 1913. £ 385

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 14, [2]; in the original printed wraps, recently restitched, evidence of once being stapled, some minor
dust-soiling, but still a very good copy; withdrawn from the Fawcett Library with their label on inside front cover, and small stamp on
title.

The ‘Scotchmen’ were the Northern Men’s Federation for Women’s Suffrage founded by Maud Arncliffe-Sennett
with the purpose of taking a deputation to see Asquith. The intention was that the deputation should, for maximum
publicity, be timed to coincide with the arrival of the NUWSS ‘Pilgrims’ in London. Asquith, however, held true to
his word – repeated on several occasions – that he would not receive the deputation. This pamphlet, which they had
prepared in advance, contains the speeches they would have given. The ‘Scotchmen’ were, in the main, members of
the Edinburgh and Glasgow city council and the deputation stressed its non-party credentials.
OCLC records one copy only, at the Bodleian, apparently no copy in the National library of Scotland.

165. [SEA BATTLE - PEEPSHOW]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin.  Augsburg, C.P. Maj. Mart.
Engelbrecht. excud. A.V., c. 1740. £ 1,750

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut-away sheets, [105×142 mm] with original hand-colouring.

Taxe s  o n  P r in t e r s ’  d e v i l s  and  g a rd en e r s

166. [SERVANTS]. APPEALS RELATING TO THE TAX ON SERVANTS; with the opinion of the
judges thereon. London: Printed in the Year M,DCC,LXXXI [1781].

[bound with:] ABSTRACT OF CASES AND DECISIONS ON APPEALS relating to the Tax on Servants.
London : Printed in the Year M,DCC,LXXXI [1781]. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITIONS. Two works bounds in one, 8vo, pp. [iv], 196; [iv], 64; recent calf back, marbled boards, sine with red label
lettered in gilt.

One of the means to increase the funds to put down the rebellion in the American colonies was a tax on male
servants introduced by the Prime Minister, Lord North, in his 1777 Budget speech to Parliament.
Initially the tax was one guinea for each male servant employed as a non-essential luxury, so butlers, footmen,
gardeners, gamekeepers and such were taxed, but factory workers, farm labourers, employees at inns were all to be
exempted. The problem with this tax was where to draw the line.
If you asked your farm labourer to put a saddle on you horse you were liable to be taxed! Masters were also very
keen to find ways to avoid the tax and tried all kinds of manoeuvres to save money. There were plenty of good
upstanding ‘public minded’ people just as ready to report evasion to the courts, so judgements were handed down
and appeals were plentiful.
The appeals were often heard by Lords Mansfield and Blackstone who on the whole upheld the original courts
decision. The cases are all enlightening on the relationship between master and servant. The first case to come
before their lords was on the 23 January 1779 ‘The Reverend Mr Humphrey, assessed for John Stephenson, a foot-
boy, appealed against the same, and alleged that the boy is only twelve years of age, is fatherless, and taken by him
out of charity, and is employed by him as an errand-boy; the he pays him no wages, only cloths, and boards him;
that Mr Humphrey’s keeps no horse, that the boy wears no livery, does not wait at table, only two or three times
when his master has been at a public dinner, the boy has then waited on his master; that the boy goes errands,
cleans shoes, sharps knives, sweeps the garden, lights the fire, and does other occasional business in the house.’ The
determination was that the Commission was right to tax the Rev, Mr Humphrey’s for having ‘ a male servant acting
in the capacity of a footman.’
All sorts of trades and employment’s came under their lords ultimate decision, with the cases of gardeners, grooms,
errand boys, and labourers plentifully argued and in one case the duties of a ‘Printers Devil’ to be decided on. Their
lords found that all the Clergymen who made an appeal were all found to be liable; and curiously all attorneys were
‘not liable’ to this interesting tax.
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A contemporary note of the work in the The Monthly Review [Vol 65, 1781, p. 396], commends the work but felt that
it would ‘have been still more generally useful, if the Editor had given a proper abstract of the act in its own words.’
This must have spurred the publisher into action who did then circulate the Abstract.
It seems, however, that not in many copies as we can find only two copies of the Abstract on ESTC, both bound
with the only two recorded copies of the Appeal having the variant tittle without the imprint ‘London: Printed for
Mount and Page, on Tower-Hill; and sold by T. Longman, in Pater-Noster-Row, and T. Cadell, in the Strand,
M,DCC,LXXXI.’ Something appears to have happened between the printing of the two works for the titles in our
copies are from a different paper stock than that on which the body of the text is printed. A question arises on
whether Mount and Page were no longer involved with the work at this stage in its evolution.
The tax was not completely repealed until 1889, by which time we Britisher had doubtless decided that we were no
longer hoping to put down the rebellion.

167. SHERATON, Thomas. THE CABINET MAKER AND UPHOLSTERER’S DRAWING-
BOOK, in three Parts. London, Printed for the author, by T. Bensley, 1791-1793. £ 2,850

FIRST EDITION. Three continuously paginated parts, Appendix, and Accompaniment in one volume, pp. [i]-xxii, [1]-446,
[2, errata]; Appendix 60; Descriptive index [8] An Accompaniment 24; engraved frontispiece and 112 engraved plates (several
folding, double-page size or even larger); generally aclean and fresh copy with some foxing to a few plates as usual; Spanish calf (repaired)
original spine laid down, yellow edges.

A fine copy of the first edition of one of the three great English furniture pattern books of the eighteenth century
(the others being Chippendale’s and Hepplewhite’s). Not much is known about Sheraton, apart from his teaching
activities in Soho and maybe Mayfair. A trade card advertising his lessons in perspective, architecture, ornaments
and designs for cabinet makers.
‘Sheraton’s claim to fame is his three pattern books … Of these the Drawing-Book is the most extensive, grandest
and best known’ (Millard). Our copy is bound - as the Millard copy and many others - without the separate title
leaves for each part.
This is the second time this copy has passed through our hands - I say ‘our’ for the last time was in 1953 before I
was thought of!
Millard II, 75; see Berlin Catalogue 1234 for the 1802 edition.

168. SMITH, George. A COLLECTION OF DESIGNS FOR HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE AND
INTERIOR DECORATION, in the most approved and elegant taste; viz. curtains; draperies; beds;
cornices; chairs and sofas for parlours, libraries, drawing rooms, &c.; library fauteuils; seats; ottomans;
chaises longue; tables for libraries, writing, work, dressing, &c.; sideboards; celerets; bookcases; screens;
candelabri; chiffoniers; commodes; pier tables; wardrobes; pedestals; glasses; mirrors; lamps; jardiniers;
&c.: with various designs for rooms, geometrical and in perspective, shewing the decorations, adjustment
of the furniture, &c. Also some general observations and a description of each plate. Engraved on 158
plates, from original drawings. London: Published for J. Taylor, at the Architectural Library, No. 59, High
Holborn, 1808. £ 9,500

4to, pp. [i-vi], vii, [viii-ix], x-xiv [1] 2-33 [1] imprint; 158 plates, plates 23 and 26 cut to plate mark and mounted, plate 146 with
repair to margin, some occasional spotting, but still an unusually bright copy; contemporary vellum, upper cover lettered in gilt Marquis
of Downshire, Hillsborough Castle; some marks on lower board; inscribed on title For the use of James McBlaine,
Hillsborough; bookplate of Donald & Mary Hyde.

After Thomas Hope’s publications, George Smith’s Collection of Designs is probably the most important and
influential work on design and decoration of the Regency period both in Britain and America. It is evident that
Smith must have had either fairly accurate drawings or personal knowledge of the Duchess Street interiors and
furnishings.
‘Hope’s designs were put into general circulation by George Smith, the author of a pattern book which quickly
followed Hope’s publication and had practically the same title: A Collection of Designs for Household Furniture and Interior
Decoration, 1808. Little so far is known about Smith’s career. He was a practising craftsman who claimed, without
justification it seems, to be upholsterer to the Prince of Wales. There is certainly much emphasis on upholstery in
his book, a concession to the growing interest in this branch of interior decoration which was largely due to the
increasing output of materials from the factories. This was to be of importance for furniture design, not only in the
attempt to relate curtains and window cornices to the various styles which were beginning to affect furniture but
also in the thicker padding which was being applied to seats of all kinds with consequent influence on their design’
(Frances Collard, Thomas Hope’s Furniture, in: Thomas Hope, Yale, 2008).
‘Smith took over many of the classical features of Hope’s designs. He makes great use of animal monopodia on a
variety of pieces, tables, sideboards, chairs and sofas, for instance, of double lotus leaves meeting centrally in legs
and stretchers, of winged feet on tables and cabinets, of console supports on tables and seats, and of varied
fashionable decorative ornaments such as stars and bolt heads. His chairs in general adopt the straight lines which
were considered to have been the distinguishing mark of ancient furniture, thus failing to continue the use of
contrasting curves which were such an attractive feature of the ‘Trafalgar’ chair. His Household Furniture undoubtedly
kept classical types of furniture very much alive, as did the reissue of Tatham’s Etchings in 1810. But Smith could
not possibly match the scholarship which gave precision to many of Hope’s designs.
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‘Smith also paid great attention to Gothic designs; indeed his book of 1808 presents more illustrations of this style
than any previous publication. He claims that Gothic produced ‘a more abundant variety of ornaments and forms
than can possibly be obtained in any other style’, and he proceeds to apply his Gothic decoration to every kind of
furniture. Herein the fundamental error of designing furniture in historical revivals becomes clear. Smith’s designs
are not Gothic at all; they simply show furniture of current fashionable forms with the addition of Gothic ornament
- pierced quatrefoils, crockets, pinnacles, pointed arches, etc. copied from medieval buildings.
‘Smith’s Cabinet-Maker and Upholsterer’s Guide of 1826, with 153 plates, shows what had happened within two
decades, for it illustrates interiors in Grecian, Egyptian, Etruscan, Roman, Gothic and Louis Quatorze styles while
the author admits that his designs of 1808 are now wholly obsolete owing to the rapid change in taste and the
difficulty of finding new forms. Smith’s furniture is now heavy and clumsy and its decoration coarser, though the
Guide, accepted as the exemplar of late Regency taste, was to have some influence in America as well as in England’
(Joy).
The work was published as a complete volume in boards sometime in 1807 for £4 14s 6d or as here ‘elegantly
coloured’ at £7 17s 6d .The British Critic for March 1806 advertises the issue in parts each containing 50 plates price
£1 11s 6d each, plain; or elegantly coloured, £2. 12s 6d.’ The first group of 50 plates dated Dec. 1st 1804; the
second group of 50 dated July 1st 1805 with the remaining plates dated Dec. 1st 1806 and Jan. 1st 1807. The first
part with the most Hopean designs was clearly available by 1805 and thus prior to Hope’s own publication and not
after as the title-page would seem to indicate.
Clearly this was a very expensive work and copies are uncommon in the marketplace in anything like original
condition.
Provenance: From the library of the Marquise of Downshire of Hillsborough Castle (County Down, Ireland) and the
architect James McBlaine or McBlain who built the local parish church. He was most likely the overseer of the
Hillsborough estate.
See Joy, E. Pictorial Dictionary of British 19th century Furniture Design, 1977; Frances Collard Thomas Hope’s Furniture in
Thomas Hope Yale University Press, 2008; Abbey Life 71.

169. SMITH, Worthington G. MUSHROOMS AND TOADSTOOLS:
How to distinguish easily the Differences between Edible and Poisonous Fungi with two large sheets
containing figures of twenty-nine edible and thirty-one poisonous species drawn the natural size and
coloured from living specimens London: Robert Hardwicke, 192 Piccadilly, 1867. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, [i-v] vi-viii [xi] x, [11]-64; original printed blue wrappers with small loss at margins, skillfully repaired;
and two large folding chromolithographs [750 × 530 mm], segmented and mounted on linen; folding into original green cloth slipcase;
upper cover with printed orange label.

The work was designed to be easily carried on field trips and aid in distinguishing edible mushrooms from
poisonous ones it was quite expensive at 10s 6d in this format.
‘In 1861, disenchanted with routine architectural work, Smith became a freelance illustrator. Specializing in wood-
engraving and lithography he prepared thousands of illustrations for The Builder and similar magazines. Soon,
however, he turned increasingly to botanical illustration: his work appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle (he was its
chief illustrator until 1910), the Journal of Horticulture, and many others. Mycology became a major interest: he
lectured and wrote books for the British Museum (Natural History) on fungi, and sometimes risked his family’s life
by involving them in sampling edible and poisonous varieties.
The work contains some wonderful first hand accounts of self poisoning ‘and are worth quoting at length:-
‘Poisonous Forest Mushroom. Without doubt this is a furiously poisonous plant … About a quarter of an hour
after luncheon I left home, and was immediately overtaken by a strange, nervous, gloomy, low-spirited feeling, quite
new to me. Soon a severe headache added its charms to my feelings, and then swimming of the brain commenced,
with violent pains in the stomach. I had now great difficulty to keep upon my legs at all; my senses all appeared
leaving me, and every object appeared to be moving with death-like stillness from side to side, up and down, and
round and round. More dead than alive, I soon returned home, and was horrified to find two others (whom I had
invited to partake of my repast) in exactly the same condition as myself. At this moment, and not before, I thought
of Agaricus fertilis. These two others had suffered precisely as I had done, and we all three were apparently dying
fast. They, however, were attacked by fearful vomiting, which, I imagine, helped to hasten their recovery; for after a
few days of sickness and nausea (with medical assistance), they got well; but it was not so with me; for although I
had first the inclination, I had not the strength left to vomit. During the latter part of the first day I was, however,
so continually and fearfully purged, and suffered so much from headache and swimming of the brain, that I really
thought every moment would be my last. I was very ill for the next four or five days; suffered from loathing and
lassitude, fell into deep sleep, long and troubled; at times found all my joints quite stiff; at others, everything would
be swimming before me; and it was not till a fortnight had elapsed that every bodily derangement had left me.’

Album o f  P r i n t e r ’ s  P r o o f  I l l u s t r a t i o n s

170. [SOCIETY FOR THE DIFFUSION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE]. AN ALBUM
CONTAINING PROOF ILLUSTRATIONS FOR FUTURE PUBLICATIONS. Collected by the
Society’s Secretary. [London]. 1834-1836. £ 750

4to, album of 68 leaves contains 340 mounted wood-engraved proofs; original black half morocco over marbled boards, spine decorated in
gilt and upper cove with morocco label lettered ‘scrap album’ armorial bookplate of Thomas Coates.
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The album was clearly compiled by Thomas Coates, solicitor and sometime secretary to the Society for the
Diffusion of Useful Knowledge (SDUK).
As part of his committee work proofs for SDUK publications would have been discussed and vetted before
inclusions in future publications. These proofs are on finer paper than the printed books and able to draw a better
and cleaner impression than could be achieved once the block was locked into the form for printing.
In the normal course of events these proofs would have been discarded but Thomas Coates, however, thought to
preserve them in some way and neatly mounted and captioned the pulls into the present album.
The illustrations all come from a period between 1834 and 1836 and were ultimately used for in following works:-
Westall, William, illustrator. The Hindoos London, Charles Knight, 1834.
John Francis Davis. The Chinese: a General Description of the Empire of China and Its Inhabitants London, Charles Knight,
1836.
Catherine Parr Traill. The Backwoods of Canada, being Letters from the wife of an emigrant Officer. London, Charles Knight,
1834.
J. R. Planché. History of British Costume. London, Charles Knight, 1834.
The Old Sports of England. London, Charles Knight, 1835.
One Hundred and Fifty Woodcuts Selected from the Penny Magazine: worked by the printing machine from the original blocks.
London, Charles Knight, 1835.
Historic sketches of Spain and Portugal. London, Charles Knight, 1835-1836.
Edward William Lane. An Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians. London Charles Knight & Co.,
1836.

171. [SORGH]. LAMME, Arnoldus. CATALOGUS VAN EENE AANZIENLIJKE
VERZAMLING SCHILDERIJEN, door oude en hedendaagsche Meesters, als mede Teekeningen,
Prenten, Rariteiten en Penningen uit onderscheiden Nalaatenschappen … Rotterdam, [Jan Arrenberg &
Co.] for A. Lamme, [1842]. £ 500

8vo, pp. 32; title a little spotted, with tax stamps on verso, collector’s stamp and contemporary note in ink; late 19th-century green
morocco over marbled boards, spine with raised bands and lettered in gilt.

This sale of mixed properties contains paintings and drawings by the painter L. Vincent and other provenances.
Arnoldus Lamme (1771-1856) worked initially as an artist in Dordrecht and settled later in Rotterdam as an art
dealer. With this auction catalogue a good selection of mid-range paintings, prints and drawings, as well as some
antiques. The largest and qualitatively outstanding portion of this mixed sale contains as lots 77 to 250 works by
Hendrik Martensz Sorgh (or Sorch, Sorg, Zorg, Zorgh; 1611-1670), a pupil of David Teniers, and headmaster of the
St. Lucas guild in Rotterdam, who is famous for his fine interiors and still lives. Most of his works on offer here
were original designs, with only a few after other masters.
Lugt 16676; not in OCLC.

Pragu e ,  s omewha t  no r t h  o f  Dr e s d en

172. SPOONER, William. THE TRAVELLERS OF EUROPE. [cover title]. London, William Spooner,
[Dec.r 1.st 1842]. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. Geographic game, a hand coloured lithographic map (510 x 630 mm) with numerous vignette views, dissected
into 12 sections and mounted onto linen worn in places; folding into the original green cloth covered boards (167 x 180 mm) with large
pictorial lithographic label on front cover; a little spotted and rubbed.

A beautiful map of Europe somewhat distorted to suit the game. The locations of the cities has Prague somewhat
north of Dresden and Vienna a short walk from Bosnia, however, the fine views and the atmospheric colouring
make this a delightful example. Ten years after this Spooner published an edition with Improvements and Additions
(and maybe corrected), with the map being cut into 9 sections.
Whitehouse p. 18.

173. [STACKHOUSE ACTON, Frances]. SIX SKETCHES OF STOKE-SAY CASTLE, SALOP
[MSS. COVER TITLE] Printed by Day & Haghe Lithrs. to the Queen, c. 1840. £ 750

Oblong folio [28 × 39cm); six lithograph plates; some foxing to final plate; original blue sugar paper wrappers, stitched as issues and
signed in lower right hand corner ‘Mrs Stackhouse Acton’; preserved in a modern cloth portfolio with red morocco label lettered in gilt

A delightful privately printed work containing views of this part medieval, part seventeenth century Shropshire
manor house.
Frances Acton Stackhouse was a British botanist and keen amateur artist but also importantly she started to record
important historical building and encourage their preservation. In 1868 Frances wrote and published The Castles and
Old Houses of Shropshire for the benefit of the Salop Infirmary and Ear and Eye hospital and the present work may
also have also had a some charitable purpose.
Since the death of her husband in 1835 Frances was independent and in the fortunate position to give her time over
to writing on local history and archaeology. The castle found in her a committed champion when she made an
appeal to Lord Craven in 1853 to save the castle from utter collapse. Just over £100 was spent two years later on
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‘Clearing out and securing Stoke Castle,’ just enough to stabilise the buildings before they were more carefully
restored by the nest owner.
We have been unable to find a record these prints in any public collection.

174. STOCKDALE, Mary R. EFFUSION OF THE HEART: Poems. by Miss Stockdale. Dedicated by
Permission, to Her Majesty. London: Printed for John Stockdale, Piccadilly. 1798. £ 950

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 160, engraved frontispiece by John Dadley after Thomas Stothard;
contemporary mottled calf, spine decorated with a cornucopia of leafy fronds; red label lettered in gilt; with presentation at the head of the
title from the author to a ‘Miss Hawes’; a very appealing copy.

‘Mary R. Stockdale was born in 1769 in London and lived there most of her life. Her father had been a porter but
later became a bookseller and publisher. She was a sickly child and was thus educated at home rather than at
boarding school. Her health later improved (on a diet of rich food), and she pursued her education assiduously,
learning among other things that she was “a lost polluted creature, full of deadly sin by nature, and of actual
transgression in life.” Having recovered her own health, Stockdale was long occupied in nursing her mother and
other members of the household, including a young maidservant, Elizabeth Haws, whose death inspired her first
poem, The Effusions of the Heart. Although her father wanted to publish it, she demurred until, expecting death from
another illness, she reflected that granting his request “would probably be the last favour I might have the power to
confer”. This and other poems were published as The Effusions of the Heart in 1798. Over the next three years
Stockdale wrote translations and poems between periods of recurrent illness. By the time The Mirror of the Mind was
published in 1810, she had learned “the emptiness of sublunary things” and achieved “the most perfect indifference
for every thing around me.”’ [See Life-writings by British Women, 1660-1815: An Anthology p. 393].
Other works in the collection are inscribed to Henry James Pye the poet laureate and Rev Sir Adam Gordon, both
of whom had their works published under the John Stockdale imprint, also a translation from the French of
Madame Deshoulieres. Many of the works are on happiness, friendship, health, hope and of course death. also an
elegy’ to Mary’s father, Queen Charlotte, the dedicate if the work, together with groups of pastorals, songs, and
sonnets.
The ‘Miss Haws’ to who the present copy is inscribed may have been a relative of the servant Elizabeth Haws on
whose recent death the work came to be published.
ESTC records five copies in North America, at the Bancroft, Colarado, Illinois and two at Yale.

175. STOKES, J. THE COMPLETE CABINET MAKER, AND UPHOLSTERER’S GUIDE:
comprising, the Rudiments and Principles of Cabinet-Making and Upholstery, with familiar Instructions,
illustrated by Examples, for attaining a Proficiency in the Art of Drawing: the Process of Veneering,
Inlaying, and Buhl-Work; the Art of Dying and Staining Wood, Ivory, Bone, Tortoiseshell, &c. London,
A.K. Newman & Co., [c.1829] . £ 1,100

FIRST EDITION? Small 8vo, pp. iii-133 (lacking half-title), [11], with 16 engraved plates (2 folding, 11 hand-coloured);
original printed boards; shaken and loose, backstrip missing, reserved in calf-backed slipcase.

The rare issue with the Newman imprint. A rare pattern book of furniture and draperies, together with useful
recipes and techniques, not only for producing furniture, but for restoring as well. The plates, otherwise charming
but mundane, are transformed by the use of vibrant, original hand-colouring. Divided into five sections, Stokes
adds to the patterns extensive notes on veneering, staining, lacquering, japanning and polishing together with
miscellaneous receipts : a varnish for clock faces, to preserve wood against injury from fire, to cast ornaments or
moulding to resemble wood. Containing much of practical interest, the author would appear to be a working
cabinetmaker from his practical interest in the use of different varnishes, polishes, notes on tools &c.
The title-page is interesting, the text setting is, apart from Newman’s imprint, exactly the same as the Dean and
Munday issue. Anthony King Newman, who took over the Minerva Press in 1811, gradually changed the trading
name to Newman as he diverted his business to children’s’ books and remainders Just how this work fits into his
business plan is a mystery although the back cover does helpfully advertises a list of his publications ‘For the
amusement of Youth’ at this time.
Berlin Katalog 1239 (Dean & Munday imprint; lacking plate 16); we were not able to locate a single copy with our
imprint via OCLC or COPAC. The only reference to a copy with this imprint is item 2431 in the sales catalogue of
the Decroix collection, which was sold in Paris in 1843.

‘P o o r ,  Pa t i e n t ,  P l o dd in g ,  P e r s e v e r i n g  Women ’

176. STOPES, Charlotte Brown Carmichael. THE CONSTITUTIONAL BASIS OF WOMEN’S
SUFFRAGE … Edinburgh, the Darien Press, Bristo Place. 1908. £ 125

ORIGINAL OFFPRINT. 8vo, pp. 15; disbound as issued; duplicate from the Women’s Library in London with their ownership
stamps, labels and pencillings

Scarce offprint from The Fortnightly Review, written by Marie Stopes’ mother, the historian of literature, and feminist.
‘We women who have worked for forty years on “the right and proper methods,” which should have been
sufficient had men been but wise, have egregiously failed. We sent in a majority of members in our favour. We have
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sent in the greatest number of petitions that have ever been collected for any purpose - the largest, over 257,000; we
have sent deputation after deputation; we have appeared in the longest procession which was ever made for
anything - 10,000 of us, each one of whom represented 100 who could not come. And the Prime Minister said this
was not sufficient pressure, and has done nothing! Poor, patient, plodding, persevering women have gained nothing
by all their expenditure in time, energy, money, faith, and life!’ (pp. 13-14).
Not in OCLC; COPAC locates a single copy, at the Women’s Library in London.

177. STOW, John. A SURVAY OF LONDON.  Conteyning the Originall, Antiquity, Increase,
Moderne estate, and description of that City, written in the yeare 1598. Also an Apologie (or defence)
against the opinion of some men, concerninge that Citie, the greatnesse thereof. With an appendix,
containing in Latine, Libellum de situ & nobilitate Londini: Written by William Fitzstephen, in the raigne
of Henry the Second. London: Imprinted by [John Windet for] John Wolfe, 1599. £ 3,500

FIRST EDITION, THIRD ISSUE. 4to in 8s, [184 × 135 mm.], pp. [viii], pp. 450, 467-480, 465-483, [1] “faults”; neat
modern calf to style, red morocco label; title-page and last 2 leaves browned and a little brittle at the margins, some pages darkened, as
usual, B1 with small loss to lower margin, small tear to F5.

The Second and third issues of Stow are identical apart from the date being changed to 1599 on the title. No
priority has been established between the first three issues and they may well have been on sale at one and the same
time.

178. [SUFFRAGETTES]. DO NOT GIVE WOMEN THE VOTE! By the Rev. Marie Jennay (An
imaginary anti-Suffrage Speech). [Published by the Woman’s Press, Lincoln’s Inn House, Kingsway … c.
1911]. £ 250

Large two sided leaflet (260mm x 195mm), lightly browned with a couple of tears in margin and small chips at head and fore-edge,
otherwise in good original state.

Scarce propaganda leaflet issued by the WSPU giving an imaginary anti-suffrage speech urging not to give women
the vote.
‘Woman Suffrage is the revolt against nature. Why, look at the women on this platform. Observe their physical
inability and mental disability and general helplessness! Do you think they could walk up to a ballot-box, mark a
piece of paper and drop it into the box? Obviously not. Or let us grant, for the sake of argument, that they could
mark a piece of paper, but could drop it in? Oh, no. The laws of nature cry out against it. The laws of man cry out
against it. The voice of God cries out against it. And so do I.’ (p. 1).

179. [SUFFRAGETTES]. ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR ADVERTISEMENT FOR “PARK
DRIVE” CIGARETTES depicting Suffragettes marching outside the House of Parliament in October
1908. [n.p., n.d. but c. 1909]. £ 950

Watercolour on paper 190mm x 150mm, pasted to board and then mounted, with protective green card flap.

An unusual survival of an original tobacco advertisement evidently marketing on the back of the Votes for Women
campaign. The finely executed scene depicts Suffragettes marching on Parliament in October 1908 each wearing the
‘Votes for Women’ sash, although the words ominously changed to ‘Vote for’ … ‘Park Drive’. Two Policemen
accompany the procession next to the slogan ‘10 for 2 coppers’. The advert concludes ‘Support Gallagher Ltd,
Belfast & London, who belong to No Ring or Combine’.
We can find no record of the advertisement ever having been used commercially. Perhaps as the militant campaign
was just beginning Gallagher decided it was best to avoid any potential negative publicity.

The  e a r l i e s t  Su f f r a g e t t e s  f i lm?

180. [SUFFRAGETTES ON FILM]. “THE FAIR SUFFRAGETTES”. By the Barrascope. The New
Hippodrome, Leeds. Proprietors: Barrasfords Limited. Managing Director: Mr. Thos. Barrasford. Theatre
of Varieties. Monday September 10th 1906. [Leeds, Knight & Forster, 1906].  1906. £ 125

ORIGINAL PROGRAMME. Large programme (380mm x 256mm) folding in to three (128mm x 256mm), with coloured
front wrapper; lightly dust-soiled, but otherwise in good original state.

Rare survival of an original theatre programme for an evenings entertainment at Leeds Hippodrome in September
1906, on the bill, among other delights, “The Fair Suffragettes”.
The term ‘suffragette’ had been coined by the ‘Daily Mail’ in March 1906 so Mr Thomas Barrasford was completely
up-to-date in using it. His ‘Barrascope’ was a cinematograph machine - so it would be a fair deduction that ‘The Fair
Suffragettes’ was an early - indeed one of the earliest - suffragette films. I am assuming it was a feature film and as
far as we can tell has not previously been recorded. The folding programme is colourful and packed with Leeds-
related advertisements.

Char i t y  S cho o l s  i n  P r o t e s t an t  I r e l and
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181. [SYNGE, Edward]. AN ACCOUNT OF THE ERECTION, GOVERNMENT AND
NUMBER, OF CHARITY-SCHOOLS IN IRELAND: to which is added an appendix containing certain
forms, &c. relating thereto. Dublin: printed for J. Pepyat, 1717. £ 1,850

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 44; title printed within double-ruled border; with contemporary ink erasures and a marginal note;
bound fairly recently in old-style quarter calf over marbled boards, vellum corners, spine simply gilt and labelled; A fine, crisp, copy.

Scarce first edition of this detailed account in which Edward Synge points out the spectacular rise of the charity
school movement in Ireland. In 1708 there were 344 charity schools educating some 8264 children. By 1717 these
figures had risen to 1248 schools providing places for 27,000 children.
The author first addresses the need for charity-schools, where they might be located, rules that should be observed
by “the persons concern’d in charity schools”, financial requirements, charitable subscribers, and suggests orders to
be observed by the masters and mistresses. Children should attend school from 7 to 11 am and from 1 to 5 pm in
the summer (to 4pm in the winter). Among other things, teachers should “teach the children the true spelling of
words, make them mind their stops, and bring them to read slowly and distinctly”.
Thereafter, Synge gives an account of charity schools in the various Irish counties, an appendix (pp. 34-44) prints
model forms for subscriptions, apprenticeships (boys), legacies, a “fault bill”*, a list of suitable books, the costs of
clothing both boys and girls, and recommendations for teachers and school housing. A salary of £8 per annum
together with a school house, lodging, and garden “may be sufficient for school masters in country towns and
villages”. And the author concludes “that the whole charge, of rescuing a poor child from the utmost misery, that
can spring from poverty, ignorance and wickedness; and of putting him in a way, by the Grace of God, of being
good and happy both here and hereafter, is only nine pounds; so much being sufficient, at the foregoing
computation, for his cloathing and schooling for 5 years and for putting him apprentice at the end of that time”.
* The “Fault Bill” is a sample chart recording each pupil by name, the day of the week, and identifying what faults
were committed by each child. Recordable faults included: “absent from church”, “late at church”, “playing at
church”, “late at school”, “absent from school, or truanting”, “cursing”, “swearing”, “stealing”, “unmannerly”, and
“lying”.
Edward Synge (1659-1741), archbishop of Tuam, had been installed as the chancellor of the parish of St. Werburgh,
Dublin, in 1705, and for the following eight years was one of the most popular and effective clergymen in the city.
OCLC & ESTC on-line records one copy only in North America, at the Huntingdon; not in Hanson, Goldsmiths
or Kress.

182. TAYLOR, Rev. Isaac. SCENES OF BRITISH WEALTH, in Produce, Manufactures, and
Commerce, for the Amusement and Instruction of Little Tarry-at-Home Travellers, London: J. Harris, St
Paul’s Church-Yard. 1825. £ 450

SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. [4], 286, [6]; engraved folding map frontispiece vignette on title-page, 84 numbered engraved plates
on 28 sheets; original red roan backed boards, rebacked to style.

A charming gazetteer, visiting town and country, and with 84 scenes of rural and urban commercial scenes,
including trades (Carpet Weaving [16] Shoe-Maker [48] Jew Selling Pencils [65] etc.), views (Cork [79] Dublin [80]
London Docks [81] Gas Lights, Carlton House [84]).
‘In form this book differs from the others in the series, the information is presented in dialogue form. using a frame
story of a father who takes his children on an educative our of Britain. Most of the illustrations were drawn and
engraved by the Rev, Isaac with some contributions by his son Isaac jun.’ [Stewart) p. 381]
The Taylor’s of Ongar, in Essex, between them produced a great many books for children. The sisters Anne and
Jane were most famous for Original Poems for Infant Minds, and their father Isaac for his Scenes of… series, published
by John Harris between 1818 and 1830, of which this is one. Isaac Taylor (1759-1829) was also an engraver, like his
own father, and a non-conformist preacher.
Moon 871; Stewart Taylors of Ongar A 40c

183. TERENTIUS AFER, Publius. TERENTII COMOEDIAE, ad fidem optimarum editionum
expressae. Edinburgi, apud Hamilton, Balfour, et Neill, Academiae typographos. 1758. £ 750

8vo in fours, pp. ix, [iv], xii-xxv, [i] blank, 252; apart from some light off-setting on first and last few pages from binding turn-ins a
clean fresh copy throughout; bound in contemporary red French red morocco, triple fillet borders in gilt, spine tooled in gilt with green
morocco label lettered in gilt; a handsome and highly desirable copy.

‘This edition was purposely published for the prize offered by the University of Edinburgh, and obtained it. It is an
immaculate edition. Unknown to the Bipont editors’ (Dibdin).
Lowndes 2606, ‘The immaculate edition’; Brunet V718 opines more cautiously: ‘Edition reput‚e tres-correcte’.

184. [THAMES TUNNEL]. AN EXPLANATION OF THE TUNNEL UNDER THE THAMES.
[London]: T.C. Brandon, Perspective View Manufacturer, Counters 5,45,46 Thames tunnel, or 3, Tunnel-
road, Rotherhithe. [c. 1843]. £ 1,250
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Plain blue paper upper panel with applied engraved sheet, 2 pierced aquatinted panels and a back panel with the figures of pedestrians
hand coloured and pasted on, two circular peep holes, measuring 140 × 195 mm, in original red patterned calico wallet with a printed
expalnation on giving details of the tunnels construction and the visit of Queen Victoria in 1843.

An unusual wallet version of one of the competing peepshows, manufactured inside the tunnel from various paper
waste including parliamentary ‘Blue Books’. The engraving on top panel has ‘Irving & Brown Coal Wharf’ on left
hand side and flag, ‘Prince of Wales’ on right hand side. The print was published by T. C. Brandon and was re-
engraved for the Illustrated London News of August 5th 1843 as well as being used for other peepshows.
Gestetner-Hyde 240 Elton, Triumphant Bore.

185. [THAMES TUNNEL]. PONT SOUS LA TAMISE. [Paris c. 1827]. £ 1,750

Concertina-folding peepshow, with four cut-out sections. Front-face measures 120 × 144 mm. The peepshow extends, by paper bellows
to approximately 535 mm; housed in original marbled card slipcasewith a cartouche label ‘Optique No. 6 Pont sous la Tamise.’

An uncommon peepshow of the famous Brunel Tunnel.
The design on the front-face consists of a view looking down-stream towards London Bridge as if from Blackfriars
Bridge, with the City on the left and Southwark on the right. A title - ‘The Tunnel’ - appears on a swallow-tailed
banderole in the sky above ‘Pont sous la Tamise’ - on the shutter of the rounded ended rectanglar shaped peephole.
A brief description beneath the image concludes: ‘… Cette entreprise, hardie et sans example, a été conçue et
executée par Mr Brunel, Ingénieur français.’
The first cut-out of the peepshow itself shows the two staircases for pedestrians. The twin bores are being used by
pedestrians, an equestrian, and vehicles.
Gestetner-Hyde 27; Triumphant Bore 147.

186. [THAMES TUNNEL PEEPSHOW]. PERSPECTIVISCHE ANSICHT DES TUNNEL
UNTER DER THEMSE / VUE PERSPECTIVE DU TUNNEL SOUS LA TAMISE. [Germany] circa
1830. £ 2,850

Hand-coloured etching concertina-folding peepshow, with five cut-out sections, the front-face measures 225 × 150 mm with two
peepholes; the peepshow extends to approximately 600 mm; housed in original blue paper slip-case; the upper cover with two engraved
labels.

An unusually fine copy of a rare double peepshow of the Thames Tunnel. The card slip-case carries two labels
providing the two titles as above. The (maker’s?) monogram (‘JMB’) within a small shield, appears on both.
The front-face is almost entirely covered by pink paper, with a black border and ‘eye-lashes’ round the two oval-
shaped peepholes. Each peephole is equipped with shutters that open when the peepshow is extended.
The first cut-out for the upper peepshow consists of a view on a quay, and the subsequent ones and the back-board
show shipping on the river. The first cut-out for the lower peepshow shows the staircases for pedestrians and has
two pointing men in the right hand bore. Pedestrians, equestrians, and vehicles make their way through the Tunnel.
Triumphant Bore 151.

187. [THAMES TUNNEL PEEPSHOW]. THE TUNNEL UNDER THE RIVER THAMES
[London]: ‘Published by Azulay, Thames Tunnel’ 1850s. £ 450

Wood-engraved on yellow paper and crudely hand-coloured concertina peepshow; with two cut-out sections, and a back panel; the front-
face measures 190 × 115 mm with two peepholes and a circular engraving on yellow paper on light maroon base, showing the tunnel
tunnel below and a view of Wapping above; the peepshow extends to approximately 500 mm; folding into the discarded cloth boards of
volume Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopeadia with printed text on the front paste down.

One of the last souvenirs to be produced on Brunel’s Tunnel. By the 1850s the novelty had begun to wane and the
souvenirs likewise became fewer and started to lack the quality of their predecessors.
Azulay in his text mentions that the Wapping side has ‘a splendid Diorama, and a Pianoforte, played by a small
steam engine. The Saloon of Arts, for taking portraits, is placed in the Rotherhide shaft … On the 25th of March in
each year (the anniversary of the opening of the Tunnel) a Fancy fair is held, being the only place in the world
where such an amusement can take place under the bed of a mighty river.’
Triumphant Bore 167.

188. [THEATRE]. THEATREORAMA OR A PEEP AT THE PLAYHOUSE.  London, c. 1823].
£ 2,750

Concertina-folding aquatinted and hand-coloured peepshow, with four cut-out sections; the front-face measures 107 × 130 mm; the
peepshow extends, by paper bellows to approximately 400 mm; housed in a facsimile case upper cover with title label.

This peepshow of a regency theatre comes without the label on the slipcase; however, the front-face it titled in print
Dress Circle. The peepshow consists of a view of the interior of a theatre, looking towards the stage from the dress
circle. The first, second, and third cut-outs show the audience, the fourth the proscenium and the orchestra pit. On
the stage we see an actor dancing with an actresses, swinging a garland. The back-board displays the scenery. It is
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extremely perspectival giving the impression that there are six more sections stretching into the far distance. On the
front-face a box-keeper hastens to open the door for two latecomers.
Gestetner-Hyde 205

189. TUCK & Co AT THE SEASIDE PANORAMA…WITH FATHER TUCK The pictures are made
by arranging the cut out figures in different parts of the Scenery London: Rapahael Tuck & Son circa
1910. £ 950

190. TUCK & Co IN FAIRYLAND…WITH FATHER TUCK The pictures are made by arranging the
cut out figures in different parts of the Scenery London: Rapahael Tuck & Son circa 1910. £ 950

191. [TYROLEANS HUNTING CHAMOIS - PEEPSHOW]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin.
Augsburg, C.P. Maj. Mart. Engelbrecht. excud. A.V., c. 1740. £ 1,250

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut-away sheets, [105×142 mm] with original hand-colouring.

192. [UNITED STATES SUPPLYING THE BRITISH ARMY]. PHOTO RECORDS OF THE
GUYTON & HARRINGTON MULE COMPANY PROPERTIES. With a truthful description of the
buying, selling, feeding and shipping facilities and a detailed review of each feeding station. of the hospital
accommodation and the pastures and stable space on all their holdings, [Privately printed for] Guyton &
Harrington, Kansas City, MO, circa. 1915. £ 950

Oblong folio, ff. [74]; numerous photogravure and illustrations together with 4 double leaf panoramas and large folding sketch map;
original brown cloth backed bevelled boards, lettered in black

A rare and copiously illustrated account of one of the main United States suppliers to the British Army during WWI
of Horses and Mules.
The upper cover states that the works was ‘compiled for Major General Sir Frederick Benson K.C.B’.
One of only a few copies printed, this for presentation to Major-General Benson, head of the commissioners of the
Remount Department of the British Army, charged with buying mules and horses for the war effort. By 1918, the
company had supplied 350,000 animals for the European and Indian theatres of war.
The Who Was Who entry for Sir Frederick Benson reads as follows: Volunteer, Fenian raids in Canada 1866; joined
21 Hussars 1869; transferred to 12 Royal Lancers 1876; Staff College 1880; Capt, 5 Dragoon Guards 1880;
transferred to 17 Lancers 1881; Aide-de-camp to Lt Governor, North West Frontier, India 1877; Bde Maj, Poona,
India 1882-1884; Garrison Instructor, Bengal, India 1884-1890; Commander, Egyptian Cavalry 1892-1894; Deputy
Assistant Adjutant General (Instruction) Dublin, Ireland 1895-1898; Assistant Adjutant General, Chief Staff
Officer, South Eastern District 1898-1900; Assistant Adjutant General 6 Div, South African Field Force 1900-1901;
Inspector General of Remounts 1903-1904; Director of Transport and Remounts 1904-1907; Maj Gen in charge of
Administration 1907-1909; retired 1909. Clearly he was brought back into service during WWI to help procure
mules.
Major General Sir Frederick Benson was born in St Catharines, Ontario. He served in the 19th Battalion, Canadian
Militia, during the Fenian Raids, then went to RMC, and entered the British Army. He saw service in Bengal, Egypt,
and South Africa, retiring in 1910. When war broke out he was recalled to active service and appointed Director of
Remounts.
He and a small staff came to North America and by October 1915, he had purchased 250,000 horses and had them
shipped on 205 transports to the United Kingdom. He died in Montreal in August 1916.

193. [VENICE]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin. PRÆSENTATION DES MARCUS PLAZES ZU
VENEDIG [Augsburg,] C.Priv, S. Cæs. - 35 - Maj. Mart. Engelbrecht. excud. A.V. ca. 1740]. £ 2,500

Proceniium and set of 6 engraved card-backed cut away sheets, [185×210 mm] with original hand-colouring.

A fine peepshow showing Venice as a stop on the Grand Tour.
The cut aways depict [1] opens with a view of the Molo and two large granite columns carrying symbols of the two
patron saints of Venice to the right and left and these flanked by the Libreria and Doge’s Palace with merchants and
travellers arriving by gondolas, many the traditional dress Il Tabarro [2] populated with Venetian’s traversing the
Piazetta with frontage of the Libreria and Palazzo Ducaleto left and right [3 & 4] depict Venitians going about their
business in the Piazza San Marco, Englebrecht has moved the view point to face east to make the peepshow more
visually interesting [5] This view now shows the Campanile to the right and Basilica di San Marco to the left [6] the
backdrop has Englebrecht moving the axis back again in order to centre the perspective on the Torre dell’Orologio and
on the right the three flagpoles
Engelbrecht (1684-1756), a native of Augsburg was the son of a colour merchant. He began his career as an artist
by the attachment to a local publishing house but had by 1708 moved to Berlin where he was engaged in the designs
after Eosander von Goethe of a the Silberbüfett im Ritterall at Berlin and of a porcelain cabinet in Charlottenberg.
Returning to Augsburg he was involved in illustrating a wide variety of works after various artist mainly on subjects
connected with the decorative arts. However in 1711 Engelbrecht was again in Berlin working at a fine art
publishers with his older brother Christian Engelbrecht (1672-1735). They decided to start their own independent
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publishing house at Augsburg in 1719 where they produce a wide variety of graphic works. However it was with
peepshows Martin Engelbrecht excelled having the unique position of no other publishing house or place of
publication to compete against him.
Engelbrecht was kept busy with the many other special graphics and employed two artists, Jeremias Wachsmuth
(1711-1771) and Johann David Nessenthaler (1717-1766), to produce designs for the peepshows. Wachsmuth’s
work can be found as early as 1731, and those by Nessenthaler starting from 1737. With Martin Engelbrechts death
in 1756 the business continued to thrive under the management of Engelbrechts’ daughters and sons-in-law, and
continued on well into the nineteenth century.

The  Hi s t o r y  o f  C i v i l i s a t i o n

194. VICO, Giambattista. PRINCIPJ DI UNA SCIENZA NUOVA intorno alla natura delle nazioni
per la quale si ritruovano i principj di altro sistema del diritto naturale delle genti … Naples, Felice Mosca,
1725. £ 55,000

FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 270, [12]; with woodcut initials and head- and tailpieces; lines 11-13 on the licence leaf (M8v)
corrected with a pasted-over slip, scattered contemporary manuscript additions throughout, largely in the margins, the odd word
underlined; a couple of small holes and a light marginal waterstain to the final leaf, which has been guarded, presumably when the book
was rebound; a very good, uncut copy, lightly washed and rebound in old vellum.

Scarce first edition of Vico’s Principj di una Scienza Nuova. ‘The “Principles of a New Science regarding the Character
of Nations” has justly been called “the vehicle by which the concept of historical development at last entered the
thought of Western Europe”’ (PMM).
‘Vico was of very humble parentage. He became a professor of rhetoric at Naples and Historiographer-Royal in
1735. Working in virtual isolation he laid the foundations of our modern concept of sociology. He boldly
attacked the widely accepted theories of Descartes that mathematical proof was the one criterion of truth in every
sphere of thought. Natural phenomena, he maintained, are the works of God; mathematics is an arbitrary human
invention and there is no reason to suppose that God observes its principles.
Vico believed that a genuine if limited knowledge of the external world was possible to man and he did not despise
the use of mathematical method; but the Cartesian idea that full and perfect knowledge of the universe awaited only
the perfection of geometrical knowledge was quite unacceptable to him. Human knowledge of the universe could
never be perfect, owing to the imperfection of our nature and our limited powers of observation. Only to God was
perfect knowledge possible.
Again, in direct contrast to Descartes, Vico taught that our knowledge of history could approach much nearer to
perfection than our knowledge of the phenomena treated by the natural philosophers. The past history of the
human race, unlike the history of the physical universe, is due to the actions of creatures like ourselves. We can
project our minds into theirs, and by patient record and interpretation we can reconstruct the series of cause and
effect by which modern societies developed. Historical study of what man has done is as much entitled to the status
of a science as is natural science …
Vico was the first to recognize the importance of language, myth and tradition as a source for understanding the
primitive stages of man’s history, before intellectual and historical consciousness developed. Poetry, for example,
enshrines much early history, and historical facts can be deduced from philology.’ (ibid.).
Vico’s work had originally been conceived as a monumental ‘two quarto volumes’, to be printed in Florence at
Cardinal Lorenzo Corsini’s expense. When Vico’s manuscript was presented to Corsini ready for publication, the
prelate felt that he could not meet the printing expenses and declined his patronage. Vico, faced with the prospect
of a self-financed publication (which may explain the poor quality paper) and forced to cut the Scienza Nuova down
to a quarter of its original size, reorganised his material in a way that, in the end, seemed to him to be a
demonstration more cogent than the initial version. One thousand copies were printed, plus twelve copies on fine
paper, with large margins. Nicolini states that Vico signed, dedicated and annotated several copies before sending
them off to friends and libraries. The extensiveness of the annotation varies from around two hundred (mostly
typographical corrections) to just a few, recorded by Nicolini.
‘The concept of a history of human ideas, the principles of a universal history and its philosophical criticism, a
recognition of the importance of social classes, all begin with Vico. Many twentieth-century notions of
anthropology, comparative law, literature, religion and linguistic philosophy can be found in the pages of this book’
(PMM).
Croce I, p. 1; Nicolini, Bibliografia Vichiana, I, p. 37ff.; Nicolini, Opere, III, p. 335ff., PMM 184. ICCU lists four
copies in Italian libraries, OCLC lists four copies: Harvard, Yale, University of Michigan, and Burndy Library, there
is also a copy at the British Library; no copy recorded on ABPC.

‘One  o f  t h e  f i r s t  women  i n  F ran c e  t o  l i v e  b y  h e r  p en ’

195. [VILLEDIEU, Marie-Catherine Desjardins, Mme. de]. THE UNFOTUNATE [SIC]
HEROES: or the Adventures of Ten Famous Men, viz. Ovid, Lentullus, Hortensius, Herennius, Cepion,
Horace, Virgil, Cornelius Gallus, Crassus, Agrippa. Banished from the Court of Augustus Caesar. In Ten
Novels. Composed by that Great Wit of France, Monsieur De Villa Dieu. Englished by a Gentleman for
his Diversion, [London]. In the Savoy, Printed by T. N. for Henry Herringman, 1679. £ 3,500
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FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. 8vo, license leaf, title, pp. [iv], 240, 141-156, 241-265, [7] Books printed for Henry
Herringman’; minor stain at head of front free endpapers (not affecting the text), otherwise clean and crisp throughout; in contemporary
calf ruled in blind, head of spine chipped, extremities rubbed and with minor surface wear, nevertheless, still an appealing copy with the
early eighteenth century armorial bookplate of Lord Lymington on front pastedown.

First English translation of Les Exilés by the well regarded French novelist, Marie Catherine Desjardins, Mme. de
Villedieu (1640?-1683), who along with Madeleine de Scudéry was the best-paid woman writer of the century and
the only women authors to receive royal pensions.
‘Villedieu … seems to have lived perpetually at odds with the contemporary social order. Early literary historians,
perhaps confusing the novelist with her heroine Henriette-Sylvie, described Villedieu as a woman of easy virtue
whose conduct scandalized her contemporaries, and subsequent commentators have generally repeated this
portrayal. However, as Bayle first warned readers, this alleged biography cannot be documented. Surviving
documents reveal simply an independent woman unbound by convention. As of 1655 Desjardins was living alone in
Paris ‘answering to no one’. The only recorded ‘scandal’ involves her open liaison with a soldier, Boisset de
Villedieu, who broke off his formal promise of marriage. He even sold her letters to the publisher Barbin, who
published them, despite her protests, as Lettres et billets galants (1668). After Villedieu’s death later that year she
simply adopted his name as her official signature, apparently with some degree of consent from his family. She
subsequently married Claude de Chaste and had a child by him.
Villedieu’s collected works fill 12 volumes … She helped launch two major late seventeenth century sub-genres, the
historical novel (especially with Les Désordres de l’amour, her best-known work today) and the sentimental or ‘gallant’
novel (Annales galantes, 1670)’ (See New Oxford Companion to Literature in French 1995).
The present work was first published in Paris in 1672/3.
Wing D1193; see The Feminist Encyclopedia of French Literature (1999) and The New Oxford Companion to Literature in
French (1995) for further information on Madame Villedieu.

Vot e s  f o r  Women :  a  b r e ak th r ough

196. [VOTES FOR WOMEN]. WOMEN SUFFRAGISTS’ CELEBRATION [Flyer issued by the
National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies]. London, printed by Harrison, Jehring and Co., Ltd …
February 1914. £ 225

ORIGINAL FLYER. 1 page, printed on recto only; lightly browned with stamp and ink annotation (see below); a rare and important
survival.

Rare flyer printed for the celebrations to be held at Queen’s Hall, Langham Place on Thursday 21 February 1918 -
‘To Welcome the Extension of the Franchise to Women’.
‘The National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, which had always employed ‘constitutional’ methods, continued to
lobby during the war years, and compromises were worked out between the NUWSS and the coalition government.
On 6 February, the Representation of the People Act 1918 was passed, enfranchising women over the age of 30
who met minimum property qualifications. About 8.4 million women gained the vote’ (Wikipedia).
The flyer includes the long list of societies that were taking part - with the notable exception of the WSPU. On the
list was the New Constitutional Society for Women’s Suffrage - and this flyer bears the annotation in ink ‘Please get
tickets from’ followed by the NCWS’s rubber stamp with their address in Knightsbridge. The Celebration didn’t
take place on 21 February but rather on 13 March. We assume that, although the flyers had been printed, they had
left insufficient time to organise it.

197. VUES D’OPTIQUE AND VIEWER.  [Probably Paris, c. 1850]. £ 6,250

A three sided folding card viewer, the sides covered with black paper, with a 90 mm diameter lens, cloth hinges repaired; and eight views
(listed below), each 360 × 260mm; in a custom-made cloth box.

A fine example of an early nineteenth century Vue d’Optique.
The views included include:-
[1] Ruines d’un monastery, [2] Vue de Genève, [3] Vue de Benares, [4] Quai Ste. Lucie - Naples, [5] Grotte
d’Antiparos - Grèce, [6] Scène dans la mer glaciale, [7] Vue de Venise, and [8] Temple d’Apollinnopolis - Egypte.
The scene depicting the ‘glaciale’ is signed B. Couvert, unfortunately we have not been able to identify the artist.
The Vues d’Optique is a viewing apparatus whose main components are a large, double convex lens. When the
spectator looks at perspective views through the lens of the viewing machine, an illusion of recession is produced.
The illusion of distance is created when the convex lens, is held just in front of the eyes, the spectator looking at the
perspective view through its two edges which function like two prisms. Light rays that are thrown through the
translucent print are refracted in such a way that they enter the eyes in a parallel direction. The brain interprets the
incoming parallel images as a single image seen from a great distance. The important function of the lens in the
optical machine is not its magnification but its creation of an illusion of depth in binocular vision.

198. WAIN, Louis. DAYS IN CATLAND [The pictures are made by arranging the cut out figures in
different parts of the Scenery] London: Rapahael Tuck & Son circa 1910. £ 950
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FIRST EDITION. (LATER PRINTINGS HAVE INFERIOR COLOUR PRINTING.) A panorama comprised of four folding
colour-printed panels, with fourteen shaped full-colour figures of cats which can be positioned in different slots within the panorama to
create different scenes and stories. Rear panel is designed as a pocket to hold the figures when not in use; it also has the printed
‘Directions’. part of flap missing else a very good copy of this scarce Wain toy-book.

199. Wakefield, Edward Jerningham. ADVENTURE IN NEW ZEALAND From 1839-1844; with
some account of the beginning of the British Colonization of the Islands… in Two Volumes. Vol. I [-II]
London: John Murray, Albemarle Street. 1845.

FIRST EDITION. 2 vols., pp. x, 482, 16 adverts dated ‘April 1845’ folding line engraved map in pocket at end; x,
546; original green cloth, spines lettered in gilt hinges of vol. 1 splitting and stamps removed from first gathering of text with
leaving marks).

[with:] ILLUSTRATIONS TO “ADVENTURES IN NEW ZEALAND” By Edward Jerningham
Wakefield, Esqr. [lithograph illustration] lithographed from original drawings taken on the spot by Mrs.
Wicksteed, Miss king, Mrs Fox, Mr John Saxton, Mr Charles Heaphy, Mr S.C. Brees and Captain W. Mein
Smith, R.A.
London: Published by Smith Elder & Co. Cornhill. 1845. £ 5,500

FIRST EDITION. Folio [57 x 38.5 cm], 20 tinted lithograph illustrations on 16 sheets of thin card including, lithograph title
with tinted vignette, 5 tinted panoramas on joined sheets (slightly browned), 10 tinted illustrations printed two to a sheet, 5 tinted
illustrations on single sheets and three sheets with 5 hand coloured botanical specimens; original tinted lithograph upper-cover (as title
illustration) backed in green roan, somewhat worn and browned.

A good, if politically biased, account of the early British Settlement in New Zealand.
‘Edward Jerningham Wakefield (1820-1879), settler in New Zealand, was born on 25 June 1820 in London. He
received an unorthodox education, partly on the continent, partly in Newgate prison, and partly at Bruce Castle
School, Tottenham. The castle curriculum was unusual in its emphasis on science and mathematics and its provision
of a measure of student self-government. He attended King’s College, London, 1836–8, before travelling, as his
father’s secretary, to Canada. The next year he sailed with his uncle to New Zealand to establish the Wakefield
colony and remained there until reprimanded by Governor Fitzroy in 1844. According to his critics, most of his
time had been spent in debauchery. His diary of these years, Adventure in New Zealand, and the accompanying
Illustrations were published in 1845, timed to coincide with the New Zealand Company’s campaign against the
Colonial Office. It is well written and offers perceptive commentary on the flora and fauna of the islands as well as
the Maori. The observations on the settlers and government are, as might be expected, heavily biased. Four years
later he again departed for New Zealand with the Canterbury settlers, leaving behind large debts. The political
contributions of this intelligent but unstable man were few: he was elected for a Canterbury constituency in 1854
and was member of the executive council from August to September of that year, being elected again to the house
of representatives in 1876. He married Ellen Roe, the daughter of a Wellington printer, on 3 October 1863, and had
three daughters. Alcoholism destroyed the marriage and he died in distressed circumstances on 3 March 1879.’
Curiously two different publishers were responsible for the text and the atlas volumes. John Murray II died in 1843
and left the business to his wife who died in 1845. John Murray III was in the process of buying her out so 1844 &
1845 were a difficult year for the publishing house and were probably not able to accommodate the issue of the
Atlas volume.
A note in Vol.1 p. 389 of the text helps to confirm the supposition for Murray was quite happy to print Wakefield’s
notice of the the other publishers Atlas: ‘I must refer the reader to a series of lithographic plates from sketches by
the draughtsman and surveyors of the New Zealand Company and other persons, which are published by Messrs.
Smith, Elder, and Co., of Cornhill. I have selected them from the portfolios of the Company, kindly placed at my
disposal for this purpose, as very correct Illustrations of many of the scenes described in this book.’
Abbey Travel 588 ;Bobins 344/345; Hockham p.121 and p.124

200. WEBER, John Baptist and Walter KEMPSTER. LA SITUATION DES JUIFS EN RUSSIE:
Rapport adressé au gouvernement des États-Unis [Paris 1892?]. £ 150

8vo., pp. 146, [2]; evenly a little browned; printed wrappers, (these a little chipped and soiled), now housed in a modern brown cloth
box.

A resume by two of the delegates of Report of the Commissioners of immigration upon the causes which incite immigration to the
United States, that was published in 1892 in Washington, here translated into French.
Two things odd about this translations firstly the style and quality lead us to believe that the works was issued from
a French press, and secondly the fact that there is no imprint appears to indicate that the work was done for some
clandestine purpose and may well have been published and thence circulated this way to avoid the authorities in
Russia at this time.

201. [WINTER - PEEPSHOW]. ENGELBRECHT, Martin.  Augsburg, C.P. Maj. Mart.
Engelbrecht. excud. A.V., c. 1740. £ 1,250

Set of 6 engraved card-backed cut-away sheets, [105×142 mm] with original hand-colouring.
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202. [WOMEN]. HUMOROUS SEA-SIDE SKETCHES [cover title]. London, Read & Co., [c. 1855].
£ 600

Lithographic panorama measuring 120 x 2,620 mm, concertina-folding into red cloth covers measuring 130 x 152 mm; illustrated
label printed in three colours; a little worn.

Scarce panorama depicting twenty humorous incidents at the seaside, nearly all showing Victorian ladies frolicking
on the beach, riding on donkeys, and paddling in the sea. Some of the ‘sketches’ are of a risqué nature and may
account for the anonymity of the artist. Young women in skimpy swim wear; young swains looking at ladies ankles
and petticoats, couples canoodling in beech cabins or bathers being spied on with with telescopes.
The yellow cover label supplies the title, a repeat of one of the sea-side incidents ‘A Smack Among the Rocks’ that
is a couple taking a stolen kiss whilst an angry looking father spies them. A list of the publisher’s prints and
panoramas is pasted inside the back cover including work by Cruikshank, and Alfred Crowquill.
Abbey, Life 613.

For tun e - t e l l i n g  g ame  f o r  Lad i e s

203. [WOMEN]. THE YOUNG LADY’S ORACLE. A Fireside Amusement. [London] D. Bogue,
Fleet Street. [1850]. £ 550

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xvi, 80; with folding handcoloured frontispiece, engraved title and original red card of numbers for
cutting out, bound in at rear; apart from some minor dust-soiling in places a clean copy throughout; in the original blue blindstamped
publisher’s cloth, spine and upper boards lettered and tooled in gilt, light rubbing to head of spine, but still a near fine copy.

Charming parlour game for ladies, in unusually fine state with the rarely found original cards still uncut and bound
in at the end.
‘The mode of consulting the Oracle is extremely simple. The Card, which will be found at the end of the volume,
having been cut into separate pieces, each containing a single number (Nos. 3 to 18), the pieces are to be deposited
in a reticule or other convenient receptable, so that the drawer may choose at random without being able to see the
number chosen. The person who wishes to consult the Oracle having selected the question to which she wishes a
reply, then withdraws one of the cards from the reticule, which gives the answer to her question’ (p. v).
Thus, for example, supposing the question were no. 67: ‘What is a good husband?’ and the card chosen were no. 13,
the answer would be as follows. Turn to the ‘Table of Answers’ (pp. xiii-xvi) and in the first column you find the
number of the question to which a reply is required (67), and in the top line the number of the card (13): at the
point of intersection of these two lines the number 52 is found, which indicates the page containing the answer.
Thus, turning to page 52, we find the reply of the Oracle No. 13 is “A Simple Man”. Certainly an answer which
would have caused much amusement amongst the participants!
OCLC records three copies in North America, at Harvard, Princeton and Indiana.

204. [WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE]. A MEMORANDUM Showing cause why women should take part in
the election of the parliament which is to deal with problems of reconstruction arising out of the war.
London: Issued by the National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies, 14 Great Smith street,
Westminster, S.W. November, 1916. £ 300

Folio, pp. 34; original brown wrappers; resewn.

The Memorandum contains a synthesis of the NUWSS case as it stood in the uncertain weeks prior to the collapse in
December 1916 of the Second Asquith Ministry.
The NUWSS, then under the leadership of Millicent Fawcett, had a membership principally drawn from the middle-
classes who hoped to gain the vote by non-violent means. Colloquially known as Suffragists they had a stance at
variance to their sisters the Suffragettes.
Knowing that Asquith’s majority Liberal coalition government was treading on thin ice they probably hoped to
persuade them to act on giving women the franchise. To this purpose the work gathers together all key issues and
tabulates these in a series of five schedules and associated comments:
I. Women in Industry
II. Statements of Opinion on Women’s War work by Employers and Others.
III. Statements of opinions in favour of Women Suffrage by Cabinet Ministers, Members of Parliament, and
Others.
IV. Statements of Opinion in the Press in favour of Women Suffrage.
V. Women’s Suffrage in Practice; and Parliamentary History of the Women’s Suffrage Movement in Great Britain.
The introduction includes a veiled threat on the continuing vacillation of that the Liberal majority ‘Women have
always shown themselves ready to make all reasonable sacrifice - and often to make sacrifices which were not
reasonable - for their men. But with their quickened and deepened sense of citizenship they are not willing that their
interests should be bargained away by a Parliament over which they have no control, or that they should be treated
as a football in a game between Capital and Labour, with the Government acting as Umpire’
A new a coalition government, now having a Tory majority under Lloyd George being formed on the collapse of
Second Asquith Ministry, precluded any notion of extending the franchise to women until the end of the war.
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‘Ro t t e n ’  b o r ough s

205. WYLD, James A MAP SHEWING THE PLACES IN ENGLAND AND WALES, SENDING
MEMBERS TO PARLIAMENT Together with the Alterations proposed of the People. London:
Published by James Wyld, geographer to His Majesty, 5 Charing Cross 1831. £ 550

Hand coloured lithograph map [56 x 39cm], mounted on linen highlighted to show changes that would occur to the franchise with a
printed tabulation below; folding into original green cloth slip case, upper cover with a printed and manuscript label.

The map shows in an elegant and easily understandable form the extent of ‘Rotten’ boroughs throughout England
and Wales.
Each of the places that were either to lose or gain the representation by a Member of Parliament in the Commons
under the new Bill are neatly differentiated in colour. The expanding cities of Birmingham, Manchester and
Sheffield of the industrial North gained the most from the legislation, with many ‘rotten boroughs,’ especially in the
southern counties, subsumed into neighbouring districts that better represented their populations.
It appears that a copy of this map was used by Sir Robert Peel in his efforts to placate the worst effects of Reform
during the its long journey through both Houses of Parliament in 1831.
On the 27th of July 1831 ‘[Sir Robert] held in his hand a small map which had been lately published, entitled, A map
shewing the places in England and Wales sending members to parliament heretofore, with the alterations proposed to be made by the bill
for amending the representation. In this map he would draw a line, not exactly across the centre of the country, but from
the indenture made in the coast by the Severn to the indenture made on the opposite coast by the Wash. … This
line was not a fanciful one, but one which divided with tolerable accuracy the agricultural from the manufacturing
districts. On the north of this line were situated the great coal-fields of England, with all the manufactures which
depended on them. Taking this line for his guide, he would attempt to prove that the bill gave an immense
preponderance to the northern or manufacturing district, and greatly and unduly lessened the weight and distinction
of the southern district, which comprised the chief agricultural counties of England.’ (Hansard House of Commons
Debate 27 July 1831 vol 5 cc405-57.


